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Preface

I first immersed myself in Romans when I was an undergrad
uate student. During that period of my life, I had very high
standards for myself which I was attempting to keep by my
own efforts, and these efforts were not successful. Conse

quently, I was keenly aware of my spiritual and psychological
brokenness and was burdened with guilt. In my frustration
with my life, I was drawn to the proclamation in Romans that
we must trust in God's forgiveness and cannot be saved by try
ing to live up to the law. 1 read and reread Romans and found
new peace and hope.

Subsequently, as a doctoral student, I engaged in a more
"scholarly" study of Romans. I wrote my dissertation on one
aspect of Paul's presentation of Jesus. Naturally, I worked inten
sively on Romans and read many of the great commentaries.
Although I learned an enormous amount from the schol
ars who had preceded me, I also came to the conclusion that
they had overlooked a fundamental aspect of the basic struc
ture and purpose of Romans. I gained much insight from many
books on Paul in general and on Romans in particular. Here I
must especially acknowledge my debt to the work of J.C.
Beker, E.P. Sanders, and Richard Hays on Paul's theology.
Nevertheless, my studies convinced me that a new approach to
Romans was needed. I concluded that in Romans Paul presents

his gospel in such a way that it will appeal both to Jews and
Gentiles in the Roman church (and elsewhere). This presenta
tion shapes both the structure of the letter and much of its

thought and makes Romans especially relevant today as we
attempt to deal with pluralism.
I have also concluded that there is a shortage of good biblical

study guides. Most genuinely informed and creative books on the

IX
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Bible are written primarily for scholars and are too technical—

and, often, too long—to be accessible to general readers.
The following book is the result. Here I have tried to pres

ent my own understanding of the structure and purpose of
Romans and,at the same time, honor the fundamental insights
I have received from other scholars. In addition, I have tried to

produce a volume which any educated reader can follow and
which will be useful for group Bible study. To make my work
more accessible, I have avoided technical vocabulary and
restricted my discussion to essential points. With some hesita
tion, I have even omitted all footnotes. On a couple of occa
sions, I have merely mentioned the names of scholars to whom

I am especially indebted. In line with the pals of a "study
guide," I have included a great deal of reflection on the general
theology of Romans and the relevance of that theology to con
temporary concerns. To aid general readers, I have also in

cluded questions for reflection at the end of each section of the
commentary. It is hoped that these questions will be especial]

helpful for group discussion. As a courtesy to readers who are

particularly concerned with my conclusions about the basic
structure of the letter, I have included a detailed outline of
Romans in an appendix.

The rise of gender-inclusive language poses special chal
lenges for the biblical interpreter. To make the language inclu
sive, I have consistently added a female term next to a male one
whenever Paul uses a male term inclusively, or else I have
resorted to a genderless plural. Thus,for example,when Paul is
speaking inclusively and writes the Greek word for "brothers "
I have rendered this as "brothers and sisters." When Paul 'is
speaking inclusively and writes "he," I have translated this as

"they." I have also adopted the colloquial usage of "they" for
the indefinite singular (i.e., anyone) which earlier would have

been "he." In addition, following Old Testament usage, I have
employed feminine pronouns for the Holy Spirit. Paul knew

Hebrew and was familiar with Old Testament usage and surely
regarded it as inspired. Hence, he would have been comfort
able with calling the Spirit "she." In Greek,the pronoun for the
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Spirit is "it," since the word for "spirit" is neuter. In English
where we have natural (rather than grammatical) gender, the
use of "it" implies that something is less than human and is
inappropriate for the Spirit.
It remains to express many thanks. Hirst, I must acknowl

edge the books I especially used as I was writing. I began by
going over the classic, C.H. Dobb, The Epistle of Paul to the
Romans (London: Hodder S: Stoughton, 1932). Then for a
more modern perspective I read,John Ziesler, Paul's Letter to
the Romans (London: SCM, 1989). To brush up on the innu

merable details of Romans, I went through the magisterial
work, Joseph A. Hitzmyer, S.J., Romans: A New Translatioji
with Introduction and Commentaiy^ Anchor Bible volume 33
(New York: Doubleday, 1993). As I was revising my own book,
I consulted a work which commented on Romans as briefly as I
was trying to, namely Paul W. Meyer's notes in the Harper's
Bible Commentaiy (San Francisco, c. 1988) pp. 1130-1167.
Then as I was finalizing my typescript I carefully studied
Brendan Byrne, S.J.'s excellent Romans (Collegeville, MN: A
Michael Glazier Book published by The Liturgical Press, 1996)
and incorporated a number of major and minor insights. In
many places, however, I elected to follow my own judgment
rather than defer to the wisdom of these authors.
I must also thank all who read drafts of this book and

made helpful suggestions. The Rev. Lin Ludy read a prelimi
nary sketch and, as always, was supportive. Donald Gelpi, S.J.

read my initial draft and gave me important new perspectives.
Dr. Dorothy Sinclair read a subsequent draft and helped me
improve the style. Ms. Helen Knapp, Mr. Gregory Clark, Mr.
John Leech, Mrs. Barbara Lifter, Fr. Robert Haberman, and
Brother Martin of the New Camaldoli Hermitage, BigSur read
later revisions, and their enthusiastic reactions assured me that

what I had written would be helpful to intelligent Christian
readers who had no expertise in Pauline scholarship. Fr.
Haberman also made valuable suggestions. Ms. Andrea Baker
proofread a late draft and corrected many minor errors and
recommended many improvements.
XI
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I am grateful to many students, friends, and relatives who
encouraged me to persevere with this book.
I remain indebted to the professors I had in graduate
school, especially to L. William Countryman,John R. Keating,
and Wilhelm H. Wuellner. Countryman's more recent re
search has also continued to stimulate me.
The translation of Romans given here is my own.
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A Study Guide To St. Paul's Letter to the Romans

1. Romans 1:1

Paul, a slave of Christ Jesus, summoned to be a missionary,
selected for God's good news (1:1).

In accordance with the conventions of his day,Paul opens his
letter by identifying himself. Whereas in modern letters, it is
customary to begin with one's return address and the date, in the
ancient Roman world one began by giving the author's name.
After his name, Paul supplies a brief description of who he is.
Paul identifies himself as a missionary whose authority
comes directly from Jesus and depends on obeying him. In
some of the later books of the New Testament, the term "apos
tle" which I have rendered here as "missionary" is already a
synonym for twelve people who were leading followers of
Jesus during his lifetime and apparently symbolized the twelve
tribes of Israel (e.g., Acts 1 ;25-26). By contrast, in Paul's writ
ings, an "apostle" is someone who saw Jesus after the resurrec
tion and received from him a commission to preach the
Christian message to others (cf. e.g., 1 Cor. 9:1). The Greek
word apostolos literally means someone who is sent out to do
something. By referring to himself as "apostle," Paul tacitly
reminds his readers that Jesus appeared to him after the resur
rection and gave him a call to preach. Hence, he will tell people
what God wants them to do and urge them to obey. Neverthe
less, Paul stresses that he has no independent authority and dig

nity. Instead, he remains only a "slave" of the one who
summoned him.

The claim that he is Jesus' missionary and slave implicitly
places Paul in the line of the "servants" in the Old Testament
who in response to a personal call from God proclaimed the
Lord's will.

As a missionary, Paul stresses that he is bringing "good
news." The English phrase "good news" translates the single
Greek word euangelion,from which we get terms like "evange
list." Euangelum is composed of the roots, eu meaning "well"
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or "good" ^ndangelia meaning "message" or "tidings." Later,

because of Paul, eiiangelion (traditionally translated "gospel")
became a technical term for the Christian message as a whole
or for a book about the life of Jesus. Here,however,it still has it

original meaning of wonderful tidings. This opening reference

to good news should remind us that no matter how negative
Paul will be in his subsequent evaluations of a sinful world and

an imperfect church, his proclamation remains one of joy and
hope for all.

Questions for reflection:
Does the authority of Christian preachers or teachers come
directly from Jesus or from other human beings? Does a
Christian leader who has credentials(such as a degree in bib
lical studies) have an authority to preach that does nor come

from knowing Jesus? Whatis chat authority, and what are its

limits? Is the message that the church is preaching today still
joy and peace for all? Or has the element of judgment made
our message primarily negative? When we act as God's scr

vants do we see ourselves as part of a long line of holy men
and women stretching back to biblical times?

^

^

2. Romans 1:2-4

Previously, God promised through his prophets in the / /

scriptures the good news about his Son. By blood he was bom
from David's lineage. By a sanctified spirit he was installed Son
ofGod in power at his resurrection from the dead lesus C'Brief
our Lord.(1:2-4)
'
'

In his introduction of himself Paul is careful to give a brief
summary of his message. Thus, he emphasizes that Jesus is the

fulfillment of the ancient Jewish prophesies and is the expected
messianic descendant of King David. Paul also stresses that

A Study Guide To St. Paul's Letter to the Romans

through the resurrection Jesus has become Lord of the universe.
In the ancient world a "son" shared in his father's social stand

ing. Hence, when Jesus became "Son of God in power," he
shared in the universal authority of God himself. Of course, a
"son" was also someone who was supposed to obey his father,
and by calling Jesus God's Son, Paul reminds his readers that
Jesus was obedient to God.

This proclamation that Jesus was both David's son and
Lord of all would have pleased the mixed audience for whom
Paul was writing. Jewish Christians at Rome would have
appreciated Paul's recognition that Jesus was the descendant of
their national hero King David and fulfilled the ancient proph
ecies in their scriptures. By contrast. Gentile Christians would
have appreciated Paul's suggestion that Jesus' human lineage is
no longer of primary importance. Paul contrasts Jesus' physical
descent and spiritual identity and implies that the latter is what
is truly significant. Yes, physically Jesus was a descendant of
David, but that fact is primarily of historical interest. By his res
urrection Jesus has now become Lord.

Of course, the early Church as a whole was divided
between Jews and Gentiles, and, as we shall see, it is likely that
Paul hoped this letter would win him support from both
groups, not only in Rome, but elsewhere too.
The theme that Jesus is the son of David does not occur in
Paul's letters to other churches, and apparently Paul specifi

cally included it here to please Jewish Christian readers. Later
in Romans Paul will again note that Jesus was descended from
Jewish royalty. Thus, in 15:12 Paul quotes a prophecy from
Isaiah about the coming of a descendant from David's father,
Jesse, and clearly assumes that Jesus fulfills this prediction. In

his epistles to other congregations, however, Paul does not
stress that Jesus is David's descendant. As we will see, in
Romans Paul tries to make the gospel especially relevant to

Jewish Christians. Apparently then, this opening reference to
Jesus' descent from the Jewish royal family was also meant to
appeal to this group.
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In addition, it may be that Paul emphasized that Jesus was

descended from Jewish royalty to overcome the hostility from
Christian Jews which his Letter to the Galatians had recently
provoked throughout the early Church. When he wrote
Galatians, Paul was trying to keep his Gentile converts from
adopting Jewish customs. In this attempt Paul treated such pil
lars of Judaism as the Mosaic Law and circumcision very nega

tively. Indeed, he even suggested that the Mosaic Law cursed
Jesus (Gal. 3:13) and that circumcision was tantamount to cas

tration (Gal. 5:12). Such rhetoric may have been successful in
keeping Galatian Gentiles from adopting Jewish ways, but it
must have deeply offended any Jewish Christians who subse
quently heard about the letter. Although we cannot be certain, it
appears that Paul wrote Romans shortly after writing Galatians,
since Romans deals with many of the same themes but more
fully and carefully. Hence, Paul needed to placate conservative
Jewish Christians in the Church as a whole.

The proclamation that Jesus was Son of David and was
installed Son of God at the resurrection coheres closely with

Paul's later contention in Romans that the gospel is for the
Jews first and also for the Greeks (Rom. 1:16). By reminding
the reader that Jesus was born a descendant of David,Paul sug

gests that Jesus was Jewish and, hence,Jews had a special rela
tionship to him beginning with his birth. Nevertheless, by
insisting that Jesus became ruler of the universe at the resurrec

tion, Paul implies that the gospel is now for everyone.
In my opinion, there is no reason why Paul himself could
not have composed the statement that Jesus was "was born
from David's lineage" and "installed Son of God in power at
his resurrection." Scholars have generally assumed that in this
passage Paul is quoting an older Christian confession. The lan
guage is formal, and elsewhere Paul teaches that Jesus was

divine before his birth (Rom. 8:3, 10:6, 2 Cor. 8:9, Gal. 4:4,
Phil. 2:6). As we have seen, however, what Paul says about
Jesus here serves his efforts to gain the support of Jews and
Gentiles at Rome and elsewhere. Hence,there is no reason that
Paul could not have composed the phrase himself and simply
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used formal language. We may note in passing that even here
Paul implies that Jesus was always God's Son and merely
obtained a new authority as a result of the resurrection. At the
resurrection Jesus became "Son of God in power.''
Questions for reflection:
In Christian preaching should we tailor the message to

appeal to different ethnic groups? What parts of the Chris
tian message can be left out if the need arises? What addi

tions to the gospel can be included to please specific
groups? What is the indispensable core of Christianity that
must not be compromised regardless of the cultural set
ting? Does that core include the proclamation that God's
Son existed before being born, voluntarily assumed a
human life, died, rose from the dead,and now lives as Lord
of the universe? Is there something in the Christian mes
sage that is inherently counter-cultural regardless of the
social setting?

3, Romans 1:5-6

Through him IJesus] we have received grace and a missionary
commission to all the nations to make them for his sake to

believe and obey. Among them are you who have been sum
moned to belong to Jesus Christ. (1:5-6)

Paul stresses that he has a larger mission from God that
qualifies him to preach at Rome and suggests that the
Roman Christians have a larger mission that makes it impera
tive that they listen to him. Paul can be a missionary to the
Roman community only because he has a larger mission to all
the nations. Similarly, the Romans have an obligation to listen
to his message only because they have a larger obligation to
obey Jesus Christ.

A Study Guide To St. Paul's Letter to the Romans

Both Paul's mission and that of the Roman Christians
resulted from God's call. It is God who took the initiative in

granting Paul his missionary commission; it is God who sum
moned his Roman readers to believe in Christ.

By mentioning his larger mission, Paul is already subtly
preparing for his appeal later in the letter that the Roman

church support his upcoming work. As we will see, the major
purpose of Romans was practical. Paul needed the support of
the Roman congregation for his impending missions to Jerusa

lem and Spain. Hence, in his opening remarks he reminds the
Roman Christians that his mission to them is only a small part
of a larger work that God had called him to do.
Paul's opening description of the people to whom he is
writing is ambiguous. Paul describes his readers as being
among" the nations. In biblical Greek, the word "nations"

also means "Gentiles," and, hence one could conclude that

Paul is writing primarily to Gentile Christians, especially since

his missionary commission was to Gentiles {e.g.. Gal. 1:16).
Nevertheless, Jews outside of Palesti ne lived "among" the
nations, and, hence, it would be equally plausible to assume

that Paul is writing to everyone, especially since there were
Jewish Christians at Rome.

1 believe that this ambiguity is deliberate and was an
attempt not to sound presumptuous to Jewish Christian read

ers. Earlier in his missionary career, Paul had agreed to concennate on converting Pagans rather than Jews (Gal. 2:7-9), and
his radical stand that Gentiles could become Christians with

out becoming Jews had alienated many conservatives. More
over, it was already aggressive for him to write a letter to the

Roman church, since he had no previous relationship with it.
Hence, he is very careful to avoid giving any initial impression
that he plans to tell Jewish Christians what they are to do.
Questions for reflection:
Can we have a mission to any given individual or commu
nity without having a larger, more general mission from
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God? Should we as Christians only obey a priest or pastor
if that obedience is part of a larger obedience to Jesus
Christ? Did our own relationship with God begin with
something that we accomplished, or did God take the ini
tiative by calling us?

4. Romans 1:7a

To all those who are in Ro}ne, those loved by God and siimmoned to be holy. (1:7a)

In accordance with the conventions of the day,Paul now for
mally identifies the people to whom he is writing. In Greek
letters of that time it was customary after naming the writer to
designate the intended readers.

Paul's brief description of the church of Rome previews
important themes, which he will later explicate at length. Paul

emphasizes that his greetings are for "all," and,as we shall note
later, the word "all" will play an important role in the rest of
the letter. Paul writes that the Roman Christians are already
loved by God and are now summoned to be holy. Here to be
"holy" means to exercise the goodness that comes from having
a special relationship with God. Later in the letter Paul will
insist that the Christian faith begins with the awareness that
while we were sinners God showed his love for us through the

death of Jesus. Once we accept that love, we in turn allow it to
transform our lives and make us "holy."

Of course, by emphasizing that the Romans are already
beloved by God and summoned to be holy, Paul is suggesting
that they are ready to hear the gospel. Just as Paul has a com
mission from God to preach,so too the Romans have an invita
tion from God to listen. In a moment Paul will imply that the

Romans are already mature enough in their relationship to
God to be spiritually helpful to Paul himself.

A Study Guide To St. Paul's Letter to the Romans

By stressing that he is writing to all, Paul hints that he
intends to address Jewish Christians as well as Gentiles. Even
though his missionary commission is primarily to Gentiles, this
letter is for everyone in the Roman church.
Questio7ts for reflection:
Is it always clear in our congregation that the Christian
message is for "all"? If we had to describe our church in
two or three words, what adjectives would we use? Is the
most significant thing about any Christian community that
we are loved by God and called to be holy?
^

^

5. Romans 1:7b

Grace to you and peace from God our Father and the Lord Jesus
Christ. (1:7b)

IJaul now gives an opening salutation that combines Greek
-l and Jewish elements. In Greek letters of that time, it was
customary after the name of the writer and the name of the

recipients to supply the word "greeting." In Greek the sound of

this word is close to that of the word for "grace" or gift. Paul uses
the word "grace" to recall a central idea in his theology: God's
unmerited gift of salvation for those who believe in Jesus. Paul

then adds the traditional Hebrew greeting of "peace." Here
peace is that total psychological and social harmony which

comes from knowing and obeying God. Paul believed that the
only road to peace was through accepting grace.
Although Paul opens his other letters with a similar combi
nation of greetings, the combination seems especially appro
priate for this epistle. As we shall see, Paul in Romans stresses
the unity of Jews and Greeks in Christ, and, accordingly, it is
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particularly apt that near the opening of Romans, he links
together traditional greetings from both cultures.
In Greek the words "from God our Father and the Lord

Jesus Christ" are ambiguous, and I believe that Paul wished
them to be since the ambiguit)' summarizes much of his theol
ogy. Thus, the words could mean that the grace and peace of
which Paul is speaking come both from God and from Jesus.
But the words also could mean that God is the father both of

Jesus and of us. Of course, Paul believed that each of these
claims was true. Thanks to his resurrection, Jesus now reigns
with God in heaven and like God is himself a source of grace
and peace. Nevertheless,Jesus remains God's Son,and because

he became a human being, we can become God's sons and
daughters through him. We now share in Jesus' divine sonship.
Perhaps because the words "from God our Father and the Lord
Jesus Christ" expressed so much of Paul's thought, this preg
nant phrase occurs in the opening of many of Paul's letters (1
Cor. 1:3, 2 Cor. 1:2, etc.).

Questions for reflection:
is the essence of the Christian message that human beings
must begin by receiving God's grace and end by being at
peace? Would combining different cultural expressions of
the gospel in our worship make the inclusiveness of Chris
tianity more evident?

6. Romans 1:8-15

To begin with, I thank my God through Jesus Christ for you all,
because your faith is the talk of the whole world, As God is my
witness—the God whom I serve ivith my spirit in proclaiming
the good news about his Son—/ constantly make mention of
you in my prayers, always asking that somehow, now at last, I
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may by God's will succeed m coming to you. I lojtg to see you in
order that I may share some spiritual gift with you so that you
may be strengthened, or rather, that while I am among you, we

may be mutually encouraged by the faith in one another, both
your faith and mine. I want you to know, brothers and sisters,
that although / have been kept from doing so until now, I often
planned to co?ne to you so that I might have some fruit among
you, just as I do among other peoples. I am under obligation
both to Greeks and Barbarians, both to the learned and the igno

rant. Hence, my eagerness to preach the good news also to you
in Rome.(1:8-15)

In accordance with the custom of his day, Paul says a prayer
on behalf of his readers and then adds a word of flattery. In

polite first-century letters it was normal after the opening
greeting to say a brief prayer. The prayer would either ask for
the welfare of the readers or give thanks. Here Paul does both.
He thanks God for his readers and tells them that they are con
stantly in his petitions to God. It was also customary near the

beginningof aletter to attempt to win the readers' good will by
complimenting them. Significantly, in a letter whose theme
will concern the importance of faith, Paul chooses to compli
ment the Roman Christiansen their faith, which Paul claims, is
world famous.

Paul then cautiously announces that he is coming to Rome

but says nothing definite about his other plans. In accordance
with his desire for many years, Paul will visit Rome. Paul does

not, however, mention that he will also be visiting Jerusalem and
Spain and needs the support of the Roman congregation for
these other missions. He will request this support only at the end
of the letter after he has presented his theology and persuaded
his readers that his views are sound. Nevertheless, the fact that
Paul mentions that he is under obligation to "Barbarians" proba
bly does point forward to his later request for assistance in his
upcoming work in Spain. From the perspective of cultivated
Romans who could speak Greek, Spaniards were Barbarians.

A Study Guide To Sc. Paul's Letter to the Romans
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Paul stresses that while he is at Rome he and his readers

will learn about the gospel from one another—especially from
one another's trust in God. Of course, as a missionary, Paul
intends to use his gifts to strengthen their faith, and he
announces that intention. Then, however, he quickly adds—
lest he seem arrogant—that he too will find encouragement
through their trust in God.
Because Paul's missionary commission was only to Gentiles,

he still does not explicitly say that he will be preaching to Jews at
Rome. As the Roman church probably knew, Paul had earlier
made a deal with Peter and others that Paul would concentrate

on converting Pagans, whereas Peter and his associates would
convert their Jewish compatriots(Gal. 2:7-9). iMoreover, as we
shall see, Paul fears that conservative Jewish Christians at Rome
view him with suspicion. Ofcourse,Paul also had to reckon with
the likelihood that Jewish Christians outside of Rome would
hear about this letter. Such Christians were especially anxious to

hold Paul to his agreement only to convert Gentiles, because
Paul's message that the Mosaic Law was no longer necessary
might encourage Jewish Christians to abandon their religious
heritage. Hence, Paul continues to be diplomatic and does not
clearly state that he will be trying to influence any Jews. Never
theless,since, by definition,"Greeks and Barbarians [i.e., people
who do not speak Greekl" means everyone,Paul again hints that
his preaching will be to all.

Questions for reflection:
Can we be good missionaries if we are not willing to learn
about God from the people to whom we preach? What
message about faith can a Christian missionary preach to a
Christian audience? What can a missionary expect to learn
about faith from a Christian audience? Do we sometimes

have to be cautious before presuming to preach to certain
groups whether Christian or not?
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7. Romans 1:16-17

/ will not be put to shame by thegood news,since it is the power
ofGod to save everyone who hasfaith, both theJew first and the
Greek. In it the righteousness of God is revealed by faith for
faith, just as it is written, "Those who are set right through faith
willlive"[Hab. 2:4]. (1:16-17)

Here Paul announces the basic theme of his letter: The
Christian good news is equally for all, both Jews and
Gentiles, because there is only one way to true life—by faith.
The theme that the gospel is for the Jews first and also for
the Gentiles provides an outline for the entire letter. In the first
half of the letter Paul will stress—especially to his Jewish read
ers—that the Gentiles have equal status in the church. Hence,

Christian Jews should in no way despise their Gentile brothers
and sisters. By contrast, in the second half of the letter Paul will
remind the Gentiles that the Jews as God's chosen people nev
ertheless have somesortof priority in God's plan. The gospel is
for them first. Hence, the Gentiles should not despise them.
Of course,as this outline suggests, the letter as a whole is a
plea for both groups in the Roman church to live together in
unity and to support Paul's efforts to make Christian converts
from both Pagans and Jews. As we will see, a major problem
within the Roman congregation was a dispute between conser
vative Jewish Christians and liberal Gentile ones(and their lib

eral Jewish supporters). In chapters 14-15 Paul will attempt to
defuse this dispute. Paul will also insist that his mission to con
vert the Gentiles will paradoxically lead to the conversion of
the Jews. Hence, both Jewish and Gentile Christians should
enthusiastically support his work.
In addition, by stressing that the gospel is for the Jews
first, Paul is trying to overcome the hostility of Jewish Chris
tians toward him whether at Rome or elsewhere. The Letter

to the Galatians which Paul probably had written very re
cently had emphasized that Christian Gentiles who pro
ceeded to become Jews were in effect abandoning Jesus (Gal.
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5:1—4). Naturally, any Jewish Christians who had heard

about that letter were deeply offended and probably won
dered whether Paul thought that the gospel was for Jews at
all. Hence, by stressing that the gospel is for the Jews first,
Paul is placating his Jewish Christian critics.
According to Paul, Christian Jews and Gentiles can live

together in harmony because both share a common "faith"
which leads to a common righteousness. Here Paul simply
announces the theme that "faith" produces "righteousness."
Much of the remainder of the letter will spell out in detail how
faith leads to goodness and the unity of Jew and Greek.
Unfortunately, the word "faith" in popular usage fails to
capture the complexity and richness of the concept that under

lies this term in Paul's writings. For many modern Christians,
"faith" is primarily belief in Christian doctrine. Moreover, it
often seems that faith originates from our free choice. Preachers
exhort their congregations to have faith.
For Paul, as indeed for the Bible generally, "faith" is first
and foremost the quality that God has: God himself is supremely
"faithful." He is utterly trustworthy, and he has shown that
trustworthiness in his many saving acts down through history
and continues to show it. Of course, for Paul the supreme dem
onstration of God's faithfulness is the coming of Christ, and
particularly his death on the cross followed by his mighty resur
rection and the gift of the Holy Spirit. Such saving acts are part
of God's "righteousness," that is his saving mercy.
The "faith" that we are called to have as Christians is trust

in God, and it is primarily a response to what God has already
done. Our faith is not so much the assent to certain doctrines.

Instead, it is an unconditional trust based on the grateful

acknowledgment of everything that God has already done for
us, especially through Jesus. Consequently, here Paul can write
that the "righteousness of God is revealed by faith for faith," in
other words,God revealed his own righteousness by being faith
ful so that we in response could have faith in him. Because Jesus'
life, death, and resurrection demonstrate God's reliability so
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completely, Paul confidently asserts that he will never he put to
shame by the trust that the Christian good news inspires.
Such trust necessarily leads us to obedience,and, hence, to

righteousness on our part. If we trust God, we believe that
what he asks us to do will turn out to be best for us, and,conse

quently,we will obey him. By contrast, if we disobey God then,
almostby definition, we do not trust him. Hence, Paul can sim
ply assume here that faith leads to righteousness, namely the
loyalty to God and goodness towards others that God expects
of us. Such righteousness in turn leads to life.
Nevertheless, for Paul faith does necessarily include the
affirmation of what we would call "Christian doctrines." Chris

tian trust is never blind trust. It is a response to what God has
done in the past,is doing in the present,and will do in the future.
In the past God sent his Son to save us; in the present the Holy
Spirit is transforming our lives; in the future God will raise the
dead and give to the righteous eternal life in his presence.
Hence, for Paul Christian faith most assuredly includes many
doctrinal assertions,such as Christ died to save us from our sins.
An important reason that Paul must insist on faith is that in

the religion he preached God was more hidden. In the Pagan
religions of the Greco-Roman world, the gods and goddesses
were closely identified with natural phenomena. Thus, there
was a sky god and an earth goddess and a goddess of love and a
god of death. Such gods and goddesses were immediately visible

in the cosmos,and it was also customary to use statues or paint
ings to portray them. Hence, faith was less necessary. In first
century Judaism,of course, God was more hidden. Although he
created the universe, he in principle transcended it; indeed, he
created it out of nothing(2 Macc. 7:28). Moreover, it was sacri

lege to try to capture this deity with a statue or a painting. Nev
ertheless, even in first-century Judaism, God was still relatively
visible. In some sense he dwelt in the temple at Jerusalem, and
there one could offer him burnt sacrifices whose smoke

ascended to his throne in heaven. By contrast, the temple and its
sacrifices played no role in Paul's proclamation. The God he
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preached was primarily visible in Jesus, and Jesus now dwelt in
heaven. Hence, faith was essential.

Questions for reflection:
In our own lives is faith primarily a response to what God
has done? Does our "faith" lead to obedience, or do we

merely affirm certain ideas to be true without really living

as if we trusted God? Are the things for which most people
live visible and tangible? Do we then as Christians need to
have a faith that the world does not require?

^0^

8. Romans 1:18-32

God's judgment is being revealed from heaven against all irrev
erence and wrongdoing by people who suppress the truth with
wrongdoing, because what can be known about God is plain to
them for God has made it plain. Ever since the creation of the
world, his invisible attributes, both his eternal power and divin
ity, have been perceived, since they are apprehended in what he
has made. Consequently, they have no excuse, because even
though they knew God,they did notglorify him as God or thank
him but thought about trivialities, and God darkened their stu
pid mind. As they claimed to be intelligent, God made them
fools, and they exchanged the glory ofthe imperishable God for
a copy ofa perishable image ofhumankind and birds and quad
rupeds and reptiles. (l:lH-23)

Therefore, God gave them up through the lusts in their
hearts to filth, to the degrading of their bodies among them
selves, they who exchanged God's truth for a lie and worshipped
and served the creature instead of the creator, who is to be
blessed for ever,amen. For this reason, God gave them up to dis
graceful passions. Their females exchanged natural relations for
the unnatural, and, similarly, the males also abandoned the
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natural relationship with the female and became inflamed in
their desire for one ajiother, males acting i?idecently with males
and in return receiving in their own selves the necessmy conse
quences of their deviation. (1:24-27)

And,just as they did not see fit to keep God in mind, Ctod
gave them up to an imfit mind. They do what is improper and
are full of all wrongdoing, wickedness, greed, vice: pervaded
with jealousy, murder, quarreling, treacheiy, malice; they are
gossips, slanderers, God haters, insolent and airogatit fellows,

braggarts, contrivers ofevil, disobedient to parents, stupid, dis
loyal, unloving, merciless. (1:28-31)
Even though they recognize Cod's just decree that those
who do such things deserve to die, they not only do them hut
also encourage those who commit them. (1:32)

Tosaved
bolsterby ahiscommon
contention
that both Jews and Gentiles are
faith in Christ, Paul first shows that
both groups are utterly lost without the gospel. If the gospel
reveals "the righteousness of God"(1:17), it is the remedy to

God's judgment" (1:18) which is falling on the sinful. Paul
begins by demonstrating in this section that the Gentiles are
utterly lost without Christ. Then in the following section he
will contend that the Jews are no better off.
Of course, by showing that both Jews and Gentiles are lost

without the gospel, Paul avoids antagonizing either faction in
the Roman congregation or the early Church as a whole and
helps both sides appreciate the other. If Paul had merely

indicted Jews or Gentiles, Christians who belonged to the eth
nic group in question would naturally have felt abused and

taken exception to his message. In addition, the other side
might have become smug.
As we attempt to understand Paul's argument, we must

keep in mind that Paul thinks of "Jews" and "Gentiles" corporately. In contemporary American culture we are individualists.

We instinctively think that the individual is the primary unit,
and, hence, for us a group is a collection of individuals. Conse
quently, we are wary of generalizations about communities. We
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balk at statements such as"Americans are materialistic," because

we immediately realize that not every American is this way. By
contrast, Paul thought corporately. For him the primary unit
was the community. An individual was first and foremost a
member of a group. Hence, Paul does not hesitate to make gen
eralizations about groups. If someone's group is materialistic,
then from Paul's perspective, each member must be as well,
because each member participates in the sinfulness of the com
munity that defines who he or she is.

To show that Gentiles are utterly sinful without the gos
pel, Paul first argues that they are morally accountable. Of
course, if they had no knowledge of God or the ethics God
requires, violating his law would be excusable. Later in the let
ter Paul will himself note that if there is no law there cannot be

any violation of it either (4:15). Hence, Paul states here that
even though Gentiles do not have access to what the Bible says

about God, they nevertheless do know something about God
through observing the universe he created. Certainly, Paul
would have insisted that the Old Testament revelation gives
the Jews a greater understanding of God than the Pagans have.
Nevertheless, here he makes the contrasting claim that God's
eternal power and deity are in principle visible to everyone,
because they can be perceived in the creation. The natural
world is full of God's power and glory and provides ample evi
dence of the One who made it.

Paul then says that even though the Pagans had some real
knowledge of God, they suppressed the truth out of pride.
They did not wish to give their lives to the service of God, to
praise and obey him. Consequently,they ignored the truth and
engaged in idle speculation about ultimate reality.
As a result, they lost their awareness of the true God and
began to worship idols. Paul holds that we cannot continue to
know who God is if we are unwilling to center our lives on him.
Hence, when the Pagans refused to follow God and used intel
lectual gymnastics to rationalize this rebellion, they inevitably
forgot who God was and ended up in polytheistic idolatry.

They worshipped many different gods and goddesses, and
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represented these deities with images of things in the natural
world, such as human beings and animals.
From Paul's perspective, such worship was inherently
degrading. According to the Bible, human beings were made in
the image of the One God (Gen. 1:26). Consequently, when
Pagans worshipped something else, they revered what was
beneath them and denied their own spiritual dignity. Hence,
Paul's horror over "exchanging" the glory of God for an idola
trous image of an animal!
Inevitably,sins of the flesh followed. Paul does not assume
that individual sins lead to our separation from God. Instead, it
is our separation from God that leads to individual sins. When
we are cut off from God and deny our own spiritual dignity by
worshipping something that is beneath us, our desires become
perverse; and these perverse desires in turn drive us to specific
acts of immorality and crime. Indeed, in some sense our immo
rality and crime are themselves a punishment for the previous

sin of forsaking God.
As they wallow in evil, sinners instinctively realize that

what they are doing will result in catastrophe and try to insu
late themselves from this knowledge by egging each other on.
Ofcourse,encouraging others to sin is itself an especially griev
ous failing. Paul insists that even though the Gentiles have lost
most knowledge of who God is, they nevertheless retain some

ethical awareness. He will return to this topic later. Precisely
because the Gentiles still can distinguish right from wrong,

they know that what they are doing is morally outrageous and
must inevitably lead to death. Nevertheless, they encourage

each other to sin. Presumably this solidarity acts as an anes
thetic to shield them from the full awareness of the grim conse
quences of transgression.

In part, Paul's discussion of the origin and nature of Pagan

sinfulness reflects traditional Jewish polemics against idolatry
and 'perverse" sexual activity. First centuryjewish culture was
stridently monotheistic and excoriated idolatry and homo
sexuality. Such polemics not only affirmed the Old Testament
belief that there was One God who was ethical and transcen-
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dent. In addition, these polemics reinforced the Jewish sense of
superiority toward the surrounding cultures, which were on
the whole polytheistic and did use images to represent the gods
and,especially in the case of Greco-Roman culture, were more
tolerant of homosexuality. In another Jewish writing, the

Wisdom of Solomon (especially, chapters 12-14), which was
written sometime before Romans, we see much of Paul's argu
mentation. The Wisdom of Solomon also holds that the Pagans
could have learned about God from creation. Instead, how
ever, they foolishly created idols. The worship of idols led to
other sins that God will certainly punish. Among these sins was
every form of fornication.

Today we may be especially cautious in adopting Paul's
views about the origin and nature of homosexualit)'. Certainly,
in light of our present knowledge, we may be sure homosexual
ity does not derive from idolatry! The reason Paul thought it
did was that he assumed that it would be appropriate for God
to punish idolatry with homosexuality. Like other Jews of his
day, Paul believed that God punished people through the very
thing by which they sinned(Wisdom ofSolomon IT.16). Thus,
for example, in this passage Paul reasons that because the
Pagans did not"see fit to keep God in mind,God gave them up
to an unfit mind." Idolatry from Paul's perspective was an
abuse of nature,since it involved worshipping part of the natu
ral world. Hence, it was especially appropriate for God to
respond by turning human beings over to what is "unnatural,"
namely homosexuality.
Paul places special emphasis on homosexuality in this sec
tion of the letter, because here he is focusing on Pagan practice.

Ancient Pagans unlike ancient Jews were relatively tolerant of
homosexuality. Paul will focus on the special sins ofJews in the
next section.

If we look at Romans as a whole,it is by no means clear that
the letter demands that we today condemn all same-sex relation
ships. In 14:14, Paul will make the observation that for Chris
tians nothing is inherently unclean,and in 13:8-10 he will insist

that whatever expresses genuine love is in accordance with
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Christian ethics. Hence,if on the basis of our own experience we

conclude that a particular homosexual relationship is genuinely
loving, we should hesitate before claiming that Paul's theology
necessarily condemns it.
Despite its limitations, Paul's presentation on the origin

and evolution of sin is, as nearly as I can tell, both original and
profound. In the Wisdom of Solomon idolatry arises as mere
foolishness. Long ago people were seduced by the beauty of the
sky and stupidly assumed that the heavenly bodies were divine
(Wisdom of Solomon 13:1-9) or were seduced by a beautiful

statue of a distant king and ignorantly assumed that it repre
sented a god (Wisdom of Solomon 14:17—20). Idolatry in turn
produced more sin because it inspired depraved liturgies and
led to frivolous oaths in the name of the deity(Wisdom of Solo
mon 14:22-29). By contrast, Paul has a much deeper under
standing of the relationship between God, false worship, and

sin. Paul does not appeal to the accidents of historical develop
ment to explain false religion and its frightening consequences.
Instead, Paul appeals both to the unchanging nature of God

himself and to the fundamental nature of humans as beings
who are made in God's image.
As an ardent monotheist, Paul implicitly assumes that all

things function constructively only if they are in the proper rela
tionship to God. God made all that exists, and, hence, every
thing reflects his nature and points to him. Gonsequently, in
principle all things are good. Nevertheless, they remain good

only if they remain obedient to the creator. Once things lose
their proper relationship to God, they also lose their proper
relationship with the rest of creation and even with themselves.
Especially in the case of humans, being centered in God

naturally leads to conduct that is righteous and life giving.
Human beings have a basic affinity to God and a basic depend
ence on him—or to use biblical language we were made in
God's image and likeness(Gen. 1:26). Hence,when we remain
centered in God we manifest the goodness of the creator him

self. As Paul will explain later in Romans, if we are truly
devoted to God, his Spirit dwells in us and God's love controls
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us. We respond by loving others from the heart, and this love
produces every virtue.
Praise and thanksgiving help center us in God. Praise and

thanksgiving by their very nature take us out of ourselves and
direct us to the one we are honoring. Hence, when we praise
and thank God,we focus on him.This concentration on God in

turn allows divine love and power to flow into us and leads us
to do God's will.

Nevertheless, as human beings, we have an impulse toward
self-centeredness and tend to withhold the praise and thanksgiving
God is due. In making the claim that human beings did not glo
rify or thank God, Paul is probably thinking especially of Adam
and Eve. The third chapter of Genesis tells us that the first
human couple did not trust God but instead disobeyed God and
tried to become divine themselves. Later in this letter Paul will

emphasize that all human sin in some sense originated in this pri
mordial misdeed. Paul, however, seems to have an even more

pervasive human failing in mind. Apparently, he believes that in
general people tend to resist acknowledging God and centering
their lives on him. Consequently, Gentiles who do not have the
biblical revelation instinctively rebel against praising and thank
ing their creator.
To justify their self-centeredness, human beings come up
with perverse understandings of who God is and how we
should relate to him. Paul holds that when the Gentiles refuse

to praise and thank God, they indulge in idle speculation. The
implication seems to be that human beings often use philoso

phy to avoid having to face the truth and obey God. People
shield themselves from God's call to worship and obey him by
thinking about God.Such thought allows us to question God's
call and to distance ourselves from him.

As a result, we lose contact with him and begin worship
ping something else. Paul believes that we must obey some
thing. If we are not God's servants, we will be servants of sin. If
we do not worship God, we will worship something else.
Inevitably, what we end up worshipping will be greatly
inferior to the one true God. Of course, Paul is specifically
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thinking of the Pagan religion in his own day. Pagan religion
tended to identify the various gods and goddesses with the
inherent forces of the universe, such as the sun and moon, or

love and wine. From a Jewish perspective, one especially offen
sive symbol of this identification was the making of physical
representations of the deities, which the Jews dismissed as
"idols." Because of the identification of the deities with the vis

ible forces of the universe, the gods combined virtues with
vices. The natural order produces both blessings and catastro

phes, and the gods who personified it did likewise. Thus, the
gods of the Greco-Roman world not only upheld justice and
truth but could also be arbitrary, lustful, and even criminal.
Indeed,there was a god of thieves! Nevertheless, it seems to me
that Paul's logic continues to apply to human existence in the
modern secular world. If we refuse to make serving God the
focus of our lives, we will end up trying to find fulfillment by
serving something else, and whatever we try to use as a substi
tute for God will be our idol. Accordingly, many people today
worship sex or alcohol, and such modern "worship" obviously
must have something in common with the ancient worship of

the goddess of sensual love or the god of wine.
All such worship is inherently degrading. It denies that we
were created to find fulfillment in God himself, and instead

implies that we are lesser beings who can find complete satis

faction in created things. Hence,to live for sex or alcohol is to
deny the best part of our own humanity.
This degrading worship in turn distorts our desires; and our

distorted desires produce concrete acts of sinfulness. Since, as
we will see, Paul was writing at Corinth, he may have been
thinking especially of the worship of Aphrodite who had a tem
ple there. Aphrodite was the goddess of sensual love,and one of
the activities that took place at her temple at Corinth was sacred
prostitution. Apparently, the worshippers of Aphrodite experi
enced her divine power by having sex with prostitutes who
worked at the shrine. Today in secular society false worship also
leads to concrete acts of wickedness. When we try to use some
thing as a substitute for God,we will inevitably become obsessed
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with it because we will be seeking through it the joy and fulfill
ment that can only come from knowing and serving God him
self. Such obsession will lead us to try to get more out of what we
are substituting for God than it can give. This effort will in turn
lead to abuse. Thus, people who are trying to find ultimate ful

fillment and meaning through sex will fall into lust and be con
stantly trying to get more out of sexual experience than can
possibly be had. This effort will lead to the abuse of sex. Lust will

produce promiscuity. Similarly, people who worship money
will fall prey to greed and then to dishonesty.
Despite our attempts to avoid facing the truth about our
sinfulness, we nevertheless know that what we are doing is

wrong and will lead to judgment. Paul does not believe that
Gentiles are innocently unaware of the truth. On the contrary,
their ignorance is willful and, therefore, culpable. On some
level they know that what they are doing is sinful and merits
severe punishment. To insulate themselves from this knowl
edge, they produce communities in which the members praise
each other's sinfulness. Of course, the formation of such com
munities is itself an additional sin and certainly will not protect
their members from condemnation at the last judgment.So too

today, people who are promiscuous or who abuse alcohol
somehow know that what they are doing is destructive. To
avoid facing this truth, they build elaborate psychological
defenses. To bolster these defenses such people gravitate to
communities that condone the vices in question.
Questions for Reflection:
Do secular people today (even atheists) know something
about God? Do they (we?) tend to resist worshipping and
obeying God,and to justify this resistance, do they engage
in theological speculation? Do people you have met wor
ship such things as sex and money? What is the result of
this devotion? Do such people gravitate toward communi
ties that condone their destructive behavior? Is a commu

nity primarily a set of individuals, or are individuals inevi
tably defined by the communities to which they belong?
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Do you think it is worse to commit a vice (e.g., cake drugs)
or to encourage others to commit this vice?

9. Romans 2:1-16

Therefore, you, fellow, have no excuse—/ mean anyone who
judges—because when you judge someone else, you condemn
yourself, because you who judge commit the same things. Now
we know that God's judgment rightly falls on those tvho commit
such thhigs. But, fellow, do you imagine that when you judge
those who commit such things yet do them yourselfthat you will
escape God's judgment? Or do you have contempt for his rich
kindness and restraint and patience? Are you ignorant ofthe fact
that God's kindness is to lead you to repentance? By your stub
bornness and impenitent heart you are accumulating for yourself
indignation on the Day of Indignation and of the revelation of
God's fair judgment. He "will repay each person in accordance
with tl7eir deeds"[Ps. 62:13j. For those who seekgloty and honor
immortality by persevering in doing good, there will be eter
nal life, butfor those whofrom selfishness disregard the truth and
follow wickedness, there will be indignation and fmy. There will
be affliction and anguish for every human being who does evil,
both for the Jew first and for the Greek, but gloiy and honor and
peace for everyone who does good, both for the Jew first and for

the Greek, for there is no favoritism with God. All who have
sinned without being under the Law also will perish without the
Law, and all who sinned under the Law will he judged through
the Law. For it is not those who know the Law who are innocent

from God's perspective, but those who follow the Law will be
found innocent. When the Gentiles who do not have the Law do

naturally what the Law requires, they are a law for themselves,
even though they do not have the Law. They demonstrate that
the requirement of the Law is written in their minds. Their con
sciences will also testify and their reasonings condemn or even
acquit one a?iother on the day when God through ChristJesus is
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going to judge people's hidden lives in accordance with what I
preach. (2:1-16)

Thissectit)n of the letter does not fitsmoothly with what went
before, in the previous section (1:18-32) Paul himself
harshly ct)ndemned the Pagans and invited the reader to second
that condemnation. Now suddenly Paul insists that everyone who
judges the Pagans is also guilty. The reader feels tricked and is
tempted to respond that obviously Paul himself must be especially
guilty since he has been especially judgmental!
The reason that Paul makes this awkward about-face is

that after he shows that without the gospel the Gentile world is
fundamentally corrupt, he then must claim that without the
gospel the Jewish world is equally corrupt. He must make this
claim for both theological and practical reasons. As a Christian,
Paul is committed to the theology that salvation can only come
through Jesus. Moreover, as a missionary to the Gentiles, Paul
preached that, thanks to the coming of Jesus, Gentiles have
equal access to salvation. Hence, he must insist that without
Jesus, even the Jews are fundamentally lost. In addition, to
avoid antagonizing either side in the Roman congregation,
which was divided between Jewish and Gentile Christians, or
either side in the early Church as a whole, which was similarly
divided, Paul had to be evenhanded and show that the Jews

have no fundamental superiority over the Gentiles.
Paul diplomatically presents his argument in two parts. In
2:1-16 he points out in general terms that both the Jews and
the Greeks will be judged not on what they claim but on what
they actually do. Hence, those who condemn others will not
necessarily fare any better at the last judgment. Then in
2:17-29 Paul explicitly states that the Jews who do not follow
Christ are as wicked as the Pagans they attack. By giving a gen
eral discussion of God's impartial judgment before zeroing in
on the sinfulness of the Jews in particular, Paul lets his Jewish
readers down gradually and keeps them from dismissing his
argument as unfair.
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Both in theory and in practice, the primary difference

between Jews and Gentiles was the Mosaic Law.Jews believed
that God himself had given the Law in order that the Jews
would be a separate and holy people. Hence, Jews held that
they had a religious obligation to pattern their lives and beliefs
according to it. In practice the Law also helped preserve Jewish
identity in the melting pot of the Greco-Roman world of the

first century. Following the Mosaic Law made it more difficult
for Jews to associate with outsiders and hence guaranteed that
the Jewish minority in the Roman Empire would not be
absorbed. For example, the Law made it difficult for Jews and
Gentiles to dine together, because the Law carefully specified
what could and could not be eaten. We should also note that

most Gentiles regarded the Jewish Law as strange and even

offensive. Thus, for example, the Law required Jews to be cir
cumcised,but Gentiles regarded circumcision to be mutilation.
The term "Law" designated several different things in the

first century,and,in his discussion of"Law," Paul uses the term
to refer now to one thing, now to another. The Law was, first

and foremost, the regulations contained in the first five books
of the Bible, commonly called the books of Moses. Yet, the
Law" also referred to these books themselves, including the
sections that consisted of stories, prophecies, and so forth

rather than regulations. Moreover,"Law" could even be used
as a label for the entire Jewish scriptures {the Christian Old
Testament). Paul uses the word "Law" in all these senses, and,
consequently, the reader must determine from the context

what Paul means in a given passage.

An additional complication is that the Mosaic regulations

(the Law" narrowly speaking) combined what we would call
ethical and ethnic regulations. Thus,on the one hand,the Mosaic
Law enshrined ethical precepts that occur in any culture, such as
the prohibition of murder, stealing, and adultery. Yet, on the
other hand, the Law also dictated such culturally specific matters
as what to eat, how to dress, and what holidays to observe.
In this section Paul emphasizes that both Jews and Gentiles

will be judged by works. His words are clear. God will repay
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people in accordance with their deeds. Hence, all who have

acted sinfully—regardless of whether it was under the Law or
outside the Law—will receive the appropriate penalty.
Consequently, we must conclude that when Paul elsewhere
insists on justification by faith he does not primarily mean that
believers will be pardoned at the last judgment. Of course, God
may be merciful at the last judgment. Nevertheless,God remains
just, and regardless of whether or not people are Christian
believers, they will have to suffer for their misdeeds.
Instead, as we shall see later, when Paul talks about justifi
cation by faith, he means that in this present world God merci
fully invites sinners into the sphere of his saving power. The
material we have surveyed so far makes it evident that individ
ual sins are themselves a punishment from God for the primor
dial sin of not gratefully acknowledging his lordship. Because
people refused to worship God, he as a punishment turned
them over to the power of perverted desires that in turn pro

duced sinful acts. Consequently,it takes an act of divine mercy
to deliver people from the power of sin and give them the free
dom to choose to do what is right.
In the passage we are presently considering, Paul claims
that in practice the Pagans sometimes do in fact keep the Law
even though they are not consciously trying to follow the Jew
ish regulations. Of course, here Paul is using the term "Law"to
designate the ethical requirements of the Mosaic code. Paul
returns to his earlier insight that the Pagans do have some
knowledge of God through nature; only now,he treats it more
positively. Whereas earlier he suggested that the Pagans inevi
tably turn away from this knowledge and,hence,it makes them
even more culpable, he now allows the possibility that the
Pagans may by nature sometimes actually do what is right.
Indeed, Paul freely concedes that Pagans may be found inno
cent at the last judgment.
Today PauPs concession that people who do not belong to
the Jewish tradition know and may even keep the moral law is
very helpful. It would be easy in reading the Bible to conclude
that people outside the Judeo-Christian tradition are necessar-
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ily depraved,and some otherwise perceptive theologians have
made this claim. It would also be easy to assume that Paul's
comments about the "Law" are only relevant to Jews since, for

the most part, when Paul refers to the "Law," he is referring to
the Mosaic Law. The fact that Paul can state that Pagans know
and can even keep the law gives us a wider perspective. Paul

does not assume that Pagans must be depraved, and his com
ments about the strengths and weaknesses of the "Law,"

though primarily directed at Jews, have a relevance to every
human community.
We may note in passing that this section of the letter makes
it particularly obvious that the theme of Romans is that the Gos
pel is for the Jew first and also for the Greek. Thus, in 2:9-10
Paul insists that there will be destruction for everyone who does
evil "for the Jew first and for the Greek," and salvation for
everyone who does good "for the Jew first and for the Greek."

The repetition of the phrase "Jew first... and Greek" is very
striking and serves as a reminder to the reader that Paul's theme

Jsthat through faith in Jesus everyone has access to salvation but,
nevertheless, the Jews retain some sort of priority.

Questions for reflection:
In your experience do some people who are not Christian
or not even religious at all sometimes maintain higher ethi
cal standards than most Christians do? If so, will they fare

better at the last judgment than most of us will? What
advantage will believing in Jesus give us as we face final

judgment? If we have grievously failed to live up to the
teachings of Jesus, will we conceivably be worse off than
people who have acted just as wickedly but did not do so as

Christians? In warning people about their sins, do we
sometimes first have to get them to agree that in principle

there are certain standards that everyone must uphold?
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10. Romans 2:17-29

Now if you call yourselfa "Jew"and rely on the Law and brag
about God and you know his will and discern what is superior,
since you are instructed by the Law, and you are sure that you

are a guide for the blind, a light for those in darkness, a mentor
for the ignorant, a teacher for the immature, since in the Law
you have the formulation of knowledge and truth, so, as you
teach someone else, are you not going to teach yourselff You
preach against stealing: yet you steal. You say not to commit
adulteiy; yet you commit adultery. You detest idols; yet you
commit sacrilege. You who brag about the Law dishonor God
by breaking the Law. For, just as it is written, "God's name is
reviled among the Gentiles because of you"[cf. Isa. 52:5}. Cir
cumcision is helpful if you follow the Law. But ifyou are a law
breaker, your circumcision has become uncircumcision. So if

the uncircumcised keep the requirements of the Law, will their
uncircumcision not be considered as circumcision^ And those

wIjo are physically uncircumcised yet keep the Law will judge
you who are a lawbreaker despite your written code and circunicision. Because externals do not make someone Jewish.
Neither is external circumcision in the flesh real circumcisioi:.
But internals make someone Jewish, and real circumcision is
mental, in the Spirit not in a code. The commendation ofa true
Jew comes not from human beings but from God.(2:17—29)

Paul now explicitly attacks the sins of the Jews to balance his
attack on the sins of the Gentiles in chapter 1. In the first
chapter Paul insisted that the Gentiles were grievously sinful.
Of course,Jewish readers found that section of the letter espe
cially congenial. Here, by contrast, Paul explicitly focuses on
the sins of Jews.
Now that Paul has made it obvious that his target is the
Jews, the reader is forced to reinterpret the previous paragraph.
There Paul condemned people who look down on the Pagans
and yet do not live any better. He warned that such persons
would suffer at the last judgment because God is impartial.
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Nevertheless, Paul seemed to be talking about everyone. Here,

by contrast, he makes it devastatingly clear that he was primarily
talking about the Jews. Consequently, the reader now views the
previous paragraph as the introduaion to the present denuncia
tion of hypocritical Jews.
Hence,in analyzing this section, I will also freely draw on
material from 2:1-16.

Paul notes that the Jews boast in the law and lecture others

about the need to keep it and are judgmental toward the sins of
others. Such national and religious pride was typical of Juda
ism in Paul's day. Prior to becoming a Christian, Paul himself as
a Pharisee must have fully believed in the superiority of Juda
ism and looked down on Gentiles as habitual sinners.

Nevertheless, Paul now goes on to claim that in practice

Jews do the very things which the Law condemns. Indeed, he
suggests that the very need to judge others is itself a sign of sinfulness. Here Paul seems to follow the lead of Jesus. Jesus
pointedly accused the religious leaders of his own day of

merely being hypocritical, of putting on an act (e.g., Mat. 23).

They acted as if they were more righteous than others bur in
practice were at least as wicked as the people they criticized.

They condemned others in order to hide their own viciousness.
Paul makes a similar accusation here. The Jews who condemn

the Pagans do not in practice actually live better.
Paul hints that one reason that the Jews do not in practice

live any better is that they seek public approval from human
beings rather than the hidden approval of God. Here again
Paul follows the lead ofJesus.Jesus accused religious leaders of
parading their piety to impress other people(Mat. 6:1—21). So
too,Paul points out that the Jews boast in the moral superiority

that the Mosaic Law requires, and they do so in order to
impress others with how much better they themselves are. By
contrast, what a sincere Jew would seek is not praise from

human beings but praise from God.
Jewish hypocrisy causes Pagans to revile the God of Israel.
When people who do not know much about the Jewish God see
his worshippers engaged in hypocrisy, they naturally condemn
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the religion itself. God gets blamed for the faults of his follow
ers. Hence,the very "Jew" who boasts about being a guide to the
blind is in fact driving people away from God.
According to Paul, the jews assume that they are not liable
to God's judgment, and this assumption itself is presumptuous
and sinful. The smug awareness that the Jewish Law teaches
higher moral standards than Pagans observe blinds Jews to the
fact that in practice they do not live any better themselves. The
reader can scarcely avoid drawing the additional conclusion
that this moral blindness is itself another spiritual defect.
Consequently, the Jews also face the danger of condemna
tion at the final judgment and, hence, are no better off than
Gentiles. Paul's warning is strong. The Jews are accumulating
divine punishment for themselves and will inevitably experience
God's wrath. They must not delude themselves by supposing
that their circumcision by itself will placate God. Circumcision
is only an outward sign of a commitment to keep the Mosaic

Law and is worthless if the Law is not kept. Paul implicitly
admits that there is truth to the traditional Jewish claim that God
is more merciful to Jews than to Gentiles (e.g., Wisdom of Solo
mon 12:22), bur he insists that this mercy is temporary. Whereas
the wrath of God has already fallen on the Gentiles, as the
shameful consequences of their sins attest, God is being patient
with the Jews. Nevertheless, the purpose of such patience is to
give the Jews an opportunity to repent. If Jews refuse to do so,
they will feel the full force of God's condemnation.

In evaluating Paul's argument, we must conclude that he
exaggerated Jewish sinfulness to make a point. Of course, two
thousand years later we have no way of knowing in detail how
Paul's Jewish contemporaries behaved in their daily lives.
Moreover, we must remember that Paul is thinking corporately. He is not discussing how each individual Jew acts, but
whether the Jewish community as a whole is faithful to its own
legal standards. Nevertheless, we can be tolerably certain that
as a community the Jews who boasted in the Law actually kept
most of it fairly well. Paul deliberately overemphasizes the fail
ure of Jews in order to warn of the dangers of pride and in
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order to prepare for his contention that true righteousness
comes through Jesus. We may note in passing that in PauPs day
preachers and philosophers normally grotesquely exaggerated

the moral failures of people who did not follow the religion or
teaching in question.
Nevertheless, if I may judge by contemporary experience,

PauPs condemnation of people who boast in moral teaching is
substantially justified. The sad fact is that individuals and com
munities often do preach one thing while doing the opposite. An
important reason for this duplicity is that many people who laud

high standards are in reality seeking public approval rather than
genuine goodness. Consequently, in practice those who empha
size moral standards often grievously fail to uphold them.
Later we will also see that Paul increases the demands of

the Law and holds that this greater goodness is only possible
through following Jesus. Paul will argue that the Law not only
forbids evil actions but even the obsessive thoughts and desires

which produce them. Only the Spirit of Jesus allows us to
change our way of thinking.
In keeping with the overall structure of the letter, Paul here

addresses the Jews and warns them not to despise Gentiles. It is
striking that in his discussion of Gentile sinfulness in chapter 1

Paul uses the third person. He talks about what "they" do. By
contrast, in chapter 2 when he attacks the failings of the Jews he

switches to "you." To be sure, in Greek, the "you" is singular,

and, hence, Paul does not specifically address the Jews (plural!)
m his intended audience. Nevertheless, he does address a ge
neric Jew. In this address, of course, he warns that the Jew can
not rightly despise the Gentile since both are subject to sin.
Subsequently in the first half of Romans Paul will continue to
insist that the Jews and the Gentiles have equal access to salva

tion. One clear implication is that the Jews are not to despise

their Gentiles brothers and sisters in the church. Then beginning
in chapter 9 Paul will stress that nevertheless the Jews still have
some special standing in God's plan and the Gentiles should

behave accordingly. Significantly, in this second half Paul will
call the Gentiles "you" and refer to the Jews as "they."
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For sensitive modern readers, a major problem with this

section of the letter is that Paul has a punitive understanding of
final judgment which today seems incompatible with God's
unconditional love and mercy. Of course, Paul does not dwell
on the sufferings that the sinner will experience on the day of
judgment, but clearly they will be severe. There will be "afflic
tion and anguish." In ancient times when cruel corporal penal
ties (e.g., floggings) were standard and when it was believed
that God directly caused natural disasters to punish societies,
few readers would have had problems with Paul's portrait of

the final reckoning. Today, however, when at least in the
United States we have a more humanitarian justice system and
when we know that natural disasters have natural causes, we
find it difficult to reconcile this vision of the last judgment with
God's compassion.
It must be stressed, however, that for Paul the final judg
ment is primarily public exposure. Paul does not talk about the

other sufferings which God will visit on the wicked but does
make it plain that at the judgment everyone's shabby secrets will
be public knowledge. "God through Christ Jesus is going to
judge people's hidden lives." As a result, the Gentile who kept
the ethical demands of the law will condemn the Jew who osten
tatiously praised the Law but never actually abided by it. In the
first century Mediterranean world, the importance of honor
was much greater than it is in the contemporary United States,
and to be put to public shame was painful in the extreme.

What remains valuable in Paul's presentation of judgment
is that we cannot be saved without facing the truth about our
selves in the context of the community. The greatest joys of sal
vation come from right relationships with God and others, and
there can be no right relationships if we do not know the truth
about one another and face the truth about our own selves.

Consequently, Paul was right to emphasize that the final judg
ment will consist, at least in part, of public exposure.
Later in Romans Paul will suggest that God's punishment
is temporary and ultimately everyone—and especially the
Jews—will be saved.
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Questions for reflection:
In your experience,do Christians who boast of their moral
standards actually behave better than other people do?
When Christians boast of their moral standards and live

wickedly, does the rest of the world tend to have contempt
for the whole Church and its message? Does a need to
judge others often come from a refusal to face one's own
sinfulness? Do we sometimes praise virtue primarily to
gain approval for ourselves? What would it mean to seek

God's approval? Do you believe that God will condemn
people at a final judgment? If so, what standard will God
use, and what punishment will he impose?

11. Romans 3:1—8

5o what is the benefit of beingJewish, or what is the advantage
ofcircumcision? Great in every respect. To begin with, theJews
were entrusted with God's revelations. What ifsomeJews were

ii^faithful? Their faithlessness does not undermine the faithful
ness of God, does it? Certainly not. Let God be true although
every human being is a liar. It is just as it is written, ''That you
n^ay be proven right when you speak,and you may he victorious

when you go to court" fcf Ps. S1:4j. Now if our wickedness
shows that God is righteous, what shall we say? God is not
wicked when he inflicts his punishment, is he?(I am being pre
sumptuous even to talk like this.) Certainly not. Otherwise,

how will God judge the world? But if the truth about God
rebounds to his glory through my lie, why am Istill condemned
for being a sinner? Why not say, "Let us do evil that good may
result ? Some slander us by claimhig that we say this. They
deserve their condemnation. (3:I-S)

In the previous section Paul overemphasized the equality of
Jews and Gentiles and now needs to qualify his earlier
remarks. Earlier he claimed that ethnic Jews are not real Jews
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and physical circumcision is not real circumcision. Real Jews
are people who keep the commandments, and real circumci
sion is a spiritual stare, not a physical one. Hence,in practice an
uncircumcised Gentile could be a more authentic jew than
someone normally considered to be Jewish! Of course, such
assertions are paradoxical and require explanation. They were
probably alst) distasteful to Jewish Christians at Rome whose

support Paul desired. Moreover, Paul had no wish to antago
nize other Jewish Christians who might subsequently hear
about this letter. On the contrary, as we shall see, Paul was
planning to visit Jerusalem, which was the center of Jewish
Christianity and wanted to be favorably received.
Paul must reply to three objections. First, why did God

call the Jews into existence if nothing is gained by being Jew
ish? Second, since God did in fact call the Jews into existence
and most Jews were faithless, should we conclude that God's
plan for the Jews has failed or that God has not been loyal to his

chosen people? Finally, if God remains faithful and in control
despite the sinfulness of the Jews, is this sinfulness God's will
because it enables him to show forth the glories of his goodness
to the undeserving? Indeed, if people's sins are God's will and
paradoxically make God's infinite mercy manifest, why is there

any point to repenting? Paul acknowledges that some of his
critics claim that he himself advises people to sin in order that
God's glorious forgiveness may become greater still.

To respond to these objections will require the rest of the
letter. As we shall see, Paul will keep returning to the role of the
Jews in God's plan and the advantages that the Jews have. He
will also keep explaining how God's plan continues to move for
ward and makes people righteous. Finally, he will show why,
despite God's forgiveness, refusing to repent leads to death.
Consequently, here Paul limits himself to a few simple
assertions so his readers know what his basic positions are.Spe

cifically, he insists that the Jews have at least a historical advan
tage since God entrusted them with his truth. Later, he will also
argue that this historical advantage will guarantee salvation to
the Jews as a whole. Paul also insists that God is being true to
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his plan and loyal to his people. Finally, Paul makes it clear that
he is not advocating moral irresponsibility, and anyone who
claims he is will get the punishment they deserve. God will
judge the world.
This section also continues Paul's argument that the Jews

are finally no better off than the Gentiles. Yes, the Jews were
entrusted with God's Word, but despite that fact most of them
were unfaithful. God accomplished his will through the Jews
despite their behavior—not because of it, and God is under no
obligation to excuse their sins.

Questions for reflection:
Does the fact that according to the Bible the Jews are the
chosen people make Christians nervous and defensive?
Has this defensiveness helped contribute to anti-Semitism?
Do Christians sometimes use God's mercy as an excuse not
to repent? What should we tell such Christians about

God's mercy? Does God sometimes accomplish his will
through the church despite—rather than because of—the
way that Christians behave?

12. Romans 3:9-20

^hat thenf Are we better off? Not at all. We have already
proved our accusation that both Jews and Greeks, that all are in
sin, just as it is written, "No one is innocent, not even one. No

one understands. No one seeks for God. All have gone astray

and together are depraved. No one does what is right, absolutely
none jcf. Psal. 14:1-3}. "Their throat is an open grave. They

have deceived with their tongues"[Psal. 5:9}. "The venom of
asps is under their lips"[Psal. 140:3}. "Their mouth is full of
cursingattdhostility"[Psal. 10:7}. "Their feet are quick to sfjed
blood. Destruction and misery result from their behavior, and
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the way of peace they have not known"[Isa. 59:7-8]. "There is
no fear of(iod in their perspectives"[Psal. 36:lj. (3:9-18)
Noiv we know that all that the Law says, it speaks to those

under the Law so that eveiy mouth may be muzzled and the
whole world may become accountable to God. Because by try
ing to follow the Law no person ivill be set right before God,for
consciousness of sin comes through the Law.(3:19-20)

Paul now brings the first part of his argument to a climax by
emphasizing that without Jesus the Jews and well as the
Gentiles are totally under the power of sin. In response to the
rhetorical question of whether the Jews are better off than the
Gentiles, he gives an emphatic"no." Without accepting the sal
vation offered in Jesus, all are in sin's dominion and,as a result,
all continually commit sinful acts. To bolster his argument,
Paul cites a series of scriptural quotes to prove that no one is
righteous. In keeping with the overall structure of Romans,

Paul ends this section by especially emphasizing the sinfulness
ofJews and insisting that they are just as wicked as Gentiles. As
we are seeing, in the first half of Romans Paul appeals to the
Gentiles by arguing that the Jews have no right to despise them.
Then in the second half he will appeal to the Jews by insisting
that they still have some sort of priority in God's plan.
Of course, Paul's contention that no one can be righteous

without following Christ is primarily a foil for his subsequent
contention that through Christ all can become righteous.
Paul's searing condemnation of the world is primarily the dark
backdrop against which he will now paint the glories of God's
mercy available through Jesus.
Perhaps because of the need for this dramatic contrast,

Paul no longer allows for the possibility that non-Christians
can to some extent be virtuous. Earlier, as we noted above,Paul

allowed for the possibility that even the Pagans could by
instinct know what was right and possibly even fulfill it and as a
result escape God's condemnation at the last judgment(2:1416, 26-29). Here, by contrast, Paul allows no exception to the

rule that without accepting Christ all are totally corrupt.
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Nevertheless, as we shall see, Paul is consistent to the
extent that he always holds thatJesus gives us a superior path to
a greater righteousness. In the next section Paul will argue that
thanks to Jesus we have a new and better access to God's
power,and this power will transform not only our acti{)ns, but

also our thoughts.
In describing the desperate state of humanity without
Jesus, Paul implies that sin corrupts each of our component
parts and leads to fragmentation. It is noteworthy that Paul

does not merely argue that human beings sin. Instead, he talks
about different portions of our personality and suggests that,
thanks to the power of sin, they have come to lead lives of their
own.Thus,quotingthe scriptures, Paul writes that our throat is
a grave, our tongues are deceitful, our lips are poisonous, our
mouth is vindictive, our feet are violent, our perspectives (liter
ally, our "eyes") are haughty. Later in the letter Paul will
emphasize that through Christ—and only through him—we
gain the power to deal with the sin in our "members" and bring

them back into unity.
Even as he stresses that sin leads to fragmentation, how
ever,Paul reminds us of his earlier contention that the origin of

3II sin is our proud refusal to be centered in God (1:1 8ff). After
he has supplied us with a catalogue of vices, he summarizes the
problem by saying,"There is no fear of God."
Paul ends the section by mentioning some key points that

he will now develop about the role and limitation of the law.
The role of law is to humble people and thereby prepare them

for God's mercy. The demands of the law silence everyone
who truly hears them and makes everyone liable to God's con
demnation and,as a result, in need of his undeserved goodness.
The law cannot make us righteous because it primarily defines
us as sinners. Through the law we come to think of ourselves

primarily as people who are alienated from God, but, as we

shall see, Paul will now argue that the only way we can truly

overcome sin is by seeing ourselves as people who by God's

goodness are his adopted sons and daughters.
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Questions for reflection:
Is it sometimes necessary to exaggerate to make a point?
What are the helpful features of exaggerating the sinfulness of people who have not received Christianity? What
are the dangers? What happens when we take such an
exaggeration as an absolute fact and assume that non-

Christians are fundamentally depraved? What happens to
Christians if we think of ourselves primarily as sinners
rather than as God's adopted children?

13. Romans 3:21-26

But now Clod's righteousness has been revealed apart from the
Law, although the Law and the Prophets testify to it, the righ
teousness of Clod revealed through the faithfulness of Jesus
Christ for evetyone who trusts. For there is no difference, since
all have sinned and fallen shoti of God's gloty. All are set right
undeservedly by his gift through the emancipation in Christ
Jesus. Clod presented him as the means to remove sin by Jesus'
faithfulness in shedding his blood. God demonstrated his good
ness by disregarding previously committed sins. By God's pa
tience he demonstrated his righteousness in the present time so
he could be righteous afid set right eveiyone who relies on Jesus'
faithfulness. (3:21-26)

Paul offers a summary of his thesis that we are all saved
through faith. Later he will explain in detail how faith
overcomes sin and reconciles us to God. Here he merely states
that faith allows Christians to be set free from the sin which

otherwise enslaves every human being.
Although Paul does not discuss in detail how Jesus' death
overcomes sin, he clearly implies that it does so primarily by
revealing who God is. The faithfulness of Christ reveals God's
infinite goodness, and this revelation invites us to trust and
obey God and become righteous ourselves. Of course, Paul
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assumes that withoutJesus sinners cannot fully know who God

is. We may recall that earlier he argued that when human
beings refused to be centered in God they lost their knowledge

of who God actually is, and practically the only thing they
retained was a fearful awareness that they deserved for him to

punish them because of their depraved actions.
In addition, as Paul makes clear elsewhere, Jesus' death
overcomes sin by revealing who we as human beings are—both
who we are in our sinfulness and who we can become through
God's grace. The cross reveals the utter wickedness of a fallen
world which tortures to death God's Son who came to save it

(cf. e.g., 1 Cor. 2:8). At the same time, the cross reveals that
through God's grace we can become like the human being

Jesus, who voluntarily suffered to save others and subsequently
rose from the dead. Of course, by revealing both who we are
and who we can become, the cross is the means by which we
can find transformation.

Now that Paul has laid the theological groundwork, he
gives a more balanced statement of the plight of human beings

who do not know about Jesus. Such human beings must of
necessity fall short of the glory of God. Earlier, as we have seen,

Paul gave wildly divergent views of how good humans can be
without knowing Christ. Thus,on the one hand,in 2:14-1 6 he
argued that even Gentiles can follow the law by nature and per

haps be saved at the final judgment because of their deeds. Of
course,this argument was designed to emphasize the sinfulness

of Jews who do not know Jesus. By contrast in 3:9-20 Paul
insisted that everyone who does not know Jesus is grievously

sinful. Of course, this claim was designed to emphasize every
one s need for Jesus. Now in 3:22-23 Paul gives a more
nuanced statement of the condition of those who do not know

Jesus. By necessity such persons fall short of the glory that God
intended for human beings to have. Such glory is only visible in
Jesus and can only be achieved through receiving his Spirit and
thereby entering into the life of God himself. Hence, other
human beings, no matter how good they may become, will fall
short of this supreme splendor.
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Significantly, Paul continues to emphasize that there is a
single path to salvation for both Jew and Greek and, hence,the
Jews have no advantage. Paul insists that in respect to sin and
salvation there is no difference. "All" have sinned, and all will
be saved by trusting in what Jesus has done. Accordingly, with
the coming of Jesus, a new period in history has begun which
relativizes everything that went before."Now" in "the present
time" full salvation is finally available.
Nevertheless, Paul also stresses that this common deliver
ance which is only now available fulfills what the Jews had

expected because of their scriptures. The Jewish Law and the
Prophets looked forward to this salvation. Here Paul is using
"Law" to designate the first five books of the Bible rather than
the specific regulations contained in them. The "Prophets"

designates the following books. Hence, the "Law" and the
"Prophets" means the Bible as a whole.
Of course, this balanced treatment furthers Paul's goal of

winning the united support of a Roman church in which Jews
and Gentiles were at odds, and this balanced treatment would

also avoid antagonizing any other early Christians who might
hear about the letter. The Gentiles would have been pleased
with Paul's contention that all believers are on an equal footing
and, by implication, that the Jews have no privileged status. The
Jews would have been relieved that Paul nevertheless insists that
Jesus somehow fulfills the Jewish Law and prophecies.
The solution to human sinfulness that Paul alludes to also

vindicates both God's justice and his mercy. On the one hand,
God's previous patience and forgiveness were in no way indul
gent or permissive, but instead prepared for subsequent repen
tance. Prior to the coming of Jesus and also prior to Pagans
hearing Paul preach about Jesus, God was merciful and did not

punish people by excluding them from salvation. Instead, God
was preparing for the coming of Jesus, which would allow all
people to overcome their wickedness. Nevertheless, God's pa
tience also demonstrates his undeserved mercy. God was under

no obligation to save sinners, because,as Paul argued previously,
human wrongdoing was the ultimate result of having already
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rejected the proper relationship to God. Human beings did not

wish to worship God and thank him and, as a result, adopted
false gods. From the worship of these false gods other sins origi
nated. Hence, the Gentiles are ultimately responsible for their
wickedness and have no claim on salvation. Of course, Paul has

also insisted that even though the Jews knew the Law, they did
not keep it. Hence, they in practice have no claim on salvation
either. For Paul salvation is always a gift.
As we have noted before, the gift of salvation comes from
trusting in the faithfulness of Jesus. Here Paul uses a pregnant
phrase which literally means,"the faith ofJesus Christ"(3:22). I
believe that it would be a mistake to try to specify precisely what
Paul means. Instead, the phrase evokes Paul's whole under
standing of how salvation is possible. Salvation depends first on

the faithfulness ofJesus. Through his voluntary suffering on the
cross Jesus makes it possible for people to escape from slavery to
sin. Nevertheless, this deliverance is impossible without people
trusting in the love of God that the cross reveals. The faithful

ness ofJesus is effective only for people who have faith in it and,
therefore, allow it to transform their lives.
Accordingly, it is God who took the initiative; human

heings can only respond. When humankind was hopelessly

trapped in its own sin, God sent Jesus who suffered and died to
save us. All we can do is trust in this gift and through that trust
allow God to transform us.

Qiiestions for reflection:
Isit possible for human beings to be both perfectly merciful
and perfectly just? Does our difficulty in combining justice
and mercy make it difficult to conceive that God is both
merciful and just? Do you feel that the cross overcomes sin

primarily by revealing who God is and who human beings
are m our sinfulness and who we can become through

God's power? Do you agree with Paul that even though
non-Christians may be good they must of necessity fall

short of the full glory of God which is visible in Jesus and
which ultimately we can obtain through him?
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14. Romans 3:27-31

Then where is our basis for bragging^ It is ruled out. By what
standards The standard of deedsf No, rather the standard of
faith. We hold that a person is set right hy faith without trying to
follow the Law. Or is (lod only the God of the jews? Is he not
also God of the Gentiles? Yes, also of the Gentiles, if in fact
there is one God. He will set the circumcised right by faith and

the uncirciimcised right through faith. Do we, therefore, elimi
nate the Law through faith? Certainly not; rather we establish
the Law.(3:27-3 1)

Here Paul again emphasizes that there is only one salva
tion for both Jews and Gentiles and that, therefore, both
groups are equal. There is no basis for bragging. Earlier in the

letter Paul talked about the Jew boasting of being superior
because of the Law (2:17-23). Hence,in line with the theme of
the first half of the letter that the gospel is equally for the
Greek,Paul is especially emphasizing here that there is no basis
for Jewish bragging against Gentiles. We cannot be set right
with God by trying to follow the Jewish Law.
Paul grounds the conclusion that there is only one way to

salvation by appealing to a central doctrine of Judaism, name
ly, monotheism. A major difference between Judaism and first
century Paganism is that Pagans worshipped a host of different
gods and goddesses, whereas the Jews insisted that there was
only one God and that he alone should be worshipped. Indeed,
the first of the ten great Jewish commandments was to have no
other god (Exod. 20:1-3). From the fact that there is only one
God, Paul concludes there can be only one path to salvation.
The same God is god both of Jews and Gentiles. Hence, these
groups must come to him by a single path.
Consequently, salvation cannot be through the Jewish

Law. In the Jewish scriptures (the Christian Old Testament)
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the Law is precisely what distinguishes God's chosen people
from the rest of the world. God gives the Law in order to sepa
rate his people from other nations, and in Paul's own day the
observance of the Law helped prevent Jews from assimilating
to the surrounding culture. By following the Law,the Jews pre
served their cultural heritage, including such things as the dis
tinctive way they dressed, ate, and worshipped. Consequently,
once Paul has established that there must be a single path to

God for both Jews and Gentiles, his conclusion that this path
cannot be through the Mosaic Law follows of necessity.
An additional reason that salvation cannot be through

keeping the Law is that such observance might lead to pride,
and this pride would separate us from God and from other

human beings. As long as salvation is God's undeserved gift, we
can only receive it with humble gratitude. Once salvation is
earned through following legal regulations, however, we need

no longer be grateful. Indeed, we can become vain and de
manding. We can feel we are entitled to salvation as the mer

ited reward of our superior deeds and become smug. Of
course, earlier Paul argued that the proud refu.sal to thank and
praise God was the origin of every sin. Later he will argue that

m fact without faith it is impossible to fulfill the demands of the

law anyway. He has already noted that the Law makes every*^ne guilty (3:19). Nevertheless, Paul's primary concern is that

pride in keeping the Law causes Jews to despise Gentiles. As

E.P. Sanders has emphasized, Jews were well aware—in the
ory, if not always in practice—that salvation was a gift. God

chose the Jews before they had done anything to merit his
avor. Paul will make the same point later in the letter. In the
rst century, however, Jews were often openly contemptuous

of the sins of Pagans. Keeping the Law caused the Jews to brag
against others.Such bragging, of course, would lead to division
in a mixed Christian community, and the sad results were

already visible in the congregations of Rome and, indeed. In
the rest of the early Church.
Nevertheless, in part to mollify his Jewish readers, Paul

insists that he is not destroying the Jewish law. Instead, he is
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establishing it. As the letter progresses, Paul will demonstrate how
he can make this surprising claim. He first turns to the scriptural
story of Abraham.Since the"Law" was not merely the regulations
of Moses but the first five books of the Bible, if Paul can show that

these books teach that we are saved through faith, then he can
claim that salvation thrtnigh faith upholds the "Law."
Questions for reflection
If there is only one God, does it follow that there is only
one path to salvation? Why or why not? Must this path
include faith (obedient trust) in God? Do you know people
who keep all the rules and act as if God owes them some
thing and as if others are inferior? If so, how does this con
viction affect their relationship with God? How does it
affect their relationship to other people?

15. Romans 4:1-25

So, what will we say that Abraham, our ancestor by blood,
obtainedf For if Abraham was justified by deeds, he could
brag—but not against God, For what does scripture say^ "Abra
ham trusted God, and it was credited to him as righteousness"
(Gen. 1S:6]. Now for those who work, wages are not considered
a gift but an obligation, but for those who do not work but trust
in him who makes the wicked righteous, their faith is considered
as righteousness. Similarly, Dauid also tells of the blessedness of
the person to whom God credits righteousness without deeds,
"Blessed are those ivhose misdeeds are forgiven and whose sins
are disregarded. Blessed is the man whose sin the Lord does not
count"(Ps. 32:l-2f. So is this blessing on the circumcised and
not also on the uncircumcisedf For wesay,"Faith was credited to
Abraham as righteousness." Now how was it creditedf Was he
circumcised or uncircumcisedf Not circumcised but uncircum

cised, and he received the sign of circumcision as a mark of the
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righteousness which was through his faith when he was uncircumcised, so that he might be a father of all who believe and
are uncircwncised so that righteousness may he credited to them
and a father of those who are circumcised—hut not merely cir
cumcised but also follow in the footsteps of the faith which our
father Abraham had when he was uncircumcised. (4:1-12)
The promise to Abraham or to his descendants that he
would inherit the world did not come through the Law hut

through the righteousness which is by faith. For ifthose who rely
on the Law are heirs, faith is useless and the promise void. For
law leads to punishment, but where there is no law, there is no
violation either. The reason that the promise comes by faith as a

gift is so it may be assured to all his descendants, not only to
those who have the Law but also to those who share Abraham '5

trust. He is the father ofus all, just as it is written, "/ have made
you the father of many 7iations"jCjcn. 17:SI. In the presence of
the God he trusted, the God who gives life to the dead and sum
mons things which do not exist as ifthey did, when it was hope-

^fss,so he might have hope, he trusted that he would become the
father of many nations"in accordance with what he had been
told, "This is how your descendants will he" IGen. lS:Sj. He
^id not weaken in his trust when he considered his own body

which was hnpotent, since he was around a hundred years old,
"or when he considered the sterility of Sarah's womb. He did

"ot doubt God's projnise through disbeliefbut became strong in

faith after he gave glory to God and was totally convinced that
what God promised God was also able to accomplish. Co/75^(juently, "it was credited to him as righteousness." Now it was
"ot on account ofhim only that it was written "it was credited

to him" but also on account of us, to whom it would be cred
ited to us who trust in him who raisedJesus our Lord from the

dead, who was handed overfor our misdeeds a/id raised to set us
right. (4:13-25)
1^ or Paul's efforts to unify the church by showing that there is
A only one salvation for both Jews and Gentiles, Abraham
was helpful because both groups could claim him. Thus, on the
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one hand, clearly Abraham was the father of the Jews.The Jew
ish scriptures insist that all Jews descended from him. In addi

tion, he was the first person in the Bible to receive the physical
sign of being Jewish, namely circumcision. Nevertheless, as Paul
reminds us, according to the same scriptures, Abraham was the
father not only of the Jews but of several other nations as well.
Abraham also received God's call and obediently trusted in it
long before he received circumcision. Hence, Paul can use the

faith of Abraham as an example for both Jews and Gentiles.
Paul uses the example of Abraham to show that salvation
must begin with some merciful act on God's part,for otherwise
God would not remain God. Salvation cannot begin with some
righteous human deed. If humans on their own somehow were
to become righteous, then they would earn salvation. But an
earned salvation would in reality not be salvation at all,
because salvation consists of a relationship of loving trust in
God. Paul insists that once we have earned something then we
have a hold over God. We are entitled to salvation and, hence,

God must give it to us. Of course, such power over God leads
both to pride and, paradoxically, to separation from God.
Since there is only one God, the only possible relationship to
him must be one of loving trust. Hence,salvation cannot begin
with some action on our part.
In addition, we cannot earn salvation because our aware

ness of this need presupposes a sense of sin,and that sense itself
undermines our efforts to become righteous. Later Paul will
dwell on this point in detail. Here he merely notes that we can
not earn salvation without having a sense of law,of a set of reg
ulations that provide for rewards and penalties. If there is no

law, we cannot be punished for not keeping it. Once we have
the Law, we can concentrate on keeping it. Then, however, we
realize that in many respects we have failed to live up to the law
and deserve to be punished. If we assume that the law is the
final expression of God's will, we must further assume that
God has an obligation to punish us. Of course,as we shall see in
more detail, a sense that we are worthless and that God must

punish us will undermine our ability to live more righteously.
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Consequently,salvation begins with God's promise that he
will disregard our sins and allow us to receive his empowering
love. In this section of the epistle Paul appeals to the promise to
Abraham in Genesis, a promise that Paul felt was being fulfilled
in the present. After the human race as a whole became more
and more depraved, God took the initiative to bring salvation to
the world. He promised Abraham that he would be the begin
ning of a new era of blessedness. Indeed, Paul sees this as an era

of blessedness for humanity as a whole. According to Paul and to
some Jewish tradition, the promise was that Abraham would

inherit the world (e.g., Sirach 44:21). As he makes clear in the
letter to the Galatians, Paul believed that this promise was now
being fulfilled through his own preaching to the Gentiles, since
by believing in Jesus they were becoming Abraham's children
and heirs (Gal. 3:16-29).
Of course, to benefit from the promise, Abraham had to

believe in God's faithfulness. To receive the promise, Abraham
had to follow the leading of God. According to the story in
Genesis, Abraham has to leave his family, go to a foreign land,
wait for the birth of a child in his old age, and so forth. Such

obedience was only possible because Abraham trusted in the
promise of a trustworthy God.
In accordance with his overall theology, Paul stresses that
praising God strengthened Abraham's faith. It was only as

Abraham glorified God that he became fully convinced that God
would fulfill the promise. Earlier Paul argued that sin began

when people refused to praise and thank God (1:21). Now he
contends that the first step toward salvation occurred when

Abraham responded to God's initiative by glorifying him. For
Paul,praising God is an indispensable foundation for salvation.
Paul emphasizes that Abraham's faith led to something
like resurrection. Paul stresses that Abraham and Sarah were

dead." Abraham was old and impotent; Sarah was sterile. Sig
nificantly, Paul literally says that Abraham's body was "dead,"
and Sarah's womb was"dead." Hence,Paul invites us to see the
birth of Isaac as a resurrection.
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Of course, PauTs discussion of Abraham is primarily a
basis to remind his Christian readers that they can only receive
resurrection by believing in the God who raised Jesus. Paul's
discussion of Abraham is a reminder that Christians cannot

earn salvation by their own power. Instead, salvation must
begin with the merciful action of the God who sent his Son to
be crucified and then raised him from the dead.

It is noteworthy that Paul sees salvation as resurrection.
For him, salvation is primarily freedom from death in all its
dimensions, whether physical, psychological, or spiritual.
Because salvation is freedom from death, salvation is pri
marily in the future. In this present era Christians, like Abra
ham and everyone else, face spiritual temptation, physical
weakness, and bodily mortality.
What we have now is unconquerable hope inspired by
God's promise. Paul stresses that even when things were hope
less Abraham believed that he might have hope. By implica
tion, Christians must do the same. Inspired by the resurrection,
Christians must have hope that despite the presence of suffer

ing and death and evil all around us and even within us, God
will give new life both to us and to all creation.

Questions for reflection:
Is Abraham important for Christians today? Why? Must

salvation begin with trusting in God's undeserved prom
ises? Is salvation primarily escaping physical, psychologi
cal, and spiritual death and rising to a new life in God?
Does praise strengthen faith? How?

16. Romans 5:1-11

Therefo7'e,since we have been set right by trust, we have peace with
God through our Lord Jesus Christ through whom we have access
by our trust to this gift. By it we can stand tall and boast in our
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hope ofsharing hi God's gloiy. Not only this, hut we also boast in
our sufferings, since we know that suffering produces endurance;
and endurance, character; and character, hope. This hope is not
going to lead to disappointment, because God's hue has been
poured out into our hearts through the Holy Spirit who has been
given to us. While we were still powerless, Christ at the appointed
time died for the wicked. One will scarcely die for a good pei'son,
though possibly for a vwtuous person one would even be brave
enough to die. But God demonstrates his love for us because while
we were still sinners Christ died for us. Therefore, since we have

now been set right by his blood, we can be much more cei'tain that
through him we will be saved from punishment, l-or if when we
were his enemies we were reconciled to God through his Son's
death, we can be much more certain now that we have been recon

ciled that we will be saved by his life. And not only that. We even
boast in God through our Lord Jesus Christ through whom we
have now received tl-je reconciliation. (S:l-Ti)

Christians live in hope. At least from Paul's perspective,
non-Christians have no sure basis for believing that they

will ultimately be delivered from the power of death. Hence,
they cannot face the future with ultimate confidence and must

live with debilitating anxiety. By contrast, Christians have the
certain hope of final resurrection and sharing in God's glory

and, therefore, live in peace.
The death of Jesus provides one basis for this hope

because it proves that God loves us regardless and will deliver
us from final rejection. For Paul,the cross saves us primarily by
revealing God's unchanging and unfathomable love. The pri
mary way we know who God is is by looking at Jesus. Through
Jesus we see that even when we were alienated from God he

loved us enough to send his Son to die for us. Hence, now that
we have come to know how vast God's love for us is, we can be
utterly confident that God will not condemn us at the final

judgment. Instead, he will bring us to enduring salvation.
A second basis for Christian hope is the presence of the
Holy Spirit in our lives. Later we will discuss Paul's under-
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standing of the Spirit in detail. Here we merely note that for
Paul the Holy Spirit is the Spirit of the risen Christ and,as such,
is an overwhelming force, a hidden divine energy which
enables human beings to do things which otherwise would be
impossible. Consequently, the presence of the Spirit bears wit
ness to the power of God—the very power that raised Jesus
from the dead—and thus the presence of the Spirit assures
Christians that God is able to give us eternal life. To use a meta
phor Paul employs elsewhere, the Spirit is the first installment
on the resurrection (2 Cor. 1:22, 5:5).

Significantly, for Paul the primary role of the Spirit is to
assure us of God's love for us and enable us to become loving.
Here Paul stresses that the Holy Spirit mediates the experience
that God loves us. Through the Spirit God pours his love into
our hearts. Elsewhere (especially, 1 Cor. 12-14) Paul stresses
the Spirit empowers us to love others.
The certainty of God's love and the power of the Spirit

especially enable us to endure suffering. Of course, as Paul
emphasizes in 1 Corinthians 12, God's love and the Holy Spirit
inspire a variety of gifts and ministries. Nevertheless, perhaps
the most remarkable fruit of God's love and the presence of the
Spirit is the ability to endure pain and disappointment. Paul is
probably especially thinking of the suffering that Christians
experience as a result of persecution. Thanks to God's grace,
such setbacks do not lead to disillusionment. In the midst of

our pain we feel a deeper sense of God's empowering love,and
that love inspires new confidence.
Indeed, the presence of God's love mediated by the Holy
Spirit makes us boast. Here we should note that despite his fre
quent condemnations of certain types of boasting,Paul is by no
means opposed to boasting in general. What Paul is opposed to
is boasting in achievements that are accomplished solely by our
own power. Such boasting focuses on us and necessarily alien
ates us from God. By contrast, Paul endorses boasting in
achievements that are accomplished by God's power at work in
us. Boasting in what God is doing through us, of course,
focuses on him and deepens our relationship to him. Hence,
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we should boast when God's power enables us to endure suf

fering. Such boasting also invites others to turn to God and
receive his transforming power. Hence, boasting in God is part
of Paul's missionary strategy.
Consequently, the death of Jesus and the gift of the Spirit
reconcile us to God. Earlier Paul argued that without Christ

both the Jews and the Gentiles were alienated from God. The
Gentiles refused to glorify God, forgot who he was, became
lost in sin, and afraid of divine judgment. The Jews claimed

that they were keeping God's Law but in fact were not. Conse
quently, although they boasted, they did so hypocritically.
Now Paul shows how both groups can be reconciled to God.
Since the cross manifests God's love for sinners, both sinful

Gentiles and Jews can love God, and this love makes us recep
tive to God's Spirit, and through the Spirit we become righ
teous and boast no longer in our achievements but in what God

has achieved through us. Hence, we are reconciled to God.
Qtiestions for reflection:
Do you know anyone who has no hope? What would it be
like for us to have no hope? Do we base our hope on the
cross of Jesus and the presence of the Spirit in our individ
ual lives and in the Church, or does our hope primarily
come from elsewhere? Do we normally feel like we have
been reconciled to God? Can we boast in God?

17. Romans 5:12-14

Through one human being sin entered into the world and

through sin, death,and thus death came to all human beings, in
that all shmed. Before there was the Law,sin was in the world,
but sin does not count when there is no law. Neuertheless, death
reigned from Adam until Moses even over those who did not vio

late a command as Adam did. He is a pattern of the human
being to come.(5:12-14)
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Paul now reminds us how, according to the Bible, the
estrangement between God and human beings originated.
Initially, the first human beings, Adam and Eve, were not alien
ated from God. Then the first couple sinned, and God pun
ished them by banishing them from his presence and making
them subject to death. The devastating consequences of that sin
and punishment passed to all humanity.
Paul assumes that sin is not primarily a set of unethical
choices but a superhuman force at work in history. Only the first
human beings began with a clean slate. All other humans, by con
trast, inherit the terrible consequences of the sin that occurred
before they were even born. This previous sin and its fatal conse
quences inevitably lead to new sin and new destruction.
Paul notes that before there was any law sin was at least
relatively undestructive. Before people have learned to distin

guish right from wrong, they cannot be held morally account
able for their actions. If we do not know what God demands,
our failure to perform it does not defile our own consciences or
any covenant with him. Hence, to use Paul's own image, "sin
does not count when there is no law." Later Paul will explain in
detail how knowing that something is wrong will make doing it
even more catastrophic.
Nevertheless, even when sin does not "count," it remains

destructive. Sinful actions are not always culpable,but they still
always produce death. We do not have to realize that what we
are doing is harmful for it to be harmful.
By emphasizing that sin always produces death, Paul
guards himself against the charge that he is encouraging immo
rality. His proclamation that Christians are not subject to the
law and his celebration of God's infinite mercy could easily
lead to the mistaken conclusion that Paul was advocating liber
tine behavior. Indeed, earlier in the letter Paul himself noted
that "some" accused him of promoting vice (Rom 3:8). It is
unlikely that Paul would have brought up this explosive allega
tion if he did not believe that his readers were already aware of
it and suspected it might be at least partially true. Hence, by
insisting that sin leads to death even when there is no law, Paul
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makes it clear that he is in no way suggesting that we can sin

without there being grave consequences.
Because sin is a superhuman power at work in history,
God needs to send us a new superhuman power into history.
Moral exhortation based on legal requirements is utterly insuf
ficient. Instead, God must inaugurate a saving power within
the human realm where sin and death previously held sway.

This saving power must pass from one person to the next and
from one generation to the next, just as sin and death have.
Consequently,Paul insists that Jesus is a new Adam.Just as
the sin of the first human beings conditioned further sinfulness
and led to death, so the righteousness of Jesus conditions fur
ther righteousness in all who are open to its power and brings
them to life. When Paul himself preaches the Christian mes
sage, he invites his hearers to allow the power of the second

Adam to deliver them from the grip of sin and death.
Paul presupposes that the reason that Jesus can be the new
Adam is that he came down from heaven. Of course, all Adam's
natural descendants unavoidably inherited the terrible conse
quences of his primordial sin. Consequently, as Paul notes

here, they all sinned. Jesus, however, came from God and,
hence, was not conditioned by Adam's transgression.
Of course, by insisting that Jesus is a new Adam, Paul is
suggesting that there is a single salvation for all people whether

Jew or Gentile. According to the Bible, all people are de

scended from Adam, and all became subject to death through

his sin. Hence, if Jesus is the new Adam, all people must find

salvation through him.
Question for reflection:
If we do not believe that the story of Adam and Eve is liter
ally true, can we still agree with Paul that sin is a superhu
man force at work in history? If we are victims of the sins of

the past, where do we find the strength and direction to
move forward? Do some people you know have destruc
tive lifestyles without realizing it? What are the special
dangers and benefits of such "innocent" folly?
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18. Romans 5:15-21

But it is not as if the misdeed is comparable to the gift. If many
died by the misdeed of the one, much more have God's grace
and gift by the grace of the one human being Jesus Christ
increased for many. The gift is not similar to what resulted when
the one sinned, because the judgmejjtfollowmg the one misdeed
led to ruin, but the gift, following many misdeeds, led to righ
teousness. Tor, if by the misdeed of one person, death reigned
through the one, much more will those who receive the abimdance of grace and of the gift of righteousness reign alive
through the one human being,Jesus Christ. So,therefore, as ruin
came to all human beings through one misdeed, thus also the

righteousness that leads to life came to all people through one
righteous deed. Tor just as many were made sinners through the
disobedience ofone human beitig, thus also through the obedi
ence ofthe one many will he made righteous. Law sneaked hi so
that wrongdoing might increase. But where sin increased,grace
increased more, 50 that just as sin had reigned producing death,
thus also grace might reign through righteousness leading to
eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord.(5:15-21)

Here Paul rakes care to emphasize that in the final analysis
it is inappropriate to say that Christ is a second Adam.
Since in the previous section Paul compared Jesus to Adam and
suggested that Christ overcame the terrible consequences of
Adam's sin, it would be easy for the reader to assume that Paul
believes that Jesus is merely a second Adam. Hence, in these
verses Paul emphatically insists that Jesus is more. For sentence
after sentence Paul declares that the grace which comes through
Jesus is far greater than the harm which came from Adam.Yes,
of course,Jesus overcame the consequences of Adam's fall, but
Jesus did far more.
Although Paul does not here explain why he believes that
Jesus is more than a second Adam, there seem to be three
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reasons. First, whereas Adam was only a human being, Jesus is
God's Son. Elsewhere Paul makes it clear that Gt)d's Son

existed from eternity, chose to become a human being, and
then returned to the Father (Phil. 2:6-11, Rom. 10:5-7, 1 Cor.
8:6, 2 Cor. 8:9, Gal. 4:4, Col. 1:15-20). Second, through

believing in Jesus, people receive God's own Spirit. Adam did
not possess the Holy Spirit. Jesus did and, as Paul will make
clear subsequently, Jesus bestows her on all who call on him.
Later in the letter Paul will dwell on the blessings that the Spirit

of Jesus gives. Third, the salvation that Jesus gives is infinitely
greater than the glory that Adam lost. Adam knew only the joy

of an earthly paradise.Jesus offers more. We can readily imag
ine the blessedness of Eden. By contrast, Paul wrote to the

Corinthians that no human heart can conceive of the blessings

that God has prepared for those who love him (1 Cor. 2:9).
Later in Romans Paul will insist that no matter how great our
present sufferings may be,they do not merit even a comparison

with the glory that will one day be ours (Rom. 8:18).
In the midst of his discussion about the superiority of Jesus,

Paul makes the astounding comment that prior to the coming of
Jesus Law slipped in and caused sin to increase. Of course, this
comment fits the context by showing how much Jesus did for us,
since it was he who delivered us from this increased sin. Never

theless,the statement that the Law facilitated sin certainly is not

obviously true at first glance, and it certainly would have made
conservative Jewish readers anxious. They had surely been

taught that the Law was the remedy to sin.
Consequently, later in the letter Paul will have to explain

in more detail his understanding of the relationship between
sin, law, and salvation.

Questions for reflection:
In what ways is it appropriate to compare Jesus to some
other archetypal human being (e.g., Gandhi)? In what
ways is it inappropriate? What do you think heaven is like

and why? Do many popular conceptions of heaven reduce

it to a mere paradise of luxury and laziness? Would people
actually be happy in such a place?
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19. Romans 6:1-11

5o what shall we sayf Shall we persist in sin that grace may
increased Certainly not. How can we who died to sin still live in

it; Or do yon not know that all of us who were baptized mto
Christ Jesus were baptized into his death? We were buried with
him through baptism into death that just as Christ was raised

from the dead by the gloiy ofthe Father, so too let us also live a
new life ourselves. For if we paiiicipated in a death similar to
his, we also will pa}iicipate in a similar resurrection. We know
that our old personality was crucified with him that our sinful

self might he destroyed so we would no longer be slaves to sin.
Because anyone who has died has beoi delivered from sin. If we
died with Christ, we believe that we will also live with him,

since we know that because Christ has been raised from the
dead, he is not going to die again. Death no longer has power
over him. in his death he died to sin once for all time. In his life
he lives for Cod. So also with you: Cojisider yourselves to be
dead to sin but alive for Cod in Christ Jesus. (6:1-11)

Paul
returns
to
the
crucial
question
of
why
Christians
should not continue to sin. Paul has already stated that, in
the past, human sinfulness gave God an opportunity to show
how forgiving he was. Now Paul deals with the logical retort
that if we continue to sin in the present we will glorify God by
giving him new opportunities to show his infinite mercy.
Paul insists that thanks to the coming of Jesus there are
two realms in history. There is, of course, the old, fallen realm
of sin and death. That realm stretches back to Adam's primor
dial misdeed which affected all his natural descendants. Then
there is the realm of salvation.

By his death and resurrection Jesus himself escaped the
realm of sin and death and established this new realm of righ
teousness. At his birth, Christ voluntarily entered the fallen
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realm. Hence, he even experienced the suffering that sin causes,
because it was sin that led the world to crucify him. Neverthe
less, Jesus himself did not sin. To use the language of Paul in 2

Corinthians 5:21,"Although Jesus knew no sin, he (God| made
him to be sin for our sake." Of course, Jesus also experienced
death, and Paul has just reminded us that death ultimately
resulted from Adam's sin and is the primary sign of the fallen
realm. After Jesus' crucifixion, however, God raised him from

the dead and, consequently,Jesus now lives in the realm where
there is no sin or death and shares fully in God's glory.
By his death and resurrection Jesus has revealed the path
for others to follow. For Paul, one way Christ saves us is by

showing to us the means to escape death and come to God. We
know that Christ died and rose. Hence, we also know that i f we

suffer as Jesus did, we will also triumph as he did, or to use

Paul's own image,if we participate in his death, we will partici
pate in his resurrection.

We cannot participate in his death and resurrection, how
ever, without breaking our participation in sin, and, hence, sin
IS not an option for Christians. Sin killed Jesus, since it led the

world to crucify him, and, although Jesus himself suffered

because of other people's sin, he never sinned himself. Then
through his resurrection he forever left the realm where sin and

death reign and returned to the Father. Consequently, anyone

who follows the path blazed by Jesus must have nothing more
to do with sin.

Of course, Christians mark their definitive break with sin

by getting baptized. At baptism Christians make a public com
mitment to abandon the way of sin and conform their lives to

the example of Jesus.
Hence, when people receive baptism, they symbolically

share in Christ's death. In Paul's day baptism was probably by
immersion. Consequently, going down into the water and
coming up out of it readily symbolized participation in the

death of Jesus and proleptlc participation in his resurrection.
Baptism in Paul's day also involved a real dying to one's
worldly family and rising to a new spiritual one. In Paul's time.
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life as an isolated individual was difficult in the extreme. Peo

ple needed a web of family and community relationships to
sustain themselves. Consequently, people defined who they
were in terms of the communities to which they belonged.
Indeed, often a person's name specified either one's town of
origin or who one's father was (e.g.,Jesus of Nazareth, Simon,
son of John). At baptism adults changed their primary commu
nity. 13y giving up their religion, they also often had to give up
ties to people who practiced that religion. Of course, by enter
ing the church, one acquired a new community that was com
mitted to obeying Jesus. Hence, baptism often necessarily
involved a social death and resurrection.

The new community facilitated the break with the realm
of sin. Earlier in the letter Paul emphasizes that in the fallen
world sinners encourage one another to practice vice (1:32).

By contrast, in the church people encourage one another to
imitate Christ and be receptive to Christ's Spirit. Conse

quently, Paul regards the church as Christ's body—i.e., the
physical location where Christ's Spirit is at work.
Nevertheless, 1 believe that when he talks about dying

with Jesus, Paul is especially thinking of a spiritual experience
in which we increasingly allow the Spirit ofJesus to control us.
Later, we will discuss in some detail what Paul means by the

Holy Spirit. Here we may merely note that in various places in
his letters, when Paul talks about dying with Jesus, he goes on
to talk about surrendering to a mighty spiritual force. For

example, in 2 Corinthians 5:14, Paul writes, "God's love
impels us ... because one died for all, therefore, all died." And
in Galatians 2:20 we read,"I live no longer; Christ lives in me."
Accordingly, the reason that Christians cannot continue to
sin is that we have died to sin. We have made a fundamental deci

sion to have no more to do with it. As part of that decision, we
have left the realm where sin and death reign. By baptism we sym
bolically died, and we entered the Christian community which is
committed to helping one another grow in righteousness, and we
have received the Holy Spirit who transforms us. Jesus died
because of sin, and we because of Jesus have died to sin.
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Questions for reflection:
Does baptism today still mark a break with the realm of sin
and death,or has baptism in practice merely become an affir
mation of conventional social life? What can we do to restore

baptism's original meaning? In the contemporary church do
we really encourage one another to imitate Christ? Do we in
our own lives ever have the experience of surrendering to a
mighty spiritual force that comes from God?

20. Romans 6:12-14

May sin not reign in your fnortal self to obey eaHhly cravings!
And do not continue offermg your parts to be wicked tools for

sin. Instead, offer yourselves to God as though you had been
brought to life from the dead and offer your parts to be vinuous
tools for God. Because sin will not rule over you for you are not
under law but under grace. (6:12-14)

For Paul, trusting in the salvation offered by Jesus and get
ting baptized make it possible to choose to serve God.
Before we accept Jesus, sin conditions our lives, and we cannot
even do what is right. Once we accept Jesus, however, we have
access to a new spiritual power. Hence, now we can decide
whether to obey this new summons or to fall back into obedi
ence to the destructive powers of this age.
Hence, after Paul has explained why Christians have the
freedom to choose following Jesus, he urges his readers to sur
render to the divine summons. Precisely because his Christian
readers have access to God's grace, they must now use that
grace to struggle against sin.
Paul stresses the need for us to offer up to God our various
parts. Paul literally tells his readers to offer up their "mem

bers." The Greek word is vague, but Paul probably means both
the different aspects of our personalities and of our physical
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being. Perhaps he also means the different individuals in the
Christian community.
Underlying this exhortation is Paul's conviction that sin
fragments us and makes it impossible for us to control our own
selves (e.g., our own desires). Later Paul will explore this

insight more fully. Here he merely assumes that receiving
God's grace leads to personal integration and enables us to
serve God with our whole being.

Questions for I'eflection:
What does it mean to (Tfer to God our various parts? Do
we sometimes willingly offer to God some parts of our
personality while withholding others? If so, what deter
mines which parts we present to God? What happens to
the parts that we withhold? What happens to the parts
that we offer him?

21, Romans 6:15-23
\(/hat theu: Shall we sin because we are not under law but under

gracef Cejiainly not. Do you not knotv that to whomever you
offer yourselves to be obedient slaves, you are slaves to the one
you obey, either to sin which produces death or to the obedience
which produces righteousness- But thank God that you were
slaves to sin and became obedient from the heart to the summary
ofthe teaching which was C(nnmended to you. After you were set
free from sin, you became slaves to righteousness. (I am speaking
simplistically because of your present limitations.) Just as you
offered the pans ofyourselfto be enslaved to filth and lawlessness
producing anarchy, so now offer the pans of yourself to be
enslaved to righteousfiess for sanctification. When you were
slaves to sin, you were not inhibited by righteousness. So what
result did you have at that time from things ofwhich you are now
ashamed^ The consequence of those things is death. But now
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since you have been set free from sin and become enslaved to
God, you have sanctification as your result, and the consecjuence
is eternal life. For the wages ofsin are death, but God's gift is eter
nal life by Christ Jesus our Lord.(6:15-23)

Paul reminds his readers that the only choice they have is
whom they shall serve. Before they received God's grace,
they had to obey sinful desires. Now that they have received
God's grace through Christian teaching, they are free to choose.
Nevertheless, the options are limited. Absolute autt>nomy is an
illusion. The only choice lies between surrendering to the call
of God or to the enticements of sin.

Of course, either choice leads both to freedom and slav
ery. If we choose to follow God,then we are his servants, but
we are no longer dominated by the power of sin. Similarly, if
we choose to follow Sin,then we are its servants, but we are not

dominated by God. Paul freely admits that, consequently, sin
ners have a type of freedom that the righteous lack. In this
translation I have chosen a modern psychological term to try to
capture it, namely, "uninhibited." The sinful person who has
no concern either for God or the law does not experience pres
sure to do good.
The dramatic difference between choosing to serve God or
Sin is the ultimate result: life versus death. Serving sin leads to
separation from God in this existence and condemnation at the

final judgment. Serving God leads to being filled with the Holy
Spirit and her gifts in this life, and, to eternal joy in the next.
Consequently, Paul insists yet again that we must not
indulge in sin even though Christians are not subject to the law.
Sin always leads to destruction.

Despite the fact that we gain salvation by choosing to serve
God, salvation remains a gift. Choosing sin automatically
results in death. Hence,Paul can write that the "wages [i.e., the
inevitable consequences] of sin are death." By contrast, choos
ing to do what is right does not automatically give us the power
to perform it. Instead, God must do something within us so
that we can be "obedient from the heart." Later Paul will dwell
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on this point in detail. Here he merely notes that eternal life
remains "God's gift."
We many note in passing that Paul seems to imply that we
cannot serve sin with our whole being. At several points in his
argument Paul draws parallels between serving sin and serving
God. Yet, he never says that we can serve sin with our "heart."
Here "heart" refers to the hidden core of who we are. Many of

Paul's readers were slaves and must have known from experi
ence that they could not serve an abusive master with their
hearts. At most they could render external obedience. So too
Paul suggests we can serve God with all that we have and are
because we know that God gives us life. We can be "obedient
from the heart." Bur we cannot serve sin in this way;at most we
offer sin our "parts."

Questions for reflection:
Do you agree chat we must serve God or serve sin? Or do
you believe people can lead their lives without doing either?
Do some people serve God or serve sin without realizing
what they are doing? What are the benefits of being unin

hibited? What are the dangers? Do you feel that eternal life
remains a gift even when we have made great sacrifices to
serve God? Do you agree that we cannot serve sin with our
whole being, whereas we can serve God in this way?

22. Romans 7:1-6

Or do yon not know, brothers and sisters(I am addressing those
who know the Law)that the Law regulates a person for as long
as they are alive. hOra married woman is bound by the Law to
her husband while he is living. But if the husband dies, she is
released from the law concerning a husband. So, therefore,
while the husband is alive,she will be labeled an adulteress ifshe
marries another man. But if the husband dies, she is free from
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the Law so she will not be an adulteress ifshe mairies another

man.Accordingly, my brothers and sisters, yon too have died to
the Law through Christ's body so that you might belong to
another, to one who has been raised from the dead in order that
we may bear fruit for God. When we were unspiritiial, sinful
passions aroused by the Law were at work in our component
parts to produce death as the consequence. But now we have

been released from the Law,since we have died to what held us
back so that by God's Spirit we might serve in a new way and
not in the old way under the written regulation. (7:1-6)

Toareexplain
to his skeptical Jewish readers why Christians
not subject to the Mosaic Law, Paul uses its own legal
regulations concerning marriage. Paul probably could take it
for granted that his Gentile readers would be sympathetic to
his claim that the Mosaic Law was not necessary for Christians.
By contrast, Jewish Christians who were loyal to their ethnic
regulations would resist. Consequently, Paul now explicitly
speaks to "those who know the Law." To soften their resis

tance, he addresses them as his "brothers," thereby reminding

them that he himself is a Jew. Paul then uses the Law's own reg
ulations to show that once we die we are no longer subject to it.
Just as the death of her husband frees a woman from the legal

limitations of her marriage to him and entitles her to marry
someone else, so too the spiritual death of a Christian at bap
tism frees the Christian from the Law.

Indeed, Paul contends that following the Law was slavery

because in practice the Law led to sin. Here Paul mentions an
idea he will soon explain at length: The law stirs up in us
wicked desires. As a result, we lose control of our own selves

and sin takes over. Of course, as Paul has repeatedly insisted,
sin leads to death.

Through baptism we have entered Christ's body and have
escaped the realm of sin and law and can serve God in a new

way. For Paul, Christ's body is both the physical body which
died on the cross and rose from the dead and also the Church,
since it looks to Jesus as its model, and it is the place where his
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Spirit dwells (e.g., 1 Cor. 12:12-30). Of course, through our
solidarity with the suffering and triumph of Jesus and through
being in the sacred community where Christ's Spirit is present,
Christians are able to do what is right and do it with all our
heart. We commit ourselves to such solidarity and enter the
Christian community through baptism, and, as Paul reminded
us in 6:1—4, baptism involves dying and rising.
In keeping with the overall structure of the letter Paul here
primarily addresses his Jewish readers. In the first half of the

letter Paul addresses the Jews and tells them that there is only
one way to salvation and that, consequently, they should not
despise Gentiles. In the second half Paul addresses Gentiles and
insists that the Jews continue to have a special place in God's
plan. Here we are still in the first half of the epistle and,accord
ingly, Paul addresses "those who know the Law" (i.e., espe
cially the Jews) and emphasizes that thanks to Jesus Christians
have died to the iMosaic Law.

Questions for reflection:
Do people sometimes do things (e.g., vandalism) precisely
because they are forbidden? Does telling people not to do
something sometimes cause them to do it? Why do people
enjoy doing what is forbidden? Do we gain the freedom to
do what is right through surrendering our lives to Jesus in
the context of the church?

23. Romans 7:7-25

5o what shall we say- Is the Law sinf Certainly not; rather, I
would not have recognized sin except through the Law. 1 would
not have perceived coveting if the Law did not say, "You shall
not covet'*[Exod. 20:17j. But sin taking an opportunity through
the commandment produced in me all covetousness. Without
the Law, sin is impotent. Formerly, I was alive when I did not
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have the law, but when the commandment came, sin came to

life, and I died. The commandment which was siipfjosed to lead
to life, this commandment turned out to he death for me. Sin
taking an opportunity through the commandment deceived me
and through it killed me. Accordingly, the Law is holy and the
commandment holy and righteous and good. So did what was
good become fatalformed Certainly not. But sin, in order that it
might be exposed as sin, produced death in me through what
wasgood,that sin might become utterly sinful through the com
mandment.(7:7-13)
We know that the Law is spiritual, but I am carnal, sold into

slavery undersin. I do not understand how I behave. Tor I do not
do what I wish; rather, I do what I hate. But ifI do what I do not
wish, I agree to the Law that it is good. But now I am no longer
the one who am doing it; rather it is the sin which resides in me.
Because I know that no good resides in me (that is in my unre
deemed self),for it is within my ability to tvish to do good hut not
to accomplish it. I do ?iot do the good tvhich I wish hut the evil
which I do not wish, this is what I perform. Now if what I actu
ally do is what I do not wish, I am no longer the one who is
accomplishing it but the sin which resides in me. Consequently,I
discover that it is a rule that when I wish to do good, evil is presejit in me. I delight in God's Law in my inner self, hut I see
anotherlaw in the rest ofme,battling against the law in my mind
and making me a prisoner to the law ofthe sin that resides in the
rest of me. Wretched person that I am! Who will rescue me from

this deadly selff Thanks be to God, it happens through Jesus
Christ our Lord! Therefore, on my own, I serve God's Law with
my mind, but with the rest of me I serve sin's law. (7:14-25)

From Paul's argumentation so far, it would be easy to con
clude that the Mosaic Law itself is evil. Paul has already
claimed that there are two competing realms, the realm of sin
and death and the realm of salvation and eternal life. He has

indicated that the mosaic regulations belong to the first. In
deed, the Law causes sinful desires to increase and thereby
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drives us to sinful actions. Consequently, the reader could eas
ily assume that Paul holds that the Mosaic Law is wicked.
Such a conclusion, however, would be deeply offensive to
Jewish Christian readers whose support Paul was courting. As
Paul himself has already noted, the Jews felt that the Mosaic
Law was the very embodiment of truth and virtue (2:18-20).
Of course, Paul was a Jew himself and believed that God
had given the Mosaic Law,and, hence, it formed an important
part of the divine plan. The mosaic code was the central ele
ment in the Jewish Scriptures (the Christian Old Testament),
and these scriptures were an important way to learn who God
is and how he plans to save the universe.
Nevertheless, as a Christian, Paul believed that God had
saved the world through Jesus and, hence,salvation could not be
through the Mosaic Law. God had saved the world by sending
his Son,and Jesus primarily accomplished this work through the
crucifixion, resurrection, and the giving of the Holy Spirit.
Consequently, Paul concluded that the primary role of the
Mosaic Law was to prepare for Jesus. If the Law was undeni

ably part of God's plan and if that plan had culminated in God
saving the world through the crucifixion, resurrection, and the
gift of Christ's Spirit, then the primary role of the Mosaic Law
must be to make people ready to receive Jesus.

Elsewhere in his writings Paul emphasizes how the Law
(i.e., the books of the Bible) prophesied the coming of Jesus
and thereby helped people recognize him. For example, in the
opening verses of Romans Paul insists that the prophets in the
holy scriptures promised the gospel beforehand(Rom. 1:2-3).
As we have seen,"Law," was an ambiguous term in first-cen
tury Judaism and could mean the regulations of scripture or the
scriptures themselves.
In the passage we are presently considering, Paul stresses
how the regulatory law prepares us psychologically to receive
Jesus by making us aware of our need for Christ's grace. Paul
emphasizes that the moral regulations of the Mosaic Law teach
us to distinguish right from wrong. Consequently, before we
know the Law we are not aware that we are committing sin. By
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contrast, once we learn the Law, we recognize that we are sin
ners. Yet,the Law, which reveals our sinfulness, does not itself

give us the power to extricate ourselves from the evil that
enslaves us. Hence, the Law makes us aware that we need
another spiritual power,and,as Paul will argue in the next sec
tion, that power is the Spirit of Jesus. Accordingly, the Law
prepares us to receive Christ.
Therefore, Paul can insist, especially for the benefit of his

Jewish readers,that the Mosaic Law is itself good. Paul makes the
point emphatically. The commandment is "holy and righteous
and good." In our inner selves we delight in the Law. His Jewish
readers would have found these sentiments most congenial.
In keeping with the teaching of Jesus, Paul especially
emphasizes the psychological demands of the iMosaic Law. Paul

illustrates the negative effects of the Law by referring to the only
one of the Ten Commandments that forbids thought. The other

commandments (e.g., "You shall not steal") primarily prohibit
actions. Paul, however, refers to the commandment not to covet
which orders us to overcome obsessive desires (Exod. 20:17).

This emphasis on the inner demands of the Law would not have
been typical of the Judaism of Paul's day but was faithful to the
teaching of Jesus. The Judaism of Paul's day stressed the impor
tance of external action and held that a person should restrain

evil desires through self-discipline. Jesus, by contrast, concen
trated on the "heart"(i.e., the hidden inner core of a person)and

claimed that an evil heart would inevitably produce evil acts
(e.g., Luke 6:43-45). Hence, there had to be inner transforma
tion. Because Jesus focused on the heart, he held that the Law

not only forbids evil actions but also the destructive feelings that
motivate those actions. The Law against murder also forbids
anger; the law against adultery also forbids lust (Mat. 5:21-22,

27-28). Writing for a Christian audience, Paul here simply
assumes that the Law demands not only righteous actions, but

also pure thoughts.
Paul's argumentation implies that one reason the Law can

not itself make us inwardly pure is that it stirs up psychological
resistance. Experience teaches us that we can often control our
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actions by mere willpower; we cannot control our thoughts.
On the contrary, telling us not to think about something causes
us to think about it. Trying to force ourselves to think differ
ently provokes even deeper resistance. The Law, Paul writes,
stirred up covetousness in him. By telling us not to lust after
other people's possessions, the Law inspires lust. Of course,
elsewhere in the letter Paul has indicated that sinful desires

inevitably lead to sinful actions (Rom. 1:24-32).

Another reason that the law cannot by itself make us righ
teous is that the Law orders us to do things which we cannot do
on our own now that we have been weakened by sin. Paul notes
that the Law is "spiritual" but that he is not since he is under the
dominion of sin. In other words, if sin had not already cor

rupted our lives, we would have the self-control to do what the
Law requires. Now that our lives are already burdened by the
sins of the past, however, we cannot simply by willpower act in
a radically better way. On the contrary, when we try to keep
the law and inevitably fail, we become ashamed,and this shame
further undermines our ability to resist sin.
Worse still, the law in practice makes us focus on our
selves. When we are struggling to keep the law, we are con

stantly looking at ourselves to see how well we have measured
up. Indeed, to the extent that we can actually keep the law on
our own power, we become proud. For Paul, however, good
ness consists in focusing on God in love and praise, and the
beginning of human sin is to become self-preoccupied, espe
cially when this self-preoccupation results from pride (see the
discussion of Romans 1 : 18-23 above). Of course, the Mosaic

Law condemns the self-preoccupation it produces. The first
and great commandment is to love God with all the heart(e.g.,
Mark 12:29-30; Deut. 6:4-5).

Consequently, the law alienates us from ourselves. On the
one hand, part of us—Paul calls it the inner self—recognizes
that the demands of the law are just. Nevertheless,the rest of us
cannot meet these demands. Hence,even though we wish to do
what is good—even though in some sense we even choose to do
what is right—we do not accomplish the good. Instead, what
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we end up doing is the very evil which the law condemns. Con
sequently, we end up being separated from ourselves.
Of course, this alienation from self makes us sin even
more. We fee) keenly that we are enslaved to sin and destined
for destruction, and the resulting despair further weakens our
ability to resist evil.
It is noteworthy that here Paul writes in the first person

singular. Instead of referring to human beings in general, Paul
keeps writing about "me."
Nevertheless, it is probably a mistake to assume that Paul
is primarily discussing his own experience because he implic
itly assumes that what he is saying is relevant to his readers.
Naturally, what he is writing must be true for Paul personally,
but he assumes it is true for his audience as well.

Hence, Paul is probably discussing what he believes every
person who tries to live by the power of the law will experi
ence. Indeed, the various statements Paul makes seem espe

cially appropriate to the story of Adam and his fall in Genesis
2-3. Adam, for example, was once alive without the law and
subsequently died. Thus, God created Adam before giving him
the command not to eat from the tree of the knowledge of
good and evil. Then after Adam received the commandment

and violated it, God punished him with death. Of course,
Adam was the first human being; as such, he is also the arche
typal fallen human being. To live by the law is to live the way

Adam lived and inevitably to become enslaved to sin and death
as Adam also did.

Nevertheless, Paul was especially directing his remarks to

his Jewish Christian readers, since it was they who had the
Mosaic Law.Paul illustrates his remarks by discussing the com
mandment nor to covet {Exod. 20:17), and since that com

mandment is the last of the Ten Commandments (Exod. 20:
2-17), it inevitably calls to mind the Mosaic Law as a whole. A

few verses earlier Paul remarked that he was now addressing
"those who know the Law"(7:1) which, at the very least, was
especially true of Jewish readers, and here he continues ad
dressing them.
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To them this passage is a reminder that the possession of
the law does not make them superior to Gentile Christians.
The Law itself may he "holy and righteous and good," but it
does not make people that way,and, hence,Jews have no claim
to boast. There is only one path to virtue, accepting the grace
that comes from knowing Jesus, and that path is equally avail
able to Gentiles and Jews.
By switching to the first person singular, Paul reminds his
readers what it feels like on the inside to be enslaved to sin

through the law. It is one thing to analyze the problems of oth
ers. It is another to experience those problems in the core of
one's own person. When Paul writes,"Wretched person that I
am! Who will rescue me from this deadly self?" he is expressing
the frustration and terror that all decent people feel when they
realize that they have lost control of their lives and are doing
the very evil they abhor.
Of course, by reminding his readers of how frustrating it is
to be enslaved to sin through the law,Paul invites us to re-expe
rience the joy of being set free. His discussion of the anguish of

spiritual slavery is the dark backdrop against which he will now
portray the glory of new life in Jesus. Already he has exclaimed
in thanksgiving that liberation is "through Jesus Christ our
Lord." Now Paul will develop this insight.
It must be admitted, however, that the Christian reader
feels that the slavery Paul describes continues to exist even

after conversion. Paul may be confident that he has been set
free from the paradox of willing one thing and doing another,
but his readers down through the ages have found that they
were often living this way even though they were already
Christians. Indeed,some readers have assumed that, therefore,
Paul must be describing Christian experience.
Paul's argumentation suggests, however, that we experi
ence this slavery when we fall back into trying to do what is
right through our own efforts rather than the power that
comes from Christ. As Brendan Byrne, S.J. points out, Paul
stresses that such slavery occurs when we try to do good on our
"own." Hence, whenever we experience such bondage, the
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passage invites us to focus anew on the power that comes from
knowing Christ. Of course, much of that power comes from
God's love for us despite our brokenness and sinfulness.
Questions for reflection:
How do we normally react when someone tells us not to do

something we like to do? How do we normally react when
someone tells us the uncomplimentar\' truth abtuit our

selves? Do we sometimes decide to do what is right but
somehow end up doing what is wrong? Do feelings of guilt
and failure over not living up to some standard make it eas
ier or more difficult to abide by that standard in the future?
When we try to live up to difficult regulations, do we keep
noticing how we are doing and end up focusing on our
selves rather than on God?

24. Romans 8:1-11
Hence, there is now no rum in store for those who are in Christ

Jesus, because hi Christ Jesus the Spirit's life-giving rule has lib
erated you from sin's and death's rule. What the Law could not
do, since it was weak due to our outer self, God did by sending
his own Son in a form similar to our sinful outer selfand to deal
with sin. God passed judgment on sin in the outer selfso that the
just requirement of the Law might he perfoi-med in us who act
not by the leading of our fallen self hut by the Spirit. Because
those who are in their fallen nature set their minds on fallen
things, but those who are in the Spirit set their minds on the
promptings ofthe Spirit. The thoughts ofour fallen nature pro
duce death, but the thoughts of the Spirit produce life and
peace; because the thoughts of our fallen nature are hostile to

God for they do not submit to God's law; nor can they. And
those who are in their fallen nature cannot please God. But you
are not in your fallen nature but in the Spirit, if indeed God's
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Spirit resides in you. Now if ajiyoue does not have Christ's
Spirit, this person does not belong to him. But if Christ is in you,
although your old self is mortal because ofsin, God's Spirit is
alive to produce righteousness. If the Spirit of him who raised
Jesusfrom the dead resides in you, he who raised Christfrom the
dead will make even your dead selves alive through his Spirit
who dwells in you. (H:I-I I)

Having shown that the Mosaic Law cannot overcome sin,
Paul insists that the Holy Spirit can. The Law is part of
the old age, part of the fallen realm and, therefore, cannot
transform our deepest selves and redirect our thoughts and
desires and enable us to act in a radically better way. Hence,as
we have seen, the Law does not even help us keep its own
demands. By contrast, the Spirit is the cutting edge of the new
age and can transform our inner selves so we focus on God and
the salvation he offers and, as a result, act righteously, includ
ing fulfilling the ethical demands of the Law.
The Holy Spirit is central to Paul's religious experience
and thought. Throughout his writings Paul keeps referring to
the Spirit. He discusses the various charismatic gifts she be
stows (especially, I Cor. 12-14). He sees her as the source of
Christian freedom (2 Cor. 3:17). He insists that she is the
transforming power that makes us become like Jesus (2 Cor.
3:18). In the passage we are presently considering, Paul simply

assumes that having the Holy Spirit is the primary precondi
tion for being a Christian. Anyone who does not possess the
Spirit does not belong to Christ.
Unfortunately, in subsequent Christianity Paul's rich ex
perience of the Spirit has been the exception. Some Christian
movements have identified the Spirit with a narrow range of
ecstatic gifts—especially,speaking in tongues. Paul himself in 1
Corinthians 12-14 already criticized restricting the Spirit in
this way. Instead, he insisted that the Spirit empowers every

gift and, especially, inspires the supreme gift of love. By con
trast, most Christians from the second century on do not seem

to have had much day-to-day awareness of the Holy Spirit.
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Whereas people spoke often of their relationship to Jesus or to
God or even to the Virgin Mary,there was little mention of the
Holy Spirit. Only in the formulation of Trinitarian theology
was the Spirit a major topic of discussion.
Nevertheless, we must face the fact that until we recover
Paul's understanding and experience of the Spirit we will not
be able to make sense of his theology as a whole. Down
through the centuries people have, of course, discovered indi
vidual ideas (e.g., justification by faith) in Paul which have
sparked personal conversions and even movements of corpo
rate renewal. There has been, however, a continuing inability
to make sense of Paul's thought as a whole. No doubt, many

factors are at work in producing this ignorance. Nevertheless,
if the Holy Spirit is so central to Paul's religious experience that
he can assume that a person who does not possess her is not
even Christian, then we cannot hope to understand Paul until
we understand what Paul means by the "Spirit."

For Paul the Holy Spirit is basically the mind of God, as

Donald Gelpi, S.J., has pointed out. A revealing passage in 1
Corinthians insists that the only one who can truly know a per
son is that person's own spirit. Paul goes on to note that the same

is true of God (1 Cor. 2:11). Then Paul states that Christians
have "the mind of Christ" (1 Cor. 2:16). Consequently, what
ever else the Spirit may be for Paul,she is especial ly God's mind.
As the mind of God, the Spirit is also a transforming,

life-giving power. Both the Hebrew and Greek words for
spirit" also mean "wind." Wind is an invisible power. So too

the Spirit, as the Divine Mind, gives us divine energy and
allows us to exercise new gifts and endure greater hardship.
Consequently,for Paul possessing the Holy Spirit is a fore
taste of the resurrection. In 2 Corinthians Paul calls the Holy

Spirit the down payment of the future glory that is to be ours
when we rise from the dead(2 Cor.5:5). Here in Romans Paul
stresses that if we have the Spirit of the God who raised Jesus

we know that God will also raise our mortal selves. In a couple
verses Paul will go on to call the Spirit the first fruits of the

redemption of our bodies(Rom.8:23). As long as we are in this
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fallen world, we must await resurrection, but even now we can
possess the mind of Christ and the transforming power she
bestows. The Spirit, therefore, points us toward the final liber
ation that will one day be ours.
Paul held that jesus followed the leading of God's mind

perfectly and by doing so gave us a new model for living. From
Adam and Eve on, people followed the conventional way of
thinking and focused on themselves. This self-centeredness led
to vice (cf. Rom. 1:18-.>2). Then when people learned to dis
tinguish right from wrong,they focused on the law. As we have
seen, however,focusing on law did not limitsin, but, paradoxi
cally, caused it to multiply. One reason it did so was that focus
ing on the law was simply another way of focusing on oneself.
People were primarily concerned with how they measured up
to the legal standard. Hence,to the extent that they could keep
the law, they tended to become proud, and to the extent that
they failed to keep it, they became ashamed. Of course, both
the pride and the shame further separated them from God and
led to further violations of the law. By contrast, Jesus focused
on God and was fully obedient to him. God's Spirit was the
Spirit ofjesus. Hence,Jesus offers the world a different pattern
for how to live—a pattern of the righteousness that comes
through allowing God's own mind to transform and empower
us and center us in him.

The model provided by Jesus exposes the inadequacy of
the model provided by the fallen world. Jesus was fully human
or, to use Paul's language, Jesus was "in a form similar to our
sinful outer self." Precisely because Jesus was like us, he
enabled us to see a superior way of being human and thereby
exposed our "normal" ways of living. Hence, Paul can write

that through Jesus "God passed judgment on sin." The life and
peace which Jesus manifested and which others gain from liv
ing by his Spirit make the vice and inner division which come
from following the world particularly obvious and ugly.
Paul makes it clear that the reason that Jesus could give us
a better model is that he existed before he entered the fallen

realm and, consequently, was not corrupted by it. No other
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human being existed before being born and, hence, every other

human being necessarily succumbed to the reign of sin that
stretched back to Adam. By contrast, God sent Jesus from the

heavenly realm,and,as a result, he could take on a human form
without the sin that all other human beings necessarily had due

to their earthly origin. Hence,Jesus could adopt "a form simi
lar" to our sinful self, not the actual sin.
Because the Spirit is God's mind,she enables Christians to
redirect not only their actions, but even obsessive thoughts and
desires. Earlier we noted that Paul especially emphasizes the

law's inability to transform our inner selves. In practice, the
command not to covet caused people to covet. By contrast,

Paul emphasizes that the Spirit renews us from the heart. For
example, in the passage we are presently considering, Paul
emphasizes that those who dwell in the Spirit think about spiri
tual things. The reason the Spirit is able to renew us from the

heart is the Spirit allows us to experience God's unimaginable
love for us as shown in the crucifixion of Jesus(Rom.5:5),and
this love transforms our desires and focuses us on God.

Questions for reflection:
Does my Christian community place much emphasis on
the Holy Spirit? Do we experience her in our worship? Do
I experience the Spirit in my own life? What can we do to

help allow the Spirit to redirect our obsessive thoughts and
desires? What would it mean to be led by the mind of God?

25. Romans 8:12-17

So then, brothers and sisters, ive are not indebted to our fallen
feature to live by it, because ifyou live by yourfallen nature, you

are destined to die. But ifby the Sfjirit you put to death the prac
tices ofyour fallen nature, you will live. For all who are guided
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by God's Spirit are God's children. For you did not receive a
spirit which will bring you back into slavery and make you
afraid, but you have received a Spirit which makes you adopted
children. By her we ay out, "Abba"("Father"). The Spirit her
self testifies along with our own spirit that we are God's chil
dren. And if we are his children, we also are his heirs. We are

God's heirs,fellow heirs with Christ ifindeed we suffer with Imn
that we may also be glorified with him.(8:12-17)

Now that Paul has once again emphasized that Christians
have a choice, he urges us to follow the leading of
Christ's Spirit. Without that Spirit, we would have to conform
to the sinfulncss of our fallen environment. Since we have the

Spirit, however, we are free to follow either the old corrupted
order of sin and law or the new order of freedom and righ
teousness. Paul urges us to do the second.
If we follow the leading of the Spirit, we become God's
children because the Spirit conforms us to Jesus. Through the
Spirit we participate in the relationship to God that Jesus him
self had. Paul emphasizes that the Spirit allows us to call God
"Abba" ("Father"). "Abba" is not Greek but Aramaic, the
native language of Jesus. The early church remembered that
Jesus called God "Abba"(Mark 14:36), and apparently Chris
tians used to cry out "Abba" while praying during the liturgy.
When Paul's readers called God "Abba," they implied that they
had the same relationship to God by adoption that Jesus had
from the beginning. As God's Son, Jesus had the Holy Spirit
and loved God and obeyed him even to the extent of accepting
the cross. God then raised him from the dead and made him

Lord of the universe. Paul stresses that if we follow the Spirit's
call to suffer for God as Jesus did, we will also share in Jesus'
triumph. We too will rise from the dead and with Christ reign
over all things.
Because the Spirit assures us we are God's children, we no
longer need to be afraid. Earlier Paul emphasized that both sin
and law make people afraid. Sinners know that they deserve
God's punishment(Rom. 1:32) and are anxious. People who
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concentrate on living up to the law inevitably fail and are frus
trated and frightened. Of course, everyone also knows that we
must all die, and by nature human beings are afraid of death.
Moreover, after death there is final judgment, and sinners
rightly are afraid of God's ultimate condemnation. All such

fear robs us of tranquillity and leads to further sin. By contrast,
those who accept the Spirit's invitation are at peace.
Consequently,obedience to the Spirit is in realit)- freedom.
Paul emphasizes that following God's Spirit does not lead to a
new slavery. Instead, it leads to liberty. One reason that Paul can
make this claim is that through the Spirit we can actually per
form the virtuous acts that we previously chose to do but in the

end could not accomplish. The Spirit gives us control over our
own selves and lets us do what we desire. As we do these virtuous

acts, we also obtain the peace and joy we wish. Hence, we have
the paradox that serving the Spirit is in fact liberty.
Paul's argumentation implies that an important key to
overcoming evil is to think about God's love as shown by the
Spirit. If we are facing difficulty or temptation, we must focus
our minds on the Spirit and the divine love to which she bears
witness. If we instead try to overcome evil by thinking about
the law and its demands, we cut ourselves off from God's
power and will fail. By contrast, if we focus on the Spirit, she
will remind us of God's love and give us that enabling hope
which will allow us to overcome evil.

Questions for reflection:
Does their religion make many people anxious? Why?
How can we be at peace in our relationship with God if we

also affirm that God will punish sin? What happens when
we feel tempted and focus on regulations? What happens
when we focus on God's love? Do we believe that through
Jesus' Spirit we can have the relationship to God that he
had? Does obeying the Spirit lead to freedom in our own
lives?
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26. Romans 8:18-23

/ think that the sufferings of the present time do not merit the
gloiy that will be revealed for us. For the yearning of the cre
ation eagerly waits for the revelation of God's children. For the

creation was made subject to frustration, not voluntarily hut
due to the one who made it subject in the hope that even cre
ation itself would be set free from bondage to decay for the free
dom which is part ofthe gloiy of God's children. We know that
the whole creation has groaned and suffered birth pains together
until the present time. Not only it, but even we ourselves who

have the initial deliverance which the Spirit produces groait
inwardly as we eagerly await our adoption, the liberation ofour
full selves. (SNH-ZS)

Now that Paul has urged us to follow the leading of the
Spirit, he reminds us of the unimaginable blessings that
one day God will freely give us. Our present sufferings—great
though they may he—are insignificant in comparison and do
not merit such a reward. For Paul salvation is God's supreme
gift and can never be deserved.
Paul believed that we receive part of these blessings when we
die. In his letter to the Philippians he tells his readers that if he is
executed he will depart and be with Christ and that this future
existence will be far better for him personally (Phil. 1:21-23).
Nevertheless, Paul primarily looked forward to the greater
hope of the whole creation being liberated from suffering and
decay. As the passage we are presently considering makes clear,
Paul does not limit salvation to human beings, and he does not
see salvation as an escape from the created order. Instead, he
looks forward to a new age when both the living and those who
are presently dead will fully participate in a transformed world
where the natural order will be free from its present miseries. Of
course, as Paul knew, much of the Old Testament had looked

forward to something similar (e.g., Isa. 11:6-9).
Of course, Paul has no idea how God will accomplish all
this, but Paul assumes that anything less would be unworthy of
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the divine power and love which are already visible. Paul gives
no details about the new creation, presumably because he does
not claim to know them. What he does know is that God cre

ated both humanit)'and the natural order and loves them both.
He also knows that God has begun to redeem the fallen uni

verse by sending Jesus who died and rose from the grave and by
giving Christians the Holy Spirit. These past acts point forward
to a final consummation when God will complete what he has
begun so forcefully and so well.
As we wait for this final deliverance, we share in the suffer

ings of the present universe. As J.C. Beker has stressed, Paul
believes that Christians are necessarily in solidarity with the
entire creation. We in no way escape its sufferings. Even

though we have the Spirit we still inhabit the fallen world, and
Its pain is our pain.
Moreover, as Brendan Byrne, S.J., has emphasized, Paul

believed that ultimately it was human sin that caused the suffer
ing of creation and that, therefore, the redemption of human
beings would lead to the renewal of the natural order. Accord
ing to the first two chapters of Genesis, before human beings
sinned, the creation was pristine. There were no thorns, and
animals did not eat one another. It was only when Adam sinned

that God responded by cursing the earth (Gen. 3:17-18). Of
course, the story of Adam was central to Paul's theology.

Indeed,as we have seen when dealing with chapter 5 of this let
ter, Paul traces the problems of humanity back to Adam and
insists that the coming ofJesus is more than undoing the conse
quences of the fall. Jesus is calling human beings to a new righ
teousness and fulfillment, and,inevitably one result will be the
transformation of the natural world.

I believe that Paul's vision of the suffering and redemption

of the natural order should inspire us to take action to preserve
the ecology. If Paul had believed that human sin had not

harmed nature, that God only saves human beings, and that
God saves us by removing us from the creation, then it would

be easy to appeal to Paul to justify wanton disregard for the
ecology. In fact,some Christians have claimed that this is what
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Paul believed and have, accordingly, been indifferent to eco
logical degradatit)n. Once we realize that Paul believed that
human sin has harmed nature and that God will redeem the

ecology as well as hiinianity, then, if we follow Paul's lead, we

must struggle to help the natural order,just as we must struggle
to help other human beings.

Questions for reflection:
Do we agree witii Paul that God will redeem the whole of
creation? What role siioLild Christians presently be playing
in that redemption? Is it important to feel the sufferings of
the natural world? Do you agree with Paul that there is a
yearning in all things for liberation? If so, is this yearning
evidence that ultimately such salvation will occur? Can we
affirm that the dead are with Christ and still maintain that

even they look ft^rward to a transformed world?

27. Romans 8:24-25

Because it is in this h()/?e that we are saved. A hope whose object
is already in view is not real hope. For who hopes for something

that is already in viewi But if we hope for what we do not see,
we wait for it patiently yet eagerly. (S:24-2S)

For Paul the primary way that we experience salvation in the
present is through hope. Of course, we have the other con
solations and gifts which the Spirit inspires both in our individ
ual lives and in the Christian communities to which we belong.
Nevertheless, Paul is far from saying that such "spiritual" bless
ings are adequate compensation for the sufferings which Chris
tians, and, indeed, the whole creation must endure. On the
contrary,as he wrote the Corinthians,if there is nothing more to
life than what we as Christians already have, then we are merely
to be pitied (1 Cor. 15:17-19). What makes life worthwhile is
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the hope of final deliverance from sin, suffering, and death,and
it is only by looking forward in expectation that we experience
salvation in the midst of our wounded lives and broken universe.

Such hope allows us to endure the tribulations of the present and
to make costly sacrifices in order to obey God.
Of course, as we have seen, Christian hope is based on the
faithfulness of God. For Paul hope is never optimism resulting

from improving conditions in the world. As he emphasizes in
the present passage, if we can see something already, we really
are no longer hoping for it. Christian hope is based on the
unseen power and love of God. It is the result of the sufferings

and resurrection of Jesus viewed as the revelation of God's
power and wisdom;it is the result of the hidden presence of the
Holy Spirit in our midst. Hope looks forward to that which not
only cannot be seen, bur which can scarcely be imagined—the

full liberation and glorification of all things.
Consequently, hope is a virtue, and a virtue that must be
nourished. It depends on continuing to trust the God who has

been faithful in the past, and we come to have that trust by
nieditating on what God has already done and is already doing.
One price of hope is a discontent with the present world.
Because we look forward to a fundamentally better life, we are
restless and long for the final triumph of God.

Questions for reflection:
Do people often claim that the inner blessings they experi
ence make their lives worth living despite great suffering?

How do you feel about such claims? Would life be worth
living if there were no hope for life after death or the

redemption of the universe? What are we doing to nurture
Christian hope? Does our Christianity make us restless, or
^ire we basically content with the world as it is?
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28. Romans 8:26-27

Similarly, the Spirit also comes to our aid iu our weakness. For
we do not even knoiv what we need to pray for, but the Spirit
herself pleads with inexpressible groans. And he who searches
our hearts knows what is on the Spirit's /nind, and that, in
accordance with Ciod's will, she appeals on behalfofChristians.
(8:26-27)

As we wait for rhe redemption of all things, the Spirit mys
teriously gives shape to our feeble prayers. Since we con
tinue to be assaulted by the evil of the present world order,
even our meditations and petitions remain very imperfect.
Indeed, we do not even know what we should pray for. Never
theless, as we struggle to pray, the Spirit somehow completes
what we do only partially. Thanks to rhe Spirit, we pray for
more than we are aware,and because we pray for more than we
know, we receive more than we expect.
Here, as elsewhere, Paul assumes that, thanks to the work
of Jesus, Christians somehow become caught up in the rela
tionship that God has with himself. For Paul the Spirit is clearly
God's Spirit; yet in this passage the Spirit intercedes with God
for us. Similarly, Paul believes that Jesus is God's Son and pre
existed with him before being born (Rom. 10:6, 1 Cor. 8:6, 2
Cor. 8:9, Gal. 4:4, Phil. 2:6-7, Col. 1:15-16). Yet in a few
verses Paul will stress that the Son also intercedes for us (8:34).
Such intercession is not to placate a God who otherwise would

be hostile to us, because as the present passage makes clear,the
intercession itself is God's will. It would take centuries for the

church to be able to formulate the doctrine of the Trinity—that
God is one substance in three persons. Nevertheless, the foun
dations of that doctrine are clearly found in Paul. If we may be
forgiven for using later theological language, we may say that
in this passage Paul suggests that the different "persons" of
God work together to save us, and that our salvation is in fact
the gift which they give to each other.
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Questions for reflection:
Does God give a deeper dimension to your prayer that you
do not normally notice? Do you feel that God's Spirit
somehow makes your prayers and deeds accomplish more
than they "naturally" would? What arc some of the ways
that the Spirit has augmented your efforts? What are the
implications of believing that our salvation is the gift that
the "persons" of God give to each other?

29. Romans 8:28-39

We know that all things work together for good for those who
love God and are summoned in accordance icith his plan.
Because those whom he chose from the beginning he also des

tined from the beginning to become just like his Son so that his
So7t jnight be the firstborn among many brothers and sisters.
Those whom he destined, he also summojied, afid those whom
he summoned, he also set right, afid those whom he set right, he
also glorified. (8:28-30)
So what shall we say about these thifigsf If God is for us,
who can be against usf He did not spare his own Son but handed
him over for us all. How will he not also give us all things along
with hhnf Who will bring an accusation against God's chosenf
God is the one who justifies. Who will condemn f It is Christ who

died, or rather, was raised who is also at the right hand of God
who pleads for us. Who will separate us from Christ's lovef Will
affliction or distress or persecution or hunger or nakedness or
danger or the sword? It is just as it is written, ''For your sake we
are being killed the ivhole day. We are looked upon as sheep for
slaughter"[Psal. 44:22]. But in all these thi?!gs we a?'e more than
victorious through him who loved us. For I am persuaded that
neither death 7tor life, neither angels nor rule7's, neither what

already is nor what is still to come, iteither powers, neither height
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nor depth, not anything in the whole creation will be able to sep
arate us from Clod's love in Christ Jesus our Lord. (8:31-39)

Paul steps back and reminds us of God's whole plan. Long
before we were born God decided that human beings
would become his children through becoming brothers and sis
ters of jesus in a new holy community. From the beginning
God decreed that some people would have the special vocation
of being the first to follow Jesus, join the Church, and find sal
vation. Now God has begun to accomplish his great plan by
calling these individuals to this vocation and giving us the
undeserved saving presence of the Holy Spirit. Soon he will
complete his plan by bringing us to eternal life and making us
share in the glory of the risen Christ and by liberating the
whole creation from suffering and death.
Reflecting on this plan gives unconquerable confidence. If
God has already fulfilled the first part of his great purpose by
sending his Son and calling us, then there can be no doubt that he
will bring it to completion by fully redeeming all that he has
made. Indeed,so certain is God's triumph that Paul can write that
his Christian readers have already been glorified even though, of
course, chronologically this glorification is still to come.
As we wait for God to complete this redemption, we live
in the assurance that nothing can cut Christians off from access

to God's love. If God loved us enough to send his Son to suffer
and die for us, then God will never allow anything to destroy
us. Hence, we need fear neither sin nor death nor final judg
ment. Through the power of the Spirit, God will continue to
overcome sin in us. The power that raised Jesus from the dead
will also vanquish death, and because of God's love he will be
merciful on the day of judgment. Indeed, Jesus himself will
plead our cause. Nor do we need fear anything in the natural
world or in the supernatural one. Christ will support us in the
face of every worldly affliction, and he is more powerful than
any angel or spirit. Of course, in the face of the disappoint

ments and persecutions of this present life, we experience deep
frustration. Nevertheless, we need not give into despair.
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Moreover, as Paul has stressed earlier, even our sufferings,

once they are offered up to God, become positive since they
produce character (5:3—4). Hence, Paul can insist that all
things work together for good for those who love God and are
summoned in accordance with his plan.'

Of course, Paul in his own life had especially experienced
the truth that nothing can separate us from God s love in
Christ. As he makes clear in 2 Gorinthians, Paul had himself

suffered endless hardships while preaching the gospel (e.g.,
2 Cor. 11:23). On many occasions he had been tortured
(2 Cor. 11:24-25). Yet, even when all his own resources were

exhausted, the risen Christ would comfort him and enable him
to continue the missionary work (2 Gem. i :.')-l 0).

In this section Paul implicitly presents his solution to the
problem of how Christians can claim that God is all-powerful
when there is so much evil in the world. To be sure, Paul does

not discuss the issue systematically. Nevertheless, the elements
of his response to the question are clearly implied.
In this present world God's omnipotence is primarily visi
ble in the experience which Christians have that nothing can
separate us from his love. In this fallen age evil is rampant,and
people who are faithful to God suffer every sort of tribulation.

Nevertheless, paradoxically, in the midst of these sufferings
Christians experience that God is more powerful than any
thing else. Especially in 2 Corinthians Paul emphasizes that
God sustains us in our weaknesses and thereby demonstrates

his power.Indeed,Paul can write that God's grace is made per
fect in weakness (2 Cor. 12:9). In the passage we are dealing
with here in Romans, Paul stresses that in the midst of our
greatest sufferings God continues to love us and that we can
continue to rely on this love and even experience it.
Of course, in the future when God judges the world, he

will crush all disobedience and, hence, his omnipotence will be

fully visible to all. He will expose all the deeds of both the righ

teous and the wicked. Everyone will receive what is just, and
everyone will acknowledge the sovereignty of God.
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When the omnipotence of God is fully visible to all, how
ever, it will no longer he possible to find God through such virtues
as faith and hope or to serve him by self-sacrifice. As Paul noted a
few verses earlier, no one can hope for what is already fully avail
able(Rom.8:24—25). Similarly, we may add,there is no need for
faith when the realities to which faith points are obvious to all.
Nor, once good is fully rewarded and evil fully punished, is there
any room for self-sacrifice in the service of God.
Hence, the reason that God has not yet used force to end
the evils in the present world is that he wishes people to be able

to choose such virtues as faith, hope,and self-sacrificing love.
PauPs general reflections on suffering and hope probably
had a special relevance to the Roman Church because of its his
tory of persecution. As we will see when we discuss 13:1-7, a
few years before Paul wrote, the Roman government expelled
Jewish Christians from Rome. Subsequently, some of them
managed to return, but we must suppose that they were the
objects of suspicion and distrust and lived in considerable

uncertainty. It was to such people that Paul wrote that in this
world we are like sheep about to be slaughtered, but, neverthe
less, nothing can separate us from God's love. Such a message
must have been most welcome.

The great climax that ends chapter 8 also completes the
first half of the letter by emphasizing that the gospel is for the
Gentiles as well as the jews. The bulk of Romans can be divided
into two long sections that together prove PauPs thesis that the
gospel is for the Jew first and also for the Greek.In the first sec
tion,as we have seen, Paul stresses that the Jews like the Greeks
have sinned and that there is only one path to salvation. Hence,
Paul warns the Jews not to be judgmental toward the Gentiles
and not to be boastful. Naturally, this section of the letter

would be especially appealing to Christian Gentiles. The mag
nificent climax in which Paul insists that nothing can separate
us from God's love as we wait for final glory signals that this
section is at an end. Paul has shown that all Christians, espe
cially Gentile ones—inherit the blessings of salvation. Indeed,

in the closing verses of the chapter Paul emphasizes that the
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very blessings which the Jews insisted were their national privi

lege—particularly being God's sons and daughters (e.g., Exod.
4:22)—have been extended to anyone who follows Jesus.

Now in the second great section of the letter Paul will
stress that the gospel is for the Jews first—i.e., the Jews still

have a special place in God's plan and, therefore, the Gentiles
must not despise them.

Questions for reflection:
Would we rather live in a world where faith, hope, and
self-sacrifice are possible or in a world where there is no
need for these things? Can we imagine living in the second
world if we had never lived in the first? At present, do we

especially see the power of God in the endurance of those
who are faithful in the midst of suffering? How might the

experience of persecution change a person's understand
ing of the Christian life?

30. Romans 9:1-5

I am telling the truth in Christ; I am not lying; my conscience
confirms this about ine by the Holy Spirit. I have great sorrow
^ud constant pain m my heart. I would wish myself to be an
anathema to Christ for the sake of my brothers and sisters, my

kin by blood. They are Israelites, and to them belong the adop

tion ajid the glory and the covenants and the Law and the cult

und tijQ promises. Theirs are the Patriarchs, and from their
blood is the Messiah. He is God over all to be blessed forever.
Atnen. (9:1^5)

l^aul begins the second half of Romans by emphasizing that
the failure of most Jews to accept the gospel is distressing
to him personally. Paul is emphatic. The disbelief of so many
Jews is a source of constant pain. Indeed, he claims that he
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would be willing to forfeit his own salvation if only his Jewish
kin would accept Christ.
It is striking that Paul feels the need to insist that he is telling
the truth. Tt)day when we read the epistle, we have no reason to
question PauTs sincerity. It seems natural that a missionary who
was himself ethnically Jewish would be especially burdened
when his Jewish compatriots refused to become Christians. Yet,
Paul stresses twice that he is not lying and goes on to declare that
his conscience agrees.
The only plausible explanation for these protestations is
that some Jewish Christians at Rome and, probably, elsewhere
felt that Paul did not care if his preaching was hurting efforts to

convert Jews. In hispreaching Paul was telling the Gentiles that
they could inherit the privileges of being Jewish without hav
ing to adopt the Jewish law,including circumcision. Naturally,
many Jews in the Christian movement resented this message. It

was blurring the lines between Jews and Gentiles and could

easily lead Christian Jews to stop observing the Law. Indeed,
the Acts of the Apostles tells us that in Jerusalem there was a
false rumor that Paul was actually encouraging Jews to forsake
their heritage (Acts 21:21). Consequently, Paul was giving
Christianity a bad reputation among Jews and thus hindering
efforts by other Christian missionaries to convert them. Appar

ently,at least some Christian Jews at Rome and,presumably,in
other places as well felt that Paul was unconcerned. Conse

quently, Paul emphasizes that the Church's lack of success in
converting Jews is painful to him personally.

Of course, by stressing his concern for Jewish Christianity,
Paul is courting the support of his Jewish readers at Rome and
any other Jewish Christians who would subsequently hear about

this letter. They would be especially moved by Paul's account of
how much he suffers when he remembers that many of his natu
ral brothers and sisters are rejecting the Christian message.

Paul then stresses that by right Christianity belongs to the
Jews first. Not only did the Jews produce the heritage which
ultimately led to Christianity; in addition, Jesus himself was
Jewish by blood. It is striking that here Paul emphasizes that the
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Jews are especially entitled to the privileges which only a few
verses earlier he insisted are the inheritance of Gentile Chris

tians. Earlier he told his readers that they had inherited the

promises made to Abraham and even had been glorified and
become God children by adoption( 8:29—30). Now he insists
that by right this adoption and glory belong to the Jews first.
To balance the assertion that Jesus was Jewish by his

human origin, Paul quickly adds that, of course, Jesus is also
"God over all." Some scholars have tried to resist the conclu

sion that here Paul flatly declares that Jesus is God and have
rendered the Greek differently. Nevertheless,careful study has
demonstrated that the most natural way to render the Greek is
that Jesus is "God over all." Moreover,after Paul has so clearly
stressed the Jewishness of the human Jesus and thereby pleased

his Jewish readers, he must temper this assertion with the
reflection that the risen Lord is God of Gentiles as well. Else
where Paul does not hesitate to attribute to Christ divine

authority over all things {e.g., Phil. 2:9-11).

Questions for reflection:
Do you feel that Christianity should be for the Jews first?
Does the failure of Jews to believe puzzle or threaten us? If
so, how does this discomfort make us treat Jews? What are

the implications of saying that Jesus who was a member of
a particular ethnic group is also God over all?

31. Romans 9:6-13

But it is not as though God's word has proven unreliable. Not all

those who are from Israel li.e.,Jacobjare Israelites. Nor are all of
Abraham's descendants the true children. But, "'through Isaac
children will be called forth for you"{Gen. 21:121. This means
that the children by blood are not God's children, but the
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children by promise will be considered his descendants. Because
this was the promise, ''At this season I will come back, and Sarah
will have a son"/Gen. 18:141. That is not all. Rebecca had inter

course with one man,Isaac ourforefather. When her children had
not yet been bom or done ajiything good or bad, in order that
God's plan might continue to be realized through his choice, not
though human deeds but his summons,she was told, "The older
shallserve the younger"IGen. 25:231.Just as d is written, "Jacob
I loved, but Esau I hated" IMal. 1:2-3]. (9:6-13)

After admitting that the Jews as a whole are not presently
accepting the gospel, Paul must stress that nevertheless
God's plan has not failed. For Paul and his first readers it would
have been blasphemous even to suggest that God could fail to
accomplish his will.

Paul points out that in the past God accomplished his plan
by choosing some people rather than others and implies that

God is continuing to act this way in the present. Both Esau and
Jacob were sons of Isaac, but God selected only Jacob to be part
of the chosen people,the Jews.So too,Paul implies, God in the
present is choosing only a few Jews to be part of his new chosen
people, the Church.
Partly in order to protect God's sovereignty, Paul stresses

that human merit did not decide which people God chose. If
God's choice merely reflected human goodness, then people
would determine what God did. As a monotheist, Paul finds
such a conclusion unacceptable. God is creator and redeemer,
and he is the one who initiates and acts. Human beings merely
respond. Consequently, Paul insists that everything depends
on God's summons, not human achievement. Jacob and Esau
were twins, and Esau was even the elder and so by law had the
privilege of being the heir. Of course, prior to their births, nei

ther had a chance to make any moral decisions. Yet when they
were still in the womb, God chose Jacob.

By stressing the initiative of God, Paul lays the groundwork
for his subsequent claim that the unbelieving Jews are nor to be
greatly blamed for their lack of faith. If it is God who gives faith to
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one person and not to another,then lack of faith is not necessarily
a sign of sin. Later Paul will argue that the Jews who do not accept
the gospel nevertheless still have a zeal for God (Rom. 10:2).
Of course, by stressing the initiative of God in giving faith,
Paul is also telling his Gentile readers that they are in no posi
tion to boast. Their own faith is God's gift and does not imply
that they are somehow more deserving than others. Accord
ingly, instead of boasting, the Gentiles should praise God for
his special mercy to them.
The claim that there is no easy correlation bei^veen faith

and virtue seems especially helpful today. Ghristians are increas
ingly engaging in interfaith dialogue nor only with Jews, but also
with many religions and philosophies. Such dialogue generally
makes it obvious that many loving, wise, and informed people
do not find the claims of Christianity convincing. Hence, Paul's
insistence that God gives faith only to some people and not to
others and that lack of faith is not necessarily a symptom of sin is
very useful in contemporary Christian life.

Questions for reflection:
Is your own faith due to your goodness, or is it simply a
gift? In your experience are people who believe in Chris
tianity necessarily more righteous than those who do not?
What would people who are devout members of other reli
gions gain by believing in the Christian message? What
would we personally lose if we adopted some other reli

gion or philosophy?

32. Romans 9:14-29

So what shall we sayf Is God unjustf Certainly not. Because he
says to Moses, "I will have mercy on whomever I choose. I will

have compassion on whomever I wish"[Exod. 33:19/. So then
everything depends not on what a human being desires or does
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but Oil(rod who has mercy. For hi scripture he says to Pharaoh,
"It is for this ueiy reason that I elevated you, that by you I might
demonstrate my power and so that I might be proclaimed in the
whole woi'ld" jcf. Exod 9:Ihj. So then he has mercy on those
whom he wishes, a}id he makes obstinate those whom he
wishes. (9:I4-IH)

Now you will say to me, '"Why does he still find fault,
because who has resisted his wilif" On the contrary, who are

you,fellow, to talk hack to Godf Will what is tnolded say to the
one who molded it, "Why did you make me like this?"Does not
the potter have rights over the clay, to fashion from the same
lump one vessel for honorable usage and another for dishonor
able^ What if God, wishing to demonstrate his indignation and

make his power known, bore with great patience the rejected
vessels which were created for destruction f What if he also
wished to make known the abundance of his glory toward the

vessels created for mercy, which he prepared beforehand for
gloryf (9:19-23)

We are those vessels whom he summoned not onlyfrom the

jeivs but also from the Gentiles. As he also says in Hosea,"I will
call those who are not my people 'my people'and she who was
jjot beloved 'beloved'"jHos. 2:23j. "And in the passage where

God said to them, 'You are not my people' there he will call
them 'sons and daughters of the life-giving God'"{Hos.

Now Isaiah cries out about Israel, "If the number of the Israel
ites were as the sand by the sea,just a remnant will be preserved.
For the Lord will make a swift end on the earth" jlsa. 10:22-

23/. It is just as Isaiah predicted, "Ifthe mighty Lord had not left
us descendants, we would have become like Sodom, and we
would have resembled Gomorah" jlsa. l:9j. (9:24-29)

Paul now goes on to deal with two pressing theological
problems. First, if God chooses to give faith to some peo

ple but not to others, then it seems he is being arbitrary. Yet,a
cornerstone of biblical doctrine is that God is just. Second, if
God is the one who decides how people will respond to his call,
then it seems he is not in a position to condemn anyone. Yet,
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another cornerstone of biblical doctrine is that God must judge

the world. Earlier in the letter Paul simply dismissed the ques
tion of whether God could judge people whose wickedness

demonstrated God's own goodness. There Paul replied that, of
course, God would judge the world (Rom. 3:5-6).
Paul attempts to solve these problems by insisting that
God has an absolute right to deal with his creatures in whatever
way he chooses. Just as a potter has the unquestionable right to
make different vessels and use them as he wishes, so too God

has the right to create human beings, assign them different
roles, and be relatively merciful to some and not to others.
The fact that Paul can insist that God has such rights dem
onstrates once again his passion for monotheism. Today most
Westerners, whether religious or not, are essentially human
ists. The primary question in philosophy or in social planning is
what is most helpful to human beings. Similarly, we determine
whether or not religious ideas are true largely on the basis of

whether or not they promote the welfare of people. Paul had a
very different perspective. For him the primary question was

how to give ourselves fully to God's service and let him use us
to bring the world into submission to its creator and redeemer.
The right of God to do as he chooses is assumed.
It is striking, however, that even when Paul insists that
God is not accountable to human judgment, he also insists on

God's overriding mercy. When Paul considers the hypothetical
possibility that God may have created certain people for
destruction, Paul stresses that even so God bore them "with
great patience."

In fact, it appears that the only thing Paul was really argu
ing for when he emphasizes that God did not choose some peo
ple is that God gives to some people inferior historical roles to

play; Paul stops short of clearly teaching that God predestines
some people for eternal perdition. In the past God chose Pha

raoh to play the villain, and by sending plagues on him and his
country, God demonstrated his power. In the present God is
giving only some people the glorious summons to believe in
Ghrist. Paul limits himself to discussing how God acts in
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history and does not .say that God will arbitrarily send anyone
to hell. On the contrary, earlier Paul wrote that in the past God
chose to ignore sins (3:25-26) and later Paul will insist that
God ultimately plans to have mercy on everyone (see below).
Here Paul stresses that his Christian readers should see

themselves as people to whom God has been especially merci

ful and should respond accordingly. To us, God has made
known the depth of his mercy. We did nothing to deserve the
gift of faith. Nothing we can do will make us deserving of the
indescribable gift of salvation. Yet, God was pleased to bestow
both upon us. Surely then, we should not be arrogant or judg

mental but instead be full of gratitude and charitable towards
those who have nor, as of yet, been similarly blessed.

In the course of this philosophical discussion about the
ways of God, Paul, nevertheless, continues to emphasize the
overall theme of the letter, namely that the gospel is for the
Jews first and also for the Greeks. The Jewish scriptures show
that the gospel is also for the Greeks because Hosea looked for
ward to a time when the Gentiles who were not the chosen

people would become God's people. Nevertheless, those same
scriptures also make it clear that a remnant of the Jews will
remain faithful to God. Yes, if God had not been merciful,
Israel would have fared no better than Sodom and Gomorah,

which he utterly destroyed. But, of course, as Isaiah foresaw,

God has been merciful. Hence,thanks to God's summons,the
Church consi.sts of both Jews and Gentiles.

By appealing to the Old Testament theology that God
always preserves a faithful remnant, Paul justifies further his
claim that God's plan has not failed. Throughout the Old Tes
tament God allowed most Israelites to go astray. Yet he always
kept a few faithful, and it was through them that he accom

plished his saving plan. If God always acted this way in the past,
the fact that only a few Jews are presently responding posi
tively to the gospel does not mean that God has failed. On the
contrary, God is acting the way he has always acted and will
surely accomplish what he has set out to do.
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Qiiestioits for reflection:
Does God in fact call different people to play different
roles in history? If so, must God of necessity choose some
people to play inferior or even negative roles? How should
we who have the privilege of being called to be Christians
look at ourselves? How should we look on others? Do we

think of ourselves as people who have especially received
God's mercy? Is the church in the modern Western world
only a remnant of what was once a Christian culture? if so,
can we believe that nevertheless through us God is doing

something fundamental for the culture as a whole?

33. Romans 9:30—10:13

What then shall we say? The Gentiles who did not strive for
dghteousness obtamed righteousness—but the righteousness
that comes fro7n faith. But Israel who did strive for the law to
achieve righteousness did tiot succeed m fulfillifig the law. Why?
Because they did jzot seek it by faith but by something like deeds.
They stumbled on the stumbling block. It is just as it is written,
"Look,Iam plachtg a stojie in Zion o)7 which they will stumble
and a rock on which they will fall" Icf. Isa. 8:141. 'Tet those
who believe in him will not be put to shame" [Isa. 28:16].
Brothers and sisters, my heart's desire and my prayer to God is

for their salvation. I testify for them that they have a zeal for
God, but not ajt informed one. Since they did not know the righ
teousness that comes from God and seek to establish their oivn,

they have not submitted to God's righteousness. (9:30-10:3)
Christ is the goal of the law and makes everyone who

believes become righteous. Moses writes concerning the righ
teousness that comes through the law, "The person who does
these things will find life through them"(Lev. 18:5]. But the
righteousjiess that comes from faith speaks as follows, "Do not
say in your heart, "Who will ascend mto heaven?'" [Deut.
30:12](that is to brmg Christ down)or,"Who will descend into
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the abyssf"(that is to bring Christ up from the dead). But what
does it say, "The word is near you. It is in your mouth and in
your mind"[Dent. 3():I4j, that is the word which we preach
about faith. Because if you declare with your mouth thatJesus is
Lord and believe in your heart that God raised him frojn the
dead, you ivill he saved. Belief in the heart leads to righteous
ness, and declaration with the mouth leads to salvation. Scrip
ture says, "Anyone who believes in him will not be put to

shame" llsa. 28:161. There is no distinction between Jew and
Greek,for all have the same Lord, and he is generous to all who
call on him, for "anyone who calls on the Lord will be saved"
[Joel2:32l. {10:4-13}

Paul claims that at present Gentiles are achieving righteous
ness through accepting the Christian message, whereas
most Jews are not. Many Gentiles are believing in the Christian
proclamatit)!! and through such belief are becoming righteous.
By contrast, the jews on the whole are rejecting the Christian
faith and, as a result, are not even achieving the righteousness
that the Mosaic Law requires. Of course, from Paul's perspec
tive an essential parr of that righteousness is believing in Jesus
since the Mosaic Law points forward to him.

Nevertheless, even as Paul stresses the present failure of
the Jews, he insists that they are not greatly to be blamed for
not believing the Christian message that was preached to them.
Their fall was God's will. The scriptures predicted the Jews
would stumble. Moreover,Paul himself testifies that they have

a zeal for God. Paul stresses again that he deeply desires the
conversion of his compatriots. His prayer for them is that they
will be saved.

Of course, by stressing that his readers should not despise

the Jews, Paul is hoping to win the good will of his Jewish
readers at Rome and any other Jewish Christians who might
hear about the letter. They would appreciate the positive
remarks about their compatriots, especially since in the an
cient world all Jews—whether Christian or not—suffered rid
icule and discrimination.
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Nevertheless, a new era has dawned because Jesus has
become incarnate and risen from the dead. On our own, of

course, we were powerless to inaugurate an epoch of grace. We
could not go up to heaven to bring Christ down; we could not
raise him from the dead. But what we could not do, God has

done. Since Jesus came down from heaven, he was not subject to

the sin that was passed on from Adam to tlie present. Since Jesus
has risen from the dead, he is Lord the universe and is changing it.
In line with the theme of the letter as a whole, Paul insists

that in this new era the only way to salvation—even for the
Jews—is the acceptance of the Christian message. The Jewish
law points forward to Jesus who offers salvation through his
death and resurrection. People who trust in this offer receive a
newpower that enables them to act righteously. By contrast, the
Jews who seek to fulfill the Law without following Jesus do not

even succeed in keeping the Law.Jesus is Lord of all, and salva
tion comes from calling on him. Hence,Paul can write that there
is no longer any distinction between Jew and Gentile.
As we have seen, earlier in the letter Paul explained why it

is impossible to do what is right without accepting the message

about Jesus. Because of previous sin, human beings are neces
sarily enslaved to wrongdoing before they know Christ, and,

hence, cannot perform all the actions that the Mosaic Law
requires. Moreover, Paul, like Jesus, insists that the Mosaic

Law, properly interpreted, not only requires us to act in a cer
tain way but also to overcome obsessive thoughts and desires.

Such inner righteousness can never be achieved merely by try
ing to follow the Law. Moreover, to the extent we can fulfill

the Law's demands on our own power, we become proud,and
this pride further alienates us from God.
True righteousness only comes through accepting God's

unimaginable grace. While we were undeserving sinners, Christ's
willingly died for us to demonstrate God's unfathomable love.
When we accept that love, we trust in Jesus in our hearts and
praise him with our mouths. Such trust and praise deliver us

from self-centeredness and allow us to receive the Holy Spirit,
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which is the very mind of God. Through the transforming
power that the Spirit gives, we become righteous.
By emphasizing that now both Jews and Greeks achieve
salvation in the same way, Paul is implicitly inviting both
groups in the Roman Church to unite and support him.
Despite their divisions, both ethnic factions at Rome were part

of the same urban church and, we must assume, both wished to
be one and were merely searching for a satisfactory means to
do so. PauPs stress that there is a single route to salvation
would have appealed to all and made Paul a reconciler. Of
course, if the congregation looked on Paul as a helpful recon
ciler, it would be more inclined to give him the support he
needed for his future missionary work.
Questiofts for reflection:
Do we as Christians see ourselves as living in a different
historical context than non-Christians? Does this context

give us power to overcome racial and ethnic divisions and

live as a single community in Christ? Should we be critical
of people who do not live in our historical context?

34. Romans 10:14-15

How will f?eople call on him in whom they have not believed,
and how will they believe in him to whom they did not listen f
And how will they listen without someone preaching^ But how
will people preach unless they are sent outf As it is written,
"How lovely are the feet ofthose who proclaim good tidings!
[Isa. 52:7!. (10:14-15)

Paul stresses that unbelievers cannot accept the Christian
message unless they hear it. For Paul the Christian message
is not a set of timeless ideas about the nature of the God or the

universal qualities of human beings. Timeless ideas can, at least
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theoretically, be found on one's own. Through meditation or

experience, different individuals can independently discover
universal truths. The Christian message that Paul proclaimed,
however, is primarily about how God acred in histt)ry by send
ing his Son to save human beings. Christ existed before he was
born and chose to enter the fallen realm of sin and death; there
he was crucified and then rose from the dead. Such informa

tion can never be discovered on one's own. Instead, someone
must tell us about it.

Because salvation comes from believing in Jesus, and we
cannot believe in Jesus before someone tells us about him,the
Christian missionary has a vital role. Someone must bring the
good news. Hence, Paul stresses what a blessing it is when peo
ple preach the gospel.
To be a missionary, however,one must have a commission
from God. Paul stresses that the missionary must be sent. Mis
sionaries are servants ofJesus, and they can only fulfill this role

if Jesus himself invites them to preach.
By stressing the importance of the commissioned mission
ary,Paul is in part preparing for his coming appeal for financial
and logistical help. Paul, of course, was a CJhristian missionary,
and, as he reminded us at the beginning of the letter, he had a
commission from God (1:1). Later in the letter he will ask the

Roman congregation to support him in his mission to Spain.
Hence,the praise of the missionary vocation at this point in the
epistle lays a foundation for his subsequent requests.
Questions for reflection:
Do contemporary Christians often want to make Chris
tianity a set of timeless ideas rather than a statement of
what God did by becoming a human being? What are the
advantages of religions that are primarily a set of timeless
truths? What is the advantage of believing that God be
came a human being and died and rose?

How are missionaries today like Paul, and how are they
different? How do missionaries help "heathen" cultures?
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How can missionaries sometimes hurt the people to whom
they go? How can missionaries tell if they have a commis
sion from God?

35. Romans 10:16-21

But fiot all accepted the good news. For Isaiah says, "Lord, who
believed what we preached?"[Isa. 53:1}. Hence, faith comes

frojn preachiftg, and preaching comes fj'om the message about
Christ. But I say, "They did not all hear, did they?" On the con
trary, Their voice has gone out into the entire world and their
words to the ends of the earth"[Psal. 19:4j. (10:16-18)
But I say, Israel understood, did it not? To begin with,

Moses says, "/ will make you jealous of what is not even a
nation. By an ig}iora7it nation I will provoke you to anger

[Deut. 32:211. And Isaiah boldly says, "J was found by those
who did 7iot seek 77te. I I'evealed 77tyself to those who did not
htquire about 77je"[Isa. 65:1). But about Israel he says, "All day
I have held out jity hafids to a disobedient and contrary people
[Isa. 65:2}. (10:19-21)

As he prepares to emphasize that the Jews will be saved
despite their present lack of faith, Paul stresses that their

temporary rejection of the gospel was part of God's plan. The
prophet Isaiah predicted it.
Nevertheless, Paul claims that the Jews are still somehow
culpable. Indeed,they have no excuse, especially since Christian
missionaries have preached the gospel so widely. The Jews have
heard the message; they have understood it; yet in response they
are being "disobedient" and "contrary." Paul, like various Old
Testament writers, believes that God can foresee human sinfulness and incorporate it into his saving purposes. Such divine
mercy, however, does not excuse transgression.
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The reason Paul stresses that the Jews are at least partly to
blame for rejecting the gospel is that he wishes to insist that sal
vation depends on God's mercy to sinners. For Paul salvation
must be a gift; otherwise we could brag. Consequently, as he
will stress later, all must be culpably disobedient so that God
may grant mercy to everyone (1 I :M).
Questions for reflection:
Do you think that the people you know who reject the
Christian message are being "contrary" or merely have not
yet received God's "call"? Are these options mutually
exclusive? Do you think that one day they will receive
God's mercy and begin to believe the gospel? Why or why
not? Do you believe that God can use your own past mis
takes to help save you?

36. Romans 11:1-24

Now Iask, did God reject his peoplef Certaifily not,forl atn also
an Israelite myself, a descendant of Abraham of the tribe of
Benjamin."God did not reject his people"[Psal. 94:Mjwhom he

chose long ago. Or do you not know what scripture says in the
passage about Elijah, when he appeals to God against Israelf
"Lord, they murdered your prophets, demolished your altars;

only Iam left, and they seek to slay me"/ / Kings 19:10,14]. But
what is God's response to himf "I have kept for myself seven
thousand men who have not knelt before Baal" jcf. 1 Kings
19:18]. Similarly, at the present time also, there is a remnant by
God'sgracious choice. But ifit is by grace, it no longer depends on
good deeds, since if it did, it would not be by grace. (11:1-6)
What is the pointf Israel did not obtain what it was search
ingfor. The ones God chose obtained it, hut the rest were blinded.

Just as it is written,"God put them into a stupor. Their eyes could
not see, and their ears could not hear until the present day"[cf
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Dent. 29:4; Isa. 29:l(}j. And David says, "Let their table become
a snare and a trap and a stwnbling block and a retribution for

them. Let their eyes become dark so they cannot see and make
their hacks bend continually'jPsal. 69:22-23].(11:7-10)
So / ask, they did not stumble to be ruined, did theyf Cer

tainly not. But by their misstep, there is salvation for the
Gentiles to make the jeivs jealous. But if their misstep brought
riches to the world, and their defeat, riches to the Gentiles, how
much more will their iiiclusion accomplish^ I am speaking to
you Gentiles. But to the extent that 1 arn a missionary to the

Gentiles, I praise my own ministiy hopmg somehow to make
my kin jealous and save some ofthem. For iftheir rejection led
to the recoficiliatkm of the world with God, what will their
acceptance lead to, if not life from the dead? If the first of the

dough is holy, the entire batch is too. If the root is holy, the
branches are too. Ifsome of the branches were broken offa7id
you, who were a wild olive tree, were grafted in among them
and share in the nourishing root of the olive tree, do not brag
about bemg superior to the branches. Even if you do brag, it is
not you who suppoH the root, but the root supports you. You

will reply, "The b}-anches were broken offthatI myselfmight be
grafted in." True. They were broken off because of their unbe
lief, and you yourselfstand by faith. Do not be conceited; rather
be afraid. If God did not spare the natural branches, perhaps he
will not spare you either. Note God's kindness and severity,
severity toward those who have fallen away,but God's kindness
toward you, if you remain responsive to that kindness; othertvise you too will be cut out. And they, if they do not persist in

disbelief, will be grafted in. For God is able to graft them back
in. If you who naturally were part ofa wild olive tree were cut

out from it and were grafted into a cultivated olive, although it
is not natural to do this, how jnuch more natural will it be for
them to be grafted into their own olive tree?(11:11-24)

AGod
majorthrough
theme one
in Paul's
theology is that we must receive
another. No one comes to God alone.
Instead, we come to God together, and we receive God's
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blessings from each other. Thus, in 1 Corinthians 12 Paul
stresses that each person has a unique constellation of gifts, and
it is only by being a community that all the gifts become available
to everyone and the church becomes the body of Christ. Simi
larly, in the beginning of Romans Paul stresses that he and his
readers can be encouraged by each other's faith (Rom. 1:12).

Here Paul applies the principle of receiving God through
one another by emphasizing that presently both Jews and
Gentiles receive the gospel from the other.
Thus, on the one hand, Paul stresses that the Gentiles are
totally dependent on the Jews for the gospel. Christianity is
rooted in Judaism, and Paul pointedly reminds his Gentile
readers that the root supports them. Indeed, Paul notes that,
despite the fact that he is a missionary to the Gentiles, he is
himself a Jew.
Paul even claims that the very failure of Jews to believe
benefited the Gentiles. It was because the majority of Jews
rejected the gospel that Christianity came to the Pagans. Pre
sumably, what Paul means is that the church placed increasing
emphasis on preaching to Gentiles when the Jewish mission
Was not very successful. According to Acts, when Paul himself
arrived in a new city, he normally preached in the local synagogue, then got thrown out, and, as a result, concentrated

thereafter on converting Gentiles. Perhaps in this passage Paul
IS also alluding to the fact that the Gentiles were more attracted
^o Christianity once they realized that it was not primarily a
Jewish movement.

If, however,the past failure ofthe Jews to believe has been
3 benefit to the Gentiles, Paul stresses that the Gentiles will
benefit even more from the future faith of the Jewish commuIf their rejection was a blessing to Gentiles, their coming

inclusion in the church will be nothing less than new life for the
entire world.

Nevertheless, if the Gentiles are dependent on the Jews,

the Jews are dependent on the Gentiles, and in the future the
Jews will become Christians because of them. The large num

ber of conversions among the Gentiles will eventually make the
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Jews rake notice and become jealous and convert to Christian

ity themselves. Paul stresses that it would be especially easy for
Jews to be grafted back into the religious movement that origi
nated in their own culture and which takes many of the ancient
achievements of that culture for granted. It is easy to graft a
branch back into its own tree. Presumably,the reason the Jews
will become jealous is that they will see that the Gentile Chris

tians are more righteous and more filled with God's Spirit than

they are and, indeed, have achieved the goodness the Law
demands the very goodness that according to Paul the Jews
pursued without success.

Of course, by stressing that the two ethnic groups receive

the gospel through one another Paul is inviting his readers to
remember that no one is in a position to be smug. The Gentile
Christians at Rome cannot be smug because their faith came
from Jews, and the Jewish Christians cannot be smug because

the best hope for mass conversions of their compatriots must
come through the Gentiles.

The fact that we can receive the gospel only by trusting in
God s undeserved goodness in sending Jesus also makes it
impossible for either group to be smug. Gentile Christians must
be humble because they stand only through faith, and it is pre
cisely the fact that we can only receive salvation by trusting in
God's gift of Jesus that non-Christian Jews now need to learn.
Today Paul's claim that Jewish and Gentile Christianity both
depend on each other seems even truer than when Paul was writ

ing. All the arguments for the historical dependence of Gentile
Christianity on ancient Judaism remain valid. Christianity origi
nated as a movement within Judaism. In addition, Paul's argu
ments for the dependence of Jewish Christianity on the Gentiles
have grown stronger. In Paul's day there still was a continuing
stream of Jewish Christianity of which Paul himself was a part. In
subsequent centuries, however, Jewish Christianity died out.
Hence,today all Jewish Christians ultimately get their faith from
Gentiles who preserved the Christian heritage. Accordingly,
Paul's emphasis that neither Christian group is in a position to be
arrogant seems even more apt than when he wrote it.
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Nevertheless, in keeping with the overall structure of the
letter, Paul here addresses the Gentiles and especially insists
that they must be humble and charitable toward their Jewish
brothers and sisters. Whereas in the first half of Romans,Paul
addresses the Jews as"you" and reminds them that they are no
better than the Gentiles(2:17-27; cf. 7:1), here Paul states, "I
am speaking to you Gentiles." To be sure, thereafter when Paul
uses "you," he uses the singular. Consequently, he is not

directly addressing the Gentiles in the Roman church, but a
generic Gentile, just as Paul addressed a generic Jew in chapter
2. Nevertheless, since Paul is addressing a representative Gen

tile, the Gentiles in the congregation surely realized that his
words were especially directed at them. Paul reminds us that

our faith comes only as a gift, a gift that was nor given to many
Jews. Hence, we should be grateful for God's kindness to us
and never take it for granted. Indeed, Paul stresses that God

blinded many Jews precisely so we could we saved.
Of course, by emphasizing that Gentile Christians should
not boast against Jews, Paul hopes to win the support of Jewish

Christians.They would be especially appreciative of this warning.
To help win the support of the Jews at Rome and any

other Christian Jews who might hear about the letter, Paul
stressing in this section that he is Jewish himself and is

concerned about Jews. Paul insists that he is a descendant of

Abraham and a member of the tribe of Benjamin. He hopes that
his mission to the Gentiles will ultimately lead to the conver
sion of his natural brothers and sisters.

In modern times the relationship between European Chris
tianity and Christianity elsewhere has been strangely similar to
^^'*^tiship between first century Christian Jews and Gentiles

that Paul describes. Thus, most Christianity in the modern
world ultimately came from Europe. While, of course, there are
surviving ancient Christian communities in such places as Ethio

pia and India, the vast majority of Christians in Africa and Asia,

to say nothing of the New World,owe their faith to missionaries

from the West. Nevertheless, after Europe sent out wave after
wave of missionaries, its own faith declined. Today Western
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Europe is among the least religious areas in the world. At the
same rime, in many places in the Developing Nations,Christian
ity has exploded. There are millions of new Christians and an
immense enthusiasm for the faith. In important ways Christian

ity in the Developing Nations has even begun to revitalize West
ern Christianity. Thus, for example, liberation theology is a
movement that started in the Developing Nations (especially,
Latin America)but has had an increasing impact on the churches
in Europe and North America.

Perhaps, then, we should at present ponder Paul's claim
that we, as different Christian ethnic groups, must acknowl
edge our need for one another.The churches in the Developing

Nations must never forget that they are indebted to the West
for Christianity. The European Christians must realize that
they have somehow lost the cutting edge of the faith and may
need to learn from Christians elsewhere.

Questions for reflection:
Would it greatly affect your religious life if one ethnic
group in the Church could claim superiority because
everyone else had received Christianity from it? How
would you feel if you were part of this "superior" group?

How would you feel if you were not? Do you prefer a
Church where different ethnic groups get their Christian
ity from one another? is Paul going too far to claim that
God deliberately caused some people not to believe in
order that such equality would be possible? What do you
think your Christian group can learn from Christian com
munities elsewhere?

37. Romans 11:25-31

Brothers and sisters, I do not want yon to he ignorant about this

mysteiy, lest you think you are more intelligent than you are. The
partial blindness came on Israel until the full number ofGentiles
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converts. And so, all Israel will he saved,just as it is written, "The

rescuer will come out ofZion. He will remove wickedness from
Jacob. This will be my covenant with them when I take away
their sins"jcf Isa. 59:20-21j. For your sake they are enemies of
the good news, but for the sake ofthe Patriarchs they are beloved
because of their election. God's gift and summons are irrevoca
ble.Just asformerly you yourselves disobeyed God but now have
received mercy through their disobedience, so they too now have
been disobedient to the mercy you received so that they them
selves might also now receive mercy.(11:25-31)

Paul insists that Jesus will eventually save all Jews when he
returns. Of course, Paul does not explain how this mass
conversion will occur. Nevertheless, it is relatively clear that it

will not primarily be through the efforts of Christian mission
aries. Instead,Jesus(the rescuer from Zion) will in the end con
vert his compatriots and thus fulfill God's promise concerning

the chosen people.
Consequently, Paul is able to maintain both that salvation

IS only through Jesus and yet that all will be saved. People can
only come to God fully through his Son. Yet, in their present
missionary efforts Christians will not convert everyone. Nev

ertheless, God has a pian for every person's and every group's
life, and in his own time will save all whom he has made.
As so often in this letter, Paul stresses that salvation is primar

ily due to the initiative of God, which cannot be thwarted. It is

God who provides the gift ofsalvation,and hiscall is irrevocable.
Today an especially attractive feature of this section of the

epistle is that Paul insists that the Jewish community has a con
tinuing place in God's plan. Unlike subsequent anti-Semitic

Christian theology, Paul does not say that the Christian Church
has simply replaced the ethnic Jewish community as the recipi
ent of God's mercies. Instead, because of their heritage God still
has a special relationship with the Jews and a plan to save them.
Once again Paul tells the Gentiles not to despise Jews. Paul
warns his Gentile readers not to think that they are more intel
ligent than they are. Instead, they must resist the temptation of
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thinking they are somehow more perceptive than the unbeliev
ing Jews whose coming redemption Paul is discussing.
Questions for reflectiojt:
Do you believe that God intends to save everyone and that
salvation is only fully available through Jesus? If so, how
will God save those who die without being Christian? If
not, do you believe that God only intends to save some
people or that one can come to a full relationship with God
without knowing that God shared our human life in Jesus?

M 0^

38. Romans 11:32

For God has imprisoned all in disobedience in order that he
might grant mercy to alL (11:32)

AsPaul begins to conclude this section (chapters 9-11), he
states the principle which underlies his argument as a

whole, namely, that God providentially decreed that all would
disobey in order that all might receive his mercy. Initially God
chose only the Jews and decreed that the Gentiles would dis

obey temporarily. Nevertheless, God was not being callous.
Instead, he was looking forward to the coming of Jesus who
would offer salvation to the Gentiles. Now that such salvation

has come and the Gentiles are receiving the gospel, God is
decreeing that most Jews will disobey temporarily. Neverthe
less, God is looking forward to a time when the Jews will real
ize their need for his mercy and will also receive the gospel.
Paul assumes that, because there is only one God, salva
tion can only come through his mercy. Since God is the sole
creator and redeemer, salvation can only come through his
unmerited kindness. Of course, salvation itself primarily con
sists in a relationship of loving trust in God's goodness. Hence,

I
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any effort to compel God to save us—even if that effort comes
through striving to perform good deeds—is futile.
In this passage Paul makes it clear that he believes that God
intends to save everyone ultimately. Earlier in his argumentation
Paul emphasized human disobedience and God's judgment,and
it would have been easy for the reader to assume chat God
decreed thatsome people would be eternally condemned. Here,
by contrast, Paul makes it clear that God intends to save every

one through Jesus. Indeed, God even overlooks past sins (cf.
3:25-26) in order that he can show compassion to everyone.

Temporarily people must experience God's just judgment and
suffer appropriately, but in the end God will save all people.

Questions for reflection:
Is it easy to believe that God will be merciful to others.^ is it
easy to believe that God will be merciful to us? Do we live

as if there really is only one God and that our relationship
to him must begin by accepting his mercy?

39. Romans 11:33—36
Oh, the depth ofGod's wealth a?td ivisdom and knowledge. His

decisions are unfathomable and his tuays beyond understandmg. For "who has known the Lord's plajt, or taho has been his

adviser [Isa. 40:13], "or who has given him anything that
repayment should be madef"(Cf Job 41:1 Ij. Because all thi?igs

are from him and through him and for him. To hi?n be glory for
ever! Amen.(11:33-36)

Even though he has attempted to interpret God's plan, Paul
confesses that God's doings are mysterious. God's deci
sions are unfathomable; his ways are beyond understanding.
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Paul supports his claim that God's actions are incomprehensi
ble by citing a section from Isaiah.
The reason that Paul can be so confident that he has cor

rectly interpreted God's basic plan despite God's inscrutability
is that God is the Lord of all things. In concluding the long
argument that began in 9:1, Paul emphasizes that God is the
universal master. He is the maker and sustainer and goal of all
things. Consequently, ultimately all will come to salvation and
will do so through God's invincible mercy. Any other result
would be incompatible with God's might and compassion.
Indeed, so great is God's power and so deep is his love that he
even uses the sin and disobedience of human beings to promote
their ultimate salvation.

As he reflects on who God is and what God has done and

will do,Paul breaks into praise. The God who is the source and
goal of all things must be glorified.
Of course, glorifying God overcomes all sin. Paul began the
epistle's long theological presentation by emphasizing in chap
ter 1 that the Gentiles originally went astray because they were
not willing to praise and thank God. Now Paul ends his argu

ment by breaking into praise and by implying that ultimately all
things will join in this doxology. All things are from God and for
him, and, hence, ultimately, all things will glorify him.

As he praises God, Paul employs both Greek and Jewish
religious rhetoric to emphasize that God will save both ethnic
groups. Thus, terms like "wealth," "wisdom," and "knowl
edge" are typical of Greek religious discourse. Indeed, in 1
Corinthians 1:22 Paul himself declares, "Greeks seek wis
dom." By contrast, stressing that God's "ways" are beyond
understanding sounds like the Old Testament {cf. Isa. 45:15,
55:8). Similarly, the statement that all things are "from,"
"through," and "for" God sounds like Greek philosophy.
Indeed, according to the Acts of the Apostles, Paul reminded
the Philosophers of Athens that the Greek poets taught that we
are God's children and have our being through him (Acts
17:28). The statement that no one has given advice to God is
biblical (Isa. 40:1.1).
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Ofcourse,this mixing of Greek and Jewish religious tradi

tions would have appealed to the mixed congregation and
made Paul sound like a peacemaker.
The doxology signals that PauPs theological presenta

tion is basically over. This long and powerful acclamation of
God's greatness is a literary climax and suggests that Paul has
now finished the prolonged theological argument that began
in chapter 1.

Questions for reflection:
Can we affirm that God's ways are mysterious and yet
make fundamental observations about what God must be

doing if he is loving and is the only God? Does praising
God cause us to think about him differently? What are the
implications for everyday life of the claim that all things
come from God and exist for him?

40. Romans 12:1-2

Paul turns to exhortation. In the previous eleven chapters
he focused on doctrine. For the next few chapters, by con
trast, he will give practical advice on daily living. To be sure,

Paul has occasionally given practical advice already (e.g.,
6:12-14), and the distinction between doctrine and exhorta

tion which is so natural for us to make today was not as clear in
the first century. Nevertheless, there is a discernible change in
tone beginning at 12:1.
As we shall see, however, chapters 12-15 will continue

Paul's balanced treatment of the relationship of Jews and
Gentiles. In chapters 1-8 Paul stressed that God's salvation is
for the Greek as well as the Jew and, therefore, Jews must not
judge Gentiles. Then in chapters 9-11 Paul stressed that God
originally chose the Jews and especially intends to save them
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all. Hence, the Gentiles must not despise them. Now in 12-15
Paul will stress that Christian Jews and Gentiles must accom
modate one another,and the Gentiles must be especially defer
ential toward the scrupulous consciences of their conservative
Jewish Christian brothers and sisters.

Now / nj-ge yoiiy brothers cwd sisters, through the mercy ofGod
to offer your bodies as a living sacrifice to be holy and well
pleasing to God, worship that is appropriate for you as spiritual
people. Do not conform to this world;rather, be transfonned by
reshaping your minds so you can discern what God's will for
youis, what isgoodandpleasingtohhnandperfect.(12:1-2)
As a preface to his long section giving practical advice, Paul
reminds his readers that they can choose either to follow the
ways of the present world or those of God,and he urges them
to do the second. If his readers choose, they can simply con
form to the behavior of this fallen age. Or they can offer them
selves to the service of God and seek to do what is pleasing to
him. If they do so, they will be transformed and become part of
the renewed world, which God through Christ is calling into
existence. Not surprisingly, Paul challenges his audience to
choose the latter option.
Paul also reminds his readers what is the foundation that

will lead to right living: We must begin with receiving God's
mercy. As Paul has already shown at great length, we cannot

become righteous by our own power and earn God's approval.
Instead, we must begin by accepting God's unmerited forgive
ness. Hence,Paul now appeals to us to make use of God's mercy.
After we receive God's mercy, we must respond by offer
ing ourselves to his service. Our gratitude for God's unde
served kindness towards us calls us to dedicate our lives to

doing his will. Hence, Paul insists that we must present our
selves as a living sacrifice to God.
Once we have offered ourselves to him, we allow God to
transform our minds by the power of the Holy Spirit. As we

have seen,for Paul the Holy Spirit is primarily God's mind,and
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the Spirit changes us by inviting us to think and feel differently.
Hence,Paul challenges us to allow God to reshape our minds.
Through this transformation we begin to discern what
God's specific will for us is and gain the power to perform it. In
chapter 1 Paul emphasized that after the Pagans refused to
worship God,they lost the ability to know who God was, and
as a result, fell into gross sin. Now Paul presents the comple
mentary idea that when we worship God properly, we gain
new insight into who he is and what he requires. Hence, we are
able to know what is right. After our minds have been renewed,
we are also able to offer our "bodies" to God's service and,as a

result, actually do what is right. Earlier Paul emphasized that
the Holy Spirit overcomes inner division and enables us to
implement the moral decisions that our "spiritual" self makes

(see, for example, the discussion of 8:1-11 above).
As Byrne suggests, Paul gives us here a biblical rationale
for creative ethical reflection to respond to scientific break
throughs. In modern times it has become apparent that we
should not woodenly apply the moral guidelines of the biblical
era to our own world of computers and genetic engineering.

Instead, we need to resist the temptation to twist biblical texts
to give us authoritative rules for dealing with situations that the

biblical authors could never have imagined. We need to think
creatively. Of course, in this very letter Paul warns us of the

dangers of trying to live by an ancient code. Here he assures us
that if we worship God and allow him to transform our minds,
we will indeed be able to discern for ourselves what is good.

This assurance is most comforting as Christians today wrestle
with the daunting challenges of how we can make ethical use of
revolutionary technologies.
Paul suggests that when we offer ourselves to God and

obey his will, we are engaged in the best kind of worship. Ordi
nary worship can be mere ritual, or to use Paul's image, ordi
nary worship can be non-spiritual. In Paul's day conventional
worship included the ritual slaughter of animals for sacrifice.
Paul calls for a different worship, one founded on life rather

than death, one that is suitable for rational beings. The way to
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engage in such "spiritual" worship is to give our full selves to
God and allow him to transform us. Such worship makes us a
living sacrifice and thereby glorifies God most fully. In empha
sizing the importance of spiritual renewal and the unimpor
tance of mere ritual, Paul follows in the footsteps of the Old
Testament prophets (e.g., Amos 5:21-27).
Questions for reflection:
When we are struggling to do something that is right, do
we reflect on God's mercy and allow the Holy Spirit to
transform us, or do we attempt to act on our own power
and earn approval? How does the way we attempt to do
what is right affect the outcome of our efforts? Do you
agree that if we allow God to transform our minds, we will

indeed be able to discern what is good even if there is no
"rule" to rely on? What are the implications of this ability
for contemporary life?
When we act ethically for the sake of God,do our actions
praise him? Is the kind of worship we engage in always
appropriate for spiritual people, or is it sometimes mere
ritual or superstition?

41. Romans 12:3-8

Through the grace which has been given to me,I tell everyone of
you not to have an unjustifiably high opinion ofyourselves, but
to think sensibly in proportion to the amount offaith God has
allotted to each. Forjust as we have many parts in a single body,
and all the parts do not have the same function, so also even
though we are many people, we are one body in Christ, since all
of us are members of one another. We have different gifts in
accordance with the grace that has been granted to us. Let us
prophesy in a way that is consistent with our faith. Let us exer
cise ourgift ofservice when we serve. Let those who have the gift
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ofteaching use it when they teach, and those who have the gift
of encouragement, when they encourage, and those who have
the gift ofsharing use it with unbegrudginggenerosity,and those
who lead do so with diligence, and those who have the gift of
performing acts of mercy do so with cheerfulness. (12:3-8)

Paul stresses that Christians must be one body in Christ.
Here he touches on a theme that he expounds at length in
1 Corinthians 12. Each individual Christian has a different set

of gifts, and no individual has them all. Hence, we must coop
erate in order that all the gifts may be available to the congrega
tion and that the church may be fully effective.
An important philosophical implication is that we can

become individuals only through community. It is in the con
text of the group that each person is able to make his or her
unique contribution. Without the community the distinctiveness of the members would serve no purpose.
In accordance with one of the major themes of the letter,

Paul stresses that we must use each gift with humble faith. As we

have seen, Paul keeps returning in Romans to the theme of
faith—trusting in God. In this section Paul emphasizes that
Christians must allow God to transform every natural gift.
Ideally, the use of any gift should be a sign of one's trust in God.
Of course,the great enemy of faith is pride, since pride militates
against obedient trust. Hence,Paul prefaces his remarks on gifts

by urging his readers not to think too highly of themselves.
Only if we use our gifts with humble faith will they build
up the community. If we do not have a humble faith, we will
not use our gifts primarily to help others but to draw attention
to ourselves. Consequently,the community will suffer. By con

trast, if we allow God's grace to transform our natural gifts, we

focus on the needs of others and lose our self-preoccupation.
Consequently, our sharing becomes "unbegrudging" and our
mercy is bestowed with "cheerfulness."
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Questions for reflectioji:
Do you agree that one can become an individual only
through participating in a community? If, contrary to
what Paul advises, we conform to the world do we
become individuals? If we follow God do we become indi
viduals? How do we show our trust in God when we ex

ercise our individual gifts? How does calling on God
transform our "natural" gifts?

42. Romans 12:9-16

Let your loue hegenuine. Abhor what is evil. Cling to what is good.
Love one another with the affection which brothers and sisters
have. Take the initiative in honoring one another. Be diligent; be
bubblhjg with the Spirit;sewe the Lord. Rejoice in your hope; hold
on in the midst ofaffliction; persevere hi prayer. Contributefor the
needs ofChristians; he zealous in hospitality. Bless those who per
secute you; hless and do not curse. Rejoice with those who rejoice;
weep with those who weep. Be in hannony with one anothei'. Do
not be conceited, but be drawn to the lowly. Do not think you are
more intelligent than you are. (12:9-16)

Paul now gives a series of specific moral exhortations that
seem to be only loosely connected to each another. For
example, he tells us to honor one another, be diligent, and be
bubbling with the Spirit.
Nevertheless, Paul suggests that all these virtues are expres
sions of genuine love. Thus, he begins his exhortations with "let

your love be genuine." This general principle provides the basis
for the more specific recommendations that follow. A few verses
later he will go on to insist that the commandment to love sum
marizes the entire law (13:8-10).

By "genuine love" Paul apparently means an uncalculating
concern that comes from the heart and produces concrete acts
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of kindness to ail. In chapter 2 Paul criticized people for talking
about virtue but not practicing it. In chapter 7 he pointed out
that those who try to live up to moral standards by their own
power do not in fact succeed in doing the good they intend.
What we need is an inner transformation that allows us to

respond with real generosity. As Paul will make clear in a
moment, such generous love even reaches out to those who
persecute us.

Of course, Paul believes that the inner transformation that

produces such goodness can only come through being centered
in God. In chapter 1 Paul argued that the failure of Pagans to be
centered in God led to every other sort of sin. Hence, Paul here
urges us to "serve the Lord" and "persevere in prayer."
To become centered to God we must first accept his
unmerited love for us as shown by Jesus' crucifixion and look

forward to God redeeming all things. Such acceptance and
expectation lead us to receive the Spirit of Jesus and live in
hope. Hence, Paul exhorts us to "be bubbling with the Spirit"
and "rejoice in hope."
Paul stresses that "genuine" love never leads to struggles
to gain prestige at the expense of others. The love that he is dis
cussing is "the affection which brothers and sisters have." In
the ancient Mediterranean world that Paul knew, people con
stantly battled with their friends and neighbors in order to gain
honor, and the normal way to gain such honor was by putting
others to shame. It was only within the family that people were
accepted without having to prove anything. Paul urges his
readers to have this familial love. Instead of seeking honor at

the expense of others, they are to take the initiative in honoring
one another. They are also to contribute to meet the needs of

others and to be hospitable and gladly support others both in
times of sorrow and joy.
Questions for reflection:
Are the different virtues basically distinct or all they some
how all expressions of love.^ What do you think makes love
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"genuine"? is competition for prestige still a major prob
lem within the church? When is it legitimate to seek public
approval? When does such seeking become a problem?
Does a deep sense of hope for the transformation of our
own lives and those of others make it easier to love?

43. Romans 12:17-21

Do not get back at anyone. Take thought for the things that all
people hold to he good. Ifpossible, to the extent it depends on you,

be at peace with all people. Beloved, do not get even but let God's
wrath have its oppoiinnity. For, as it is ivritten, '"Vengeance

belongs to me;I will pay them back"IDent. 32:35],says the lord.
On the contra)-y, "if your enemies are hungiy, feed them; if they
are thirsty, give them something to drink; because by doing this,
you will pile buniing coals on their heads"[Prov. 25:21-22]. Do
not be defeated by evil, but defeat evil by good.(12:17-21)

Intohisenduring
exhortations
it is striking how much space Paul devotes
persecution patiently and not to descend to
responding to hate with hate. He has already insisted that we
must bless those who persecute us. Now he emphasizes at

length that we must not try to get even, but do good to those
who abuse us. If we allow the wickedness of others toward us

to make us wicked to them, we have let ourselves be dragged
down to their level and been defeated by evil. Hence, Paul
insists that we must defeat evil with good.

This emphasis on the importance of patient endurance
and not giving in to hate undoubtedly reflects the fact that the
church in Rome was experiencing persecution and that previ
ously Roman Christians had sometimes responded with vio
lence. The Pagan historian Suetonius tells us that the Emperor
Claudius expelled the Jews from Rome since they were always
making trouble at the instigation of "Chrestus" (sic)(Claudius
25.3). Luke confirms that Claudius expelled the jews from
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Rome (Acts 18:2). He discretely declines to discuss why but
does indicate that among those expelled were Priscilla and
Aquila who then joined with Paul in his missionary work in

Corinth. Apparently, they were already Christians, since Luke
says nothing about Paul converting them. From what Suetonius
and Luke tell us, it seems that when Christianity arrived in
Rome the Jews became divided between supporters and oppo
nents of the new faith. There were violent disturbances within

the Jewish community. The Roman civil authorities became
alarmed and ordered an expulsion. Suetonius got a garbled
version of these events and assumed that "Chrestus" (i.e.,

Christ) must have been the ringleader. Although we cannot
know for certain, it seems probable that the Christian Jews

must have taken part in the violence. Had they simply suffered
persecution from their fellow Jews passively, the Roman au
thorities would have had little reason to intervene. Mindful of

these events, Paul urges his readers not to take vengeance.
It is noteworthy that Paul grounds his appeal not only in
practical considerations, but also in the prerogatives of God.
Of course, Paul does emphasize that being good to one's ene
mies can turn their hearts. Indeed, giving our enemies food and

drink piles "burning coals on their heads" and allows us to
defeat evil with good. Nevertheless, Paul also stresses that tak
ing vengeance usurps the privileges that belong to God alone.
God—not we—is the judge, and only he has the right to pay
people back. As so often in Romans, Paul ultimately bases his
appeal on monotheism and looks forward to the final judg
ment when God's will make his sovereignty complete.
In emphasizing that Christians should do good to their
persecutors, Paul is also repeating the teaching of Jesus and, to

a lesser extent, the teaching of the Old Testament. Jesus too
stressed that we must treat our enemies with love (Mat.

5:38—48), and Paul is able to justify his plea not to take ven
geance by citing both Deuteronomy and Proverbs.
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Questions for reflection:
Is the church itself often to blame for the bad treatment it

must endure? Do we fully realize that God will judge the
world and, therefore, there is no need to get even now?
When does doing good to those who abuse us help them to
repent? When does it merely encourage them to become
more oppressive?

44. Romans 13:1-7

Let eueiy soul be subject to the ruling authorities,for there is tio
authority except by God^s will, and those that exist have beejt
appointed by God. Hence, whoever resists authority has also

opposed what has been decreed by God, and those who do
oppose will receive judgnie?it on themselves. For those who rule
are not a deterrent to right actions but to bad ones. Do you want

not to be afraid of authority? Do what is right, and you will
have its commendation. For a ruler is God's servant for your

good. But if you do evil, be afraid, because he has the power to
punish. He is God's servant, punishing in God's behalf those
who commit evil. Therefore, it is necessary to be subject, not
only because of punishment, but also because of conscience.
Accordingly, pay your taxes, for rulers are God's servants who
devote their time to this vejy matter. Give to all what is their
due, tribute to those who demand tribute, customs to those who

collect customs, deference to those who expect deference, honor
to those who expect honor. (13:1-7)

Paul stresses that his readers must submit to the governing
authorities. Paul is emphatic. Anyone who resists the civil
authorities resists God's will. Hence, Christians must obey

public officials not merely to escape civil punishment hut also
for the sake of conscience.

Paul emphasizes the need to be submissive because previ
ously many members of the Roman church had gotten into
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trouble with the authorities,and the church as a whole had suf
fered. As we noted above, shortly after Christianity arrived in
Rome, Christian Jews somehow came into conflict with their
compatriots, and the violence had become so severe that the
Emperor Claudius ordered Jews to be expelled. We have no
idea how many Jewish Christians were expelled from Rome,
but the fact that both Luke and the Pagan historian Suetonius
mention the expulsion suggests that the number must have
been considerable. At a later time, perhaps shortly after the
death of Claudius in 54, at least some of those who had been
expelled began to return to Rome. Luke tells us explicitly that

Priscilla and Aquila were among those who had to leave the
capital (Acts 18:2). Yet, by the time Paul was writing, Priscilla
and Aquila were back in Rome since Paul sends his greetings to

them (Rom. 16:3). Nevertheless, the legal status of these
returnees must have been precarious. The authorities could

only have regarded them as past troublemakers who bore con
stant watching. Of course, their presence in the church must
have placed the Christian movement as a whole under suspi
cion. Hence, for the well being of the church it was essential
that every Christian be a model citizen and not provoke the
authorities again.
Paul's specific emphasis on the need to pay taxes was
probably a response to a contemporary controversy in Roman
society. According to the ancient historian Tacitus (Annals
13.50-51),during the reign of Nero(who succeeded Claudius)

the populace demanded tax relief, and the emperor responded
by initially advocating the total elimination of indirect taxa
tion. Then under pressure from the Senate Nero changed his
mind and only implemented modest reforms. Hence, the issue

of taxation was very much in the air, and probably many were
questioning whether they should have to pay taxes at all. Con
sequently, Paul emphasizes that being submissive to the au
thorities includes giving "tribute to those who demand tribute"
and "customs to those who demand customs."

Nevertheless,in urging his readers to pay their taxes, Paul
also echoes the teaching of Jesus. Jesus too insisted that we
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must render to Caesar what is his due, and part of what he is
due is taxes (Mark 12:13-17).
When he wrt)te tliat his readers should obey the governing
authorities, Paul must have been aware that such advice would
help make him popular. The church at Rome had already suf
fered the wrath of the government and was now under suspi
cion. Hence, PauPs intended readers must have been in fervent

agreement that Christians should respect the authorities. Paul
wrote Romans primarily to gain the support of the Roman
church for his impending missions to Jerusalem and Spain.
Hence, he was eager to make points that would gain approval
and must have known that telling people to respect government
officials would ingratiate him with the congregation as a whole.
Of course, by insisting that his readers should be subject to the
government,Paul is also implying that he will not himself get the
church into trouble with the authorities when he comes to

Rome. In the past Paul had repeatedly run afoul of the govern
ment. Indeed, in 2 Corinthians, which was written before
Romans,Paul boasts about the fact that he had been beaten with
rods on three different occasions (2 Cor. 11:25). Being beaten

with rods was a Roman,not a Jewish penalty. In view of his past,
PauPs assurance that he would not get the church into trouble
with the authorities may have been necessary.

At first glance, PauPs argumentation seems to imply that
Christians should always obey the government. Paul claims
that all governmental authority comes from God and, hence,

anyone who resists the government rebels against God's will.
In fact, however, Paul presupposes that the governmental
authorities he is discussing are behaving justly, and he was cer
tainly aware that nor all officials act this way.Paul explicitly states
that the rulers about whom he is writing are "not a deterrent to
right actions but to bad ones" and that anyone who does what is
right will receive their approval. Since Paul himself had repeat
edly suffered beatings at the hands of various authorities(2 Cor.
11:24—25), he knew well that not all authorities reward virtue
and punish vice. Moreover,Paul also assumes that the authorities
he is discussing derive their authority from God. Of course, the
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Bible as a whole assumes that what happens in history is in some
sense God's will, and, therefore, in general God appoints kings.
Nevertheless,the Bible is also aware that God passes judgment on
evil rulers and raises up prophets to resist them.
At the time Paul was writing, the Roman government was
at its best. Nero, who only a few years later wt)uid become a
brutal emperor, was still under the influence of good advisers,
including the philosopher Seneca. At a result, government
reforms were underway. As we noted already, Nero was even
attempting to reduce the burden of taxation.
Consequently, it would be a mistake to appeal to this pas
sage to justify unquestioning obedience to evil regimes. Even
though Paul at times sounds as if he is advocating uncritical

obedience, his argumentation as a whole suggests that he is
merely saying that the Roman Christians should obey their
present government since it in fact does reward good behavior
and punish bad.
Nevertheless, Paul's positive evaluation t)f government

may be an especially helpful reminder to people in the United

States today. At present, there is a prejudice against govern
ment and, especially, taxation. People often talk as if politi
cians and bureaucrats are necessarily wasteful and corrupt and
every governmental program is necessarily ineffective. People

also talk as if taxation is immoral and that the first thing that
any Christian citizen should advocate is a large rax cut. Theo

logically such attitudes amount to claiming that God cannot
work through government. Paul's monotheism insists other
wise. The God who made the universe and is present in history
calls governmental systems to ohey him,just as he calls individ
uals to do so. Naturally, the authorities may not always answer
this call, but in principle they are always free to do so. Hence,
God can be present in the acts of government,just as he can be
present anywhere, and programs supported by taxes may
indeed accomplish God's will.
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Questions for reflection:
Do you agree that at present Americans tend to be unreflectiveiy cynical about government? Where does such
cynicism come from? Does it promote good or bad govern
ment? Is it compatible with the theological claim that God
calls everyone to serve him and that rulers are free to

answer this summons? Do you consider that paying taxes is
a Christian duty? Why or why not?

45. Romans 13:8-10

You have no obligation to anyone, except to love each other,for
those who love have fulfilled the goalfor the rest ofthe law. For
the commajidments,''You shall not connnit adultery; you shall
fwt murder; you shall not steal; you shall not covet,"[Deut.
S:17-19, 211 and any other commandment are summed up in

this saying, "You shall love your neighbor as yourself"[Lev.
19:181. Love does nothing bad to a neighbor. Consequently,
love fulfills the entire law.(13:8-10)

After telling his readers that they must obey the ruling
authorities, Paul stresses that ideally such obedience is an
expression of love. Performing one's civic duty—like perform

ing any ethical act—is for the Christian an application of the
commandment to love one's neighbor.

Paul prepares to address the delicate question of how Jew
ish and Gentile Christians should live together. In just a few
verses he will comment directly on the disagreement between
the "weak" and the "strong." As we shall see, the "weak" are
conservative Jewish Christians,and the strong are Gentiles and
their liberal Jewish allies.

Of course, the primary difference between these two
groups was their attitude toward the Mosaic Law. The Mosaic
Law was the basis of Jewish identity. Its regulations affected
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every aspect of life from how the Jews should worship to how
they should dress. The very purpose of the Law was to make
Jews different from other groups, to make the Jews a "holy"
people, that is a people who had been set apart for God. Natu
rally, Gentiles had never been expected to keep the Law. They
had their own beliefs and customs. Moreover, i n practice some

of the law—especially, circumcision—was offensive to GrecoRoman culture.

Paul had spent his missionary career arguing that Ghristian Gentiles did not need to adopt the Mosaic Law and
become Jews. Once Gentiles began to convert to Christianity,

the early church struggled with the issue of whether one could
be a follower of Jesus without being or becoming Jewish. Con
servatives insisted that Christians had to be Jewish and, there
fore, that Gentiles who wanted to be members of the church

had to adopt the Mosaic Law. Paul argued the opposite.
Gentiles could be full members of the church and still retain

their own cultural heritage. Of course, Paul's insistence that
Gentiles could become Christians without becoming Jews was
the foundation of his whole missionary work.
Paul's position raised the difficult issue of how Jewish and
Gentile Christians could interact. If Jewish and Gentile Chris
tians each retained their own cultural behavior, how could

they associate? For example, according to the Mosaic Law,
Jews could only eat certain things. How then could Jews and
Gentiles in the church eat together?
As Paul prepares to address how Jews and Gentiles can live
together within the church, he tells his readers that the only
real obligation that the Law imposes on us now is to love each

other. Apparently, Paul is claiming that God's purpose in giv
ing the Law was to prepare for the coming ofJesus and the new
possibilities of loving others that Jesus would give us. Paul does
not say that love keeps the entire Law. Indeed, Paul could not
say such a thing because he did not believe that Jewish food
laws or circumcision necessarily express love. Instead, love
"fulfills" the Law. In other words, the purpose of the Mosaic
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Law was to prepare for the coming of Jesus who would teach us
to love in a new and deeper way.
Of course, both Jews and Gentiles could affirm the impor
tance of loving others, especially since Jesus had insisted that
loving one's neighbor was one of the two great commandments
(e.g., iMark 12:31). Jewish Christians would appreciate that
the commandment to love one's neighbor as oneself was part
of the Mosaic Law (Lev. 19:18), and other Jewish teachers
considered it an apt summary of the entire law (cf. Mark
12:32-33, Luke 10:25-28). Gentile Christians would recog

nize that this commandment did not require them to adopt any
specific Jewish customs. Both groups, of course, were loyal to
Jesus and would recognize that here Paul was appealing to
Jesus' own insistence that love was the central demand for his
disciples.

By stressing that love was the only obligation that Chris
tians have, Paul ultimately gave to the church the ability to dis
tinguish between what we call ethics and what we call ethnic

custom. Of course, the Mosaic Law itself makes no such dis
tinction. In the Bible the Mosaic Law is a unity. All of it comes
directly from God, and in such books as Leviticus, "ethical"

and "cultural" norms appear side by side. Consequently, what
we would call custom or taboo was as binding as what we call
ethics. Not eating pork was just as binding as nor committing
theft. Paul, by contrast, makes love the decisive principle that
determines what is lawful, or, to use our terminology, what is

ethical. Hence,anything that does not involve love is mere eth
nic custom and can be disregarded when occasion demands.
Questions for reflection:
Do we still sometimes have difficulty distinguishing ethics

from ethnic custom.^ Do you agree with Paul that the test of
whether something is "ethical" depends solely on whether
it is an expression of love? On that basis would you con

sider such things as polygamy or homosexual activity to be
ethical or not?
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46, Romans 13:11-14
/« addition to this, be aware of what time it is, because it is

already the hourfor you to rise from sleep,for our deliverance is
7tearernow than when we became Christians. The night is far

along; it is Jtearly daytune. Let us be done with dark deeds, and
take up the weapons oflight. Let us behave decejitly as is proper
for daytime, not in excessive partyittg aiid drunkefiness, ftot in
orgies and projniscuity, not in fighting and jealousy. But clothe
yourself with the Lord Jesus Christ, and do 7iot indulge sinful
desires. (13:11-14)

To prepare his readers for his specific advice about their
disputes, he reminds them that salvation is near. Paul

believed that the return ofJesus would be relatively soon.Jesus
was presently in heaven completing a few final preparations

and awaiting a few final developments on earth. Soon, how
ever,the promised time would come.Jesus would return in tri
umph to the world and pass judgment on this present evil age
and inaugurate a new era. As we have seen, this era would
include the resurrection of the dead, the transformation of
nature, and the elimination of evil. Of course, the belief that

final judgment and salvation are at hand provides a powerful
incentive to repent without delay so we will be ready. Conse
quently,Paul reminds his readers that salvation is growing pro
gressively nearer and that they should act accordingly.
As time passed and Jesus did not return, the Church
increasingly emphasized that we will experience salvation and

judgment at the moment of death. Paul himself appears to have
believed that the individual does reach some sort of salvation

or judgment at death. In his letter to the Philippians Paul tells
his readers that they are not to grieve over the possibility that
he may be executed because it would be far better for him per
sonally to depart and be with Jesus (Phil. 1:23). Nevertheless,
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since Paul expected that final salvation for the entire world was

imminent, he placed little emphasis on the individual depart
ing to be with God at death. As more and more time passed and
Jesus did not return, the Church increasingly emphasized that
Christians must prepare for judgment at death when we go to
heaven or hell.

Of course, in very recent times, out-of-body experiences
from people who are clinically dead seem to confirm that we
do indeed go to God at death and experience his judgment
and salvation.

If individual judgment and salvation do occur when we
die, Paul was right to emphasize that salvation is at hand and
that such salvation grows progressively nearer. Anyone can die
unexpectedly, and everyone will die within a century or so.
Nevertheless, it seems to me that we must continue to

emphasize PauPs hope that God will transform the world. If we
limit salvation to what each individual inherits at death, we

invite people to ignore the problems and possibilities of this
life. Instead, we encourage people to think of this life only as
something we must somehow get through so we can go on to

what is truly important. By contrast, if we think that God will
transform the world itself, we will have a greater incentive for
working to renew the earth; since by doing so we will help
accomplish God's plan.

We must also emphasize that the dead share this hope. In
Paul's thet)logy the dead have not yet reached final fulfillment.
To be sure, they are with Jesus and rejoice. Nevertheless, they
too are waiting for the final transformation of the world when
they will share perfect fellowship with those who are still alive.
Today we may wonder whether Paul was right to believe that
the dead would return to earth along with Jesus. We must,
however, continue to affirm that the dead still care about our
world and long for the day when the earth finally reaches spiri
tual maturity.

To symbolize the evils that his readers are to avoid, Paul
seems to draw on the ancient tavern. There,as in modern bars.
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one might easily encounter "excessive partying and drunken
ness," "orgies and promiscuity," "fighting and jealousy."
Such images may have made Paul's intended readers a little
smug but are a reminder to us that sin is primarily ct)mmunal. It
is unlikely that many Christians at Rome were "party animals."
Instead, they probably viewed the ancient tavern as the symbol
for all that was wrong with the conventional world. Perhaps
some of Paul intended readers had themselves once frequented
the taverns and then renounced that lifestyle when they became
Christians (cf. 1 Cor. 6:9-11). Accordingly, Paul's images of the
saloon may have confirmed Paul's readers in their sense that
now they were indeed children of the light. Nevertheless, to us
Paul's images are a salutary reminder that the sins of individuals
are usually rooted in the sins of societies. American culture tends
to assume that individuals sin primarily because of their own
personal failings, not because of the defects of the groups to
which they belong. Paul knew better. In the climax of chapter 1

he stressed that Pagans encourage one another to sin. Similarly,
it is the communal interaction at a saloon that is primarily
responsible for the sins of the individuals there. Consequently,
to escape sin we must join some community in which the mem

bers encourage each other to behave righteously. Of course, for
Paul that community was the church.
It is striking that Paul writes once again that we can

improve our behavior only by first allowing Christ to trans
form us. At the end of his exhortations to abstain from drunk

enness, sexual excess, and other vices, Paul stresses that we

must clothe ourselves with Jesus. In other words, we must

allow the Spirit of Jesus to change us. The image of clothing
ourselves with Jesus would probably have reminded Paul's
readers of their baptisms when they took off their old clothes.
Of course, baptism is also the sacramental moment in which
Christians receive the Spirit.
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Questions for reflection:
How would we and our communities act differently If we
thought that the old world was about to end and a new one

about to begin? Do we as a culture think that we can change
the world, or are we increasingly fatalistic and assume that
things must remain as they are? What are the consequences
of such attitudes? How does people's spiritual vision change
as they approach death? What difference does it make if we
believe that the dead still care about our world?

47. Romans 14:1-12

Welcome those who are weak in faith, but do notget involved in
arguments about opinions. One person's faith lets them eat
everything, hut the weak person eats only vegetables. Let not
those who eat despise those who do not, and let not those who
do not eat judge those who do, for God has welcomed them.
Who are you to judge someone else's servants^ Whether they
succeed or fail is for their own master to decide, and they will
succeed, for the Lord is able to 77iake them do so. Some people

judge that one day is more importafit than another. Others
judge that eveiy day is alike. Let eveiyone be fully convinced in
their own mind. Those who are concerned about special days

show concern for the Lord, and those who eat show concent for
the Lord,for they give thanks to God. And those who do rtot eat
do so from concern for the Lord. They also give thanks to God.
None of us lives just for ourselves, and no one dies just for our
selves. For tvhen ive are alive, we live for the Lord,and when we
die, ive die for the Lord. So whether tve live or whether we die,
we belong to the Lord. Because this is the reason Christ died and

came hack to life, that he might be Lord both ofthe dead and the
living. But you, why do you judge your brother or sister? Or
you, why do you despise your brother or sister? For we all will
stand before God's tribunal. It is written, "I swear by my life,

the Lord says, every knee will bow to me afid every toiigue will
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make a confession to God"[Isa. 4.5:23}. So ?/?<?;; each ofns will
give an account of ourselves. (14:1-12)

In all probability, the Christian readers that Paul calls the
"weak" and the "strong" were respectively conservative

Jews who followed the Mosaic Law in detail and Gentiles and
liberal Jews who did not. We know that the relationship
between conservative Jewish Christians and other members of
the church was a continuing problem in the first century. In
addition, the two issues that Paul specifically cites, namely the
observance of special days and the eating of special diets, were
important dividing points between the two groups. Conserva

tive Jews rigorously observed the commandment to keep the
Sabbath holy, and they also celebrated the other holidays pre
scribed by the Old Testament. Gentiles, of course, did not keep
these days. In addition, conservative Jews could eat meat only
under special circumstances. The meat had to come from cer
tain types of animals, rather than others; the blood had to be
drained out of it; and, naturally, it could not in any way be
associated with Pagan religious practice. If such special meat
was unavailable, observant Jews had to be vegetarians. Gentiles,
by contrast, had no scruples about eating any meat. In a few
verses Paul will also mention the possibility that drinking wine
might offend someone (14:21). Although Jews certainly had
no scruples about drinking wine in general, there is evidence
that some Jews considered it improper to drink wine which
came from Pagans (e.g., Dan. 1:8, 12—16).
The special history of the Roman church had strained the

relationship between Jewish and Gentile Ghristians there.
Christianity arrived in Rome very early. Paul writing in the fif
ties remarks that he had wanted to visit the church in Rome for

"many years" (15:23). Early Christianity was primarily Jewish,
and we must suppose that initially the majority of Christians at
Rome were Jews. Naturally, under these circumstances, the
leaders of the church had been Jewish,and the congregation as a

whole had followed Jewish customs. At some point, however,
disturbances between Jewish Christians and other Jews had led
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the Roman authorities to expel many Jews—including the
Christian ones—from the city. After the expulsions, the re
maining church was suddenly Gentile. In the absence of their

Jewish brothers and sisters. Gentiles assumed the leadership
posts and presumably stopped observing Jewish customs. Then
at some point the Jewish Christians who had been expelled from
Rome began to return. Luke explicitly tells us that Priscilla and
Aquila were among those who had been expelled (Acts 18:2),
but by the time Paul was writing Romans,they were back in the
capital, since Paul sends them his greetings (Rom. 16:3). Paul
himself may refer to the fact that Jewish Christians were contin
uing to trickle into Rome. Thus, in the passage we are dealing
with now he exhorts the "strong" Romans Christians to "wel
come" those whose faith is weak. Conservative Jewish Chris
tians upon returning home cannot have been happy with the
changes in the church that had occurred in their absence. Conse

quently,the relationship between Jewish and Gentile Christians
at Rome was at best strained.

Nevertheless, both Jewish and Gentile Christians wanted
to live together in peace. They had originated from the same
congregation, and despite their differences, they worshipped
the same Lord.

Of course, Paul wanted to help the two groups reconcile.
Theologically, he was committed to the principle that in Christ
"there is no Jew or Greek"(Gal. 3:28). In addition, Paul must
have realized that if he could be a reconciler he would earn the

gratitude of the Roman church as a whole, and the church
might respond by giving him the assistance that he needed for
his missions to Jerusalem and Spain. Of course, if Paul got a
reputation for being a reconciler, this reputation might help
him elsewhere too, especially in the upcoming mission to Jeru
salem. Conservative Jewish Christians there undoubtedly saw
Paul as divisive.

To reconcile the two sides, however, Paul had to be
even-handed. If he simply told one side it was in the wrong and
should reform, it would merely become angry.
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Paul begins by insisting that both sides honor God through
their distinctive practices, and, hence, God accepts both groups.
The strong honor God by exercising the freedom that God has
given them to eat anything and not to observe special days. The
weak honor God by eating the diets and observing the holidays
that they believe God commands.In their prayers both sides give
thanks. God who is primarily concerned with our intent accepts
both expressions of devotion.

Paul emphasizes that since God accepts both groups, they
must in turn accept one another. As Christians we do not live for
ourselves; we live for God. Hence, if God accepts Christians
who observe different customs than we do, we must accept these
people as well. Judgment belongs to God alone, and we sin
whenever we condemn Christian brothers and sisters whom

God welcomes. Of course, at the last judgment we will have to
give an account to him of how we have treated one another. As
so often in this letter, Paul ultimately bases his appeal on the

belief that there is one God, and he will judge the world.
We may note in passing that once again Paul insists that at
the judgment Christians will have to suffer for their sins. When
he earlier insisted that we are justified by faith, Paul did not
mean that Christians would not have to face final judgment.
Instead, he meant that through God's mercy Christians at their
baptism were able to leave the realm controlled by sin and
entered the realm where the Holy Spirit is at work. Of course,

the God who had mercy in the past will again be merciful in the
future and Christians will ultimately be saved. Nevertheless,
we will have to suffer for the wrongs we have done.
In accordance with the overall structure of the letter, Paul
here addresses the Gentile Christians at Rome. As we have

seen, in the first half of the letter Paul addresses the Jews
(2.:17-29, 7:1) and tells them not to look down on the Gentiles.
By contrast in the second half, Paul addresses the Gentiles
(11:13-32) and tells them not to boast against the Jews. Here
Paul continues to speak to the "strong" and tells them to "wel
come" the "weak."
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Because Paul is addressing the Gentiles, conservative Jew
ish readers would not in this context have taken great offense
at being labeled as "weak." Clearly, the Jewish Christians did
nor consider themselves to be "weak." It was their Gentile crit

ics who saw them as such. Nevertheless, the conservatives

knew that the other side had this viewpoint. Hence,since Paul
was addressing the other side, the Jews would not have greatly
objected to him using its language.
For Christians today, Paul's endorsement of pluralism

within the church is especially reassuring. In earlier times Euro
pean missionaries often assumed that their own ethnic customs

were an essential part of the Christian message and, hence,
imposed those customs on converts in non-European areas. One

result was that the converts experienced alienation from the cul
tural achievements of their own societies. Today we are increas
ingly aware that Christianity can legitimately take many forms

and that we do not have to agree on externals to be fully one in
Christ. It is reassuring to realize that at the very beginning of
Christianity Paul had already articulated this awareness and
insisted that what we eat or what holidays we observe is not
important provided that we intend to honor God.
Questions for reflection:
Do we today have divisions in the church which have simi
larities to the split between the strong and the weak over
keeping special diets and special days? Do we realize that

when people we disagree with intend to honor God, they
really do honor him? Do we in the church act as if people
are primarily accountable to God rather than to us?
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48. Romans 14:13—23

Therefore, let us no longer judge one another. Rather, make this
resolution, not to put a stumblhig block or an obstacle before a
brother or sister. I hww and am convinced in the Lord Jesus
that nothing is inherently unclean, but for a person who consid
ers it to be unclean,for them it is unclean. Ifyour brother or sis
ter is hurt by yourfood, you are no longer behaving lovingly. Do

not by yourfood destroy a person for whojjj Christ died. There
fore, do not let your goodness be attacked as bad. For God's
kingdom is notfood and drink, but righteousness and peace and
joy m the Holy Spirit. Anyone who thus serves Christ is pleasing
to God and respected among human beings. So then let us pur
sue what leads to peace and mutual edification. Do not for the
sake offood ruin God's work.All things are clean hut are badfor
people who eat the?n because they have stumbled. It is good not
to eat meat or drink wine or engage in anything by which your

brother or sister stumbles. As for you, keep to yourself the con
victions that you hold in the presence of God. Blessed are they

who do not have misgivings over what they approve for them
selves. But those who doubt are condemned if they eat because
they did not do so from faith. Everything that is notfrom faith is
sinful. (14:13-23)

Paul continues to be even-handed as he attempts to recon
cile the strong and the weak. Thus, on the one hand, he

clearly states that theologically the strong are correct. Nothing
is inherently unclean. Yet, on the other hand, he insists that
pastorally the weak are correct. In practice the strong should

defer to the weak. Instead of flaunting their liberty, the strong
should be discrete and do nothing that would tempt the weak
to act against their own consciences.

Of course, this even-handed approach would have ap
pealed to both groups. The strong would have been flattered by
the claim that their theology was correct. The weak would
have been relieved by Paul's insistence that the strong should
not make life difficult for them.
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Nevertheless, what Paul writes is fully in accord with his
theological principle that our intentions are what are most
important and, hence, it is always sinful to act against our con
sciences. Thus,Paul insists that the Gentiles(along with their lib

eral Jewish allies) are the "strong," precisely because they know
that nothing is inherently clean, and, hence, when they eat meat
or ignore certain holidays, they intend to do what is right. Of
course, by intending to do what is right, they actually do it. By
contrast, if someone believes that something is unclean,then it is
in fact unclean for that person. If the weak eat meat or ignore
holidays even though their consciences object, they have chosen
to do what they believe is wrong. Of course, this choice is
wrong. Moreover, by acting against their consciences, the weak
also become psychologically fragmented. They are making deci
sions which part of their personality condemns. Hence, the
"strong" are under the obligation to accommodate the weak so
the latter do not act against their consciences.
PauPs presentation here is also an expression of his theo
logical principle that freedom from the law can only come

through faith. Without trusting in the salvation that God offers
us through Jesus, we are in slavery to sin and to law. Even
"weak" Christians are to some extent in such slavery still

because their consciences have not fully accepted the implica
tions of the freedom Jesus has given us. To try to escape our
slavery by violating the dictates of our conscience rather than
by receiving the good news ofJesus is sin. Hence,Paul can sum

marize his position by insisting, "Everything that is not from
faith is sinful."

The principle that all things are inherently clean is espe
cially useful today as we struggle with contemporary sexual
issues. In the past, we often condemned certain activities as

being dirty or distasteful. PauPs principle that nothing is inher
ently unclean reminds us that the only Christian test for
whether or not something is ethical is whether or not it pro
motes human well being. As Paul reminds us, the kingdom of
God—that is the ideal world which God through Jesus is call

ing into being—is about "righteousness and peace and joy in
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the Holy Spirit," and, hence, anything which helps produce
these is in accordance with God's will.

Questions for reflection:
Are there issues in which we realize that something that
others chink is sinful really is not? On such issues so we
respect the consciences of our weaker fellow Christians?
Or do we somehow pressure others to go along with the
freedom we enjoy thanks to our greater theological sophis
tication? Do we agree that all things are inherently clean?
Do some things chat we find distasteful produce righteous
ness, peace, and joy in other people's lives?

49. Romans 15:1-2

We the strong ought to put up with the infirmities of the weak
and not do as we please. Let each of us please our neighbor for
their benefit and edification. (15:1-2)

AsandPaulthebegins
to conclude his remarks on how the strong
weak should act, he maintains his even-handedness by explicitly identifying himself with one side and then
urging that side to make concessions. Thus he explicitly states

that he himself is one of the strong. Yet, he then insists that it is
the strong who must try to please the weak.
Ofcourse,this conclusion continues the pattern that in the
second half of Romans Paul addresses the Gentiles and asks

them to accommodate conservative Jews.
Paul's emphasis that the strong should defer to the weak
reflects his conviction that the ultimate test of Christian matu
rity is love. The freedom that Christ gives is not for self-indul

gence but charity. The strong by their theological sophistication
have freed themselves from legal scruples, but this freedom must
never be used to hurt others. On the contrary, precisely because
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the strong realize that eating meat,drinking wine,and observing
special days are in themselves unimportant, they should be

happy to observe these things in order to avoid harming a weak
brother or sister for whom Christ died.

Questions for reflection:
is it usually a mistake for the leader of the congregation to
identify with one side in a church dispute rather than main
tain neutrality.^ If the leader does identify with one side, is
it important to urge that side to make concessions? When
should those who are more theologically mature accomm<jdate the ignorance and neuroses of those who are not?
When should the mature refuse to compromise?

50. Romans 15:3-4

For Christ also did not do as he pleased, but,just as it is written,
"The insults ofthose who insulted you fell on me"(Psal. 69:9].
Everything that teas written ofold was written for our instruc
tion, so that by endurance and the encouragement ofthe scrip
tures we might have hope. (15:3-4)

Paul appeals to the recognized spiritual authorities to justify
his position that the strong should make concessions. Both
the scriptures and the example of Jesus show that we must not
do as we please but what is pleasing to others.

In keeping with the beliefs of the early church as a whole,
Paul assumes that the scriptures were primarily written for
Christians. Thus he insists that even though the Hebrew Scrip
tures (i.e., the Christian Old Testament)were written long ago,
they were written for the Christians of his own era. Indeed,
"everything" in the Old Testament was for the instruction of
the church. The conviction that the scriptures were primarily
written for Christians was a commonplace at the time. The
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New Testament as a whole assumes that the Old Testament

predicted in detail the life ofJesus and the origin of the church.
Jews who were nor Christian also assumed that the Hebrew
Scriptures were written for themselves and claimed that the
prophecies oflong ago were now hei ng ful fi I led i n their own com
munities.Thus,for example,the group which produced the Dead
Sea Scrolls took it for granted that the prophecies of the Old Tes

tament pointed to later events in the history of their (nvn sect.
Today it seems clear that the writers of the Old Testament
were primarily concerned about their contemporaries, not
subsequent generations. People who wrote Old Testament leg
islation or history or proverbs focused on the needs of their
own day and took little thought for the distant future. Even the
"prophets" concentrated on changing the behavior of their
original audiences. When the prophets spoke about the future,

itwas generally the short-term future, and the predictions were
that God would reward the original listeners if they chose to do
good and punish them if they chose to do evil.
Nevertheless,in addressing their contemporaries the writ
ers of the Old Testament often formulated principles which
were of lasting value and so were relevant to Paul's day and
even our own. Thus, as Paul himself emphasized in 13:9, the
commandments not to murder or commit adultery (Exod.
20:13-14; Deut.5:17—18)are expressions of the fundamental
commandment to love one's neighbor (Lev. 19:18) and always
remain valid. Similarly, much of the Old Testament was writ

ten to assure readers that the disasters of the time did not imply
that God had forgotten his people or was unable to help them.
On the contrary, God remains the savior and always gives new
resources to those who trust in him. This principle also remains
valid,and Paul was right to insist that the scriptures encourage
us to endure and give us hope.
In addition, Christians believe that even in Old Testament
times God was somehow guiding history to prepare for the
coming of Jesus and that, therefore, the Old Testament to
some extent looks forward to him. The Old Testament authors
themselves did not know that God would become incarnate.
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Still the incarnation was the culmination of the history of
Israel, and Gt>d mysteriously guided that history to accomplish
his will. Hence, at least in retrospect, Christians can discern in
that history signs of the One who would come.
The scriptural passage that Paul cites here illustrates how
the Old Testament points to Jesus. The quote, "the insults of
those who insulted you fell on me" is from Psalm 69:9. In this
psalm a blameless person is suffering from brutal persecution.
He points out that it was loyalty to God that led to this suffer
ing. Yet, God has not saved him. The author struggles against
the fear that God has abandoned him. Nevertheless he con

cludes that because of God's unchanging love, God will ulti
mately save him, and that in the end he will sing God's praises.
Moreover, when others see how God has saved him, they will
also gain new trust in God.The New Testament often refers to

this Psalm (e.g., John 19:29; cf. Ps. 69:21) and applies it to
Jesus. Jesus was the supreme embodiment of the blameless per

son who suffered brutal persecution out of loyalty to God. God
did not save Jesus from the cross. Yet, Jesus trusted that
because of God's unchanging love, God would ultimately vin
dicate him, and, in the end God did raise him from the dead.
This act in turn gives others ultimate confidence in God.
Hence,Jesus supremely fulfills the vision of the psalm, and in
retrospect, Christians can see that it points to him. Of course,
Paul suggests here in Romans that since Jesus is the model for
Christians, we must also suffer reproach for our loyalty to
God. Hence, the psalm even applies to us.
Questions for reflection:
What role should the authority of scripture and the exam

ple of Jesus play in resolving church disagreements? In
what ways does Jesus fulfill the Old Testament? In what
ways does Jesus go beyond the Old Testament or even call
its basic point of view into question?
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51. Romans 15:5-6

May the God ofeuduraitce and encouragement grant to you to
be in harmony with one another, as ChristJesus would wish, so
that with a common mind you may with one voice glorify the
God ajid Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. (lS:S-6)

Paul gives a concluding benediction, which is a clear indica
tion that this section of the letter is now over. As we saw, at

12:1 Paul begins giving extended practical advice about how the
Romans should behave. This advice climaxes in the long discus
sion about how the "weak" and the "strong" should live to
gether. The benediction signals that this discussion has ended.
In the benediction Paul assumes that a "common mind"—

like all blessings—is a gift from God. Despite that fact that Paul
has appealed to the weak and the strong for more than a chap
ter to live together in peace, he realizes that finally everything
depends on God's grace. Of course, his readers need to be open
to that grace. Nevertheless, God himself must grant them the
possibility of living in harmony.
Paul concludes, as we might expect, by emphasizing the
importance of praising God. The Jews and Gentiles in the
Roman church need to be one in order that together they may
glorify the Father of Jesus.
Consequently,the next few verses are nor the conclusion of

this particular section, but the conclusion of the argument of the
entire letter. To be sure, these verses will continue the themes

and even the language of what has immediately preceded, but,as
we shall see, they will also tie the whole letter together.
Questions for reflection:
To what extent is being in harmony with one another

something we achieve, and to what extent is it a gift from
God? Is it normally a good idea to conclude a church dis
cussion with a prayer or a blessing? Can such a prayer or

blessing be abused? How does concluding with a prayer or
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blessing put everything else in perspective? Does praising
God make our problems seem different?
^ :!c- ^

52. Romans 15:7-12

Therefore, welcooie one another, just as Christ welcomed you
fo} Ctod s glory, hor I tell you Christ became a servant to the cir
cumcised to confirm God's truthfulness by fulfilling the prom

ises to the Patriarchs and so the Gentiles might glorify God for
his mercy, just as it is written, "For this reason I will praise you

among the Gentiles, and I will sing praise toyou"[Tsal. 18:49].^
And furthermore it says, "Be glad. Gentiles, with his people
(Dent. 32:431, and further, "Praise the Lord, all Gentiles, and
let all the peoples praise him"[Psai 117:1], and further Isaiah
says. There will he a scion ofJesse, even he who is rising
^
the Cientiles; in him the Gentiles will put their hope I sa.
^1:10]. (13:7-12)

In one sense this passage continues the material that immedi

ately preceded it. Thus, as in 15:5-6, Paul emphasizes that

the Christians at Rome must be united so they can proper y

praise God. Similarly, the command here to welcome one
another picks up the command in 15:1 to"welcome"the weak,

and this earlier command was the introduction to t e en ir
section on the strong and the weak.
,

Nevertheless, this passage
has a wider reference
t at
^
a whole. In
out only about the "strong and the weaK,

and foremost addressing a local problem at Rome, ow, y
contrast Paul explicitly talks about Christ s overall
the "circumcised" and the Gentiles. Of course, how Christ has

saved the Jews and Gentiles is the focus of the entire letter.
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Paul brings the argument of the letter to n conclusion by
reminding his readers that they must welcome one another
because Jesus saves the Jews first and also the Cirecks. I have
tried to show that the theme of the letter is that the gospel is for
the Jew first and also for the Greek. This theme appears already
in 1:16 and gives us a clear structure for the following fourteen
chapters. Now in this concluding section Paul brings the theme
to a final resolution by passing on a series of supporting quota
tions from scripture. Paul cites various passages from the Old
Testament to show that God sent his Son both to confirm the

promises to the Jews and to allow the Gentiles to experience
mercy. Once again Paul emphasizes that the Cientiles are full
members of God's holy people, and yet, somehow the Jews

have priority. Whereas the Gentiles rejoice in God's unex
pected mercy, the Jews rejoice that God has fulfilled his prom
ises to them. Indeed,the climactic quotation from Isaiah 11:10
reminds us that physically Jesus was descended from Jesse
(who was the father of King David, the national hero of the
Jews)and by his resurrection also became ruler of the Gentiles.
Here we have a deliberate echo of Paul's opening comment
about Jesus in 1:3-4. There Paul also emphasized that physi
cally Jesus was a descendant of David and became ruler of all

through the resurrection. Consequently, the Gentiles are to
rejoice that they have been grafted into God's people, and both
Jews and Gentiles must become fully united in Christ.
We may note that Paul has an unusual solution to the
perennial problem of how diverse cultures can live together.
There are two usual solutions. The first is assimilation. The

dominant culture "unifies" a geographic area by forcing minori
ties to adopt its own language, customs, and values. The second

solution is pluralism within a supposed common humanity. Dif
ferent groups attempt to live together in peace by claiming that
the attributes that all human beings share are strong enough to
allow people to accept ethnic differences. Because all human
beings believe in love or because "a smile means friendship to
everyone," we need not quarrel over the fact that we have diver
gent customs, beliefs, and values.
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Paul, by contrast, seems to advocate pluralism within uni
versal assimilation. Thus, on the one hand, Paul believes that

the peoples of the earth can only truly become one if they
accept a common cultural heritage, namely the religious tradi
tion that began with Abraham and culminated in the death and
resurrection of Jesus. Paul insists that every person must

become an heir of Abraham and a brother or sister of Jesus.
Neverthele.ss, since the Jews are falling away,this cultural tra

dition is no longer the special preserve of anyone. As we have
seen, Paul claims that Jews must now be converted to Chris
tianity through the witness of the Gentiles. Indeed, now in

Christ "there is no Jew or Greek" (Gal. 3:28). Once different
groups accept the religious tradition stretching from Abraham

through Jesus, that common bond is strong enough to allow
each culture to maintain its own traditions. Thus,Paul does not

counsel Jews and Gentiles to adopt a common way of life.
Instead, he recommends that both groups preserve their own
customs, and insists that such diversity is not a barrier to being
one because the unity of a common Christian faith is so great
that no other unity is necessary.

In my opinion, the two usual solutions for how different
cultures can live together have always failed. Assimilation is
essentially a form of violence that deprives the weak of their
heritage. Pluralism within a supposed common humanity does
not in practice forge a strong enough bond to keep different
cultures at peace. The fact that a smile means friendship to
everyone seems to do little to prevent genocide.

by contrast, Paul's solution of pluralism within universa
assimilation has worked fairly well. One can,of course,exagger
ate the extent to which different Christian ethnic groups have

lived together in peace. Certainly, there have been countless
wars between Christians, and many disputes within the church
are primarily due to cultural cleavages. Nevertheless, it remains

true that Christianity is the largest international movement and
that many denominations (e.g., the Roman Catholic Church)
have included an astonishing variety of ethnic groups all of
whom affirm that they belong to the same faith as the others.
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We may also note that the worst f-'ailures of Christianity
occurred when various denominations identified Cdiristianity

with the narrow political or cultural agendas of particular
nations. It was when Christians equated their faith with the
special interests of Catholic Spain or Orthodox Russia or the
Protestant United States that whole civilizations suffered. In

practice, the Christian message ceased to be love for all and

became the acceptance of cultural and political domination.
As Paul begins to conclude the argument of the letter as a
whole, he is filled with praise. The contemplation of what God

has done to honor his promises to the Jews and to give hope to
the Gentiles moves Paul to glorify God. Acct)rdingly, he cites
scriptures that urge both Jews and Greeks to praise the Lord.

Questions for reflection:
In the history of our nation, state, or local community,

what has been the price of forcing minorities to assimilate.^
What is the price of living with pluralism? Do we as Chris
tians think of ourselves as belonging to a single historical
community that includes all other Christians? Does a sense

of our common past and our common loyalty to Jesus
allow us to accept the many cultural ways in which Chris
tians differ from one another? To what extent do we con

fuse Christianity with the specific cultural values that
Americans hold?

^0 ^
53. Romans 15:13

May the God who gives hope fill you with all joy and peace
through faith so that you may have abundant hope by the power
ofthe Holy Spirit. (15:13)

As a fitting close to his extended argument, Paul empha
sizes that Christian must live in hope. The joy and peace
that Christians are called to have do nor come from ignoring
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the brokenness that pervades the world and even our own

lives. Earlier Paul noted that the entire creation groans and
even Christians share in its suffering (8:20-25). The peace and
joy that Christians are called to have comes from the faith that

the God who raised Jesus from the dead has the power to
redeem creation. The presence of the Holy Spirit is the begin
ning of that redemption and points us to the glory that is to be.
By the power of the resulting hope we can rejoice despite the
tribulations of the present.
Q,uestio7ts for reflection:
Do we as Christians often face the temptation of minimiz
ing the problems of the world in order to affirm the peace
and joy which Christianity is supposed to give? Do we face
the opposite temptation of seeing the problems of the

world so clearly that we despair? What would it mean for
us to live in hope? How can the experience of God's trans
forming presence in our own lives begin to give us hope?
*4*

54. Romans 15:14-22

/ myselfam confident, my bothers a/jd sisters, about you that
you yourselves are completely good, and full ofall knowledge,
and are able also to instruct each other. I have written rather

boldly to you at some points as a reminder, because ofthe grace
given to me by God so that I might be a ministerfor ChristJesus
to the Gentiles,a priestfor God'sgood newsso that the Gentiles

might be an acceptable offering, behig sanctified in the Holy
Spirit. I have grounds to brag in ChristJesus concerning what I
have achieved for God. for 1 will not presume to say anything
except about what Christ has accomplished through me to make
the Gentiles obey him. I have accomplished this by word and
action, by the power of miraculous signs and wonders, by the
power of the Spirit. From Jerusaletn and its environs up to
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Serbia I have completed preaching the good iiews of Christ. I
have the ambition to preach not where Christ has already been
acknowledged—lest I build on a foundation laid by someone
else—but,just as it is written, "Those who were not told about
him will see, and those who have not heard will understand"
[Isa. S2:15j. For this reason, I have often been prevented from
coming to you.(15:14-22)

Now that Paul has essentially completed his presentation
of the gospel to the Roman Christians, he diplomatically
suggests that their understanding was never defective. Al

though he wrote boldly to them "at some points," he was only
reminding them of what they already knew.
Paul then begins to prepare for his appeal for support by
emphasizing how much he has already accomplished. Natu
rally, Paul cannot ask for assistance before he convinces his

readers that his work merits it. Consequently, Paul brags that

he has preached the gospel from Jerusalem to what would now
he Serbia, that he has opened new missit)n fields, and that he
has even worked miracles.
Of course, Paul is not bragging about accomplishments

that he has done by his own strength. He insists that he would
pot presume to boast about any such thing. Instead, he is boast

ing about"what Christ has accomplished through" him "by the
power of the Spirit."

From what Paul writes, it is clear that Paul's goal was to

preach the gospel to the ends of the earth as quickly as possible,
o modern readers it is astonishing that Paul could claim that

e has completed preaching the gospel from Jerusalem to Serla. Obviously, he had not preached everywhere in this vast
3rea. It is also interesting that Paul insists that he does not want
to help consolidate Christian communities that other mission

aries have founded. Instead, his constant desire is to expand
into virgin territory and bring the gospel to new lands. In a
moment he will tell the Romans that he now plans to start a
mission in Spain. For Paul's readers, Spain was the western
most point of the known world.
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Paul's desire to bring the gospel to the ends of the earth as
quickly as possible, probably reflects his faith that Christ would
not return until the whole earth had had a chance to hear the

good news. In the Gospel of Mark Jesus declares that the gos
pel must first be preached to all nations before the present
order of reality can end (Mark 13:10). Paul probably knew this
prophecy and took it literally. Consequently, it was urgent to
bring the gospel to the end of the world as soon as possible so as
not to delay the coming of final salvation.
In line with the overall theme of the letter that the gospel is

for the Jews first and also for the Greeks, Paul here presents his
ministry in two parts. In this opening section, he emphasizes
his evangelistic work among the Gentiles and boasts about how
he has gotten Pagans to obey God,and in a moment he will go

on to announce his intention to preach to Pagan Spain. He will
discuss his upcoming work for the Jews in Jerusalem a little
later. Nevertheless, even here he carefully notes that his gospel

is for the Jews first since his preaching began in Jerusalem and
only subsequently went all the way to Serbia.

Paul appeals to the sensibilities of the divided congregation
at Rome by calling himself both a ''minister...to the Genti es
and a "priest." The Gentiles in the congregation would have
appreciated Paul's insistence that his ministry was primarily to

them,liy contrast,conservative Jews would have appreciate is
insistence that the Gentiles needed to be sanctified and that,
therefore, Paul was in effect acting as a Jewish priest.
Questions for reflection:

Do people generally have to boast when they are asking for
financial support? Is there really a difference between oast
ing of what we have accomplished and boasting o w at

God has accomplished through us? Where does each
boasting invite us and our hearers to focus attention. as
Paul mistaken in his belief that the gospel must reach the end
of the world before final salvation could come?
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55. Romans 15:23-32

But now,since I no longer have scope in these regions and since
for many years I have had a desire to come to yon as I go to
Spam,I hope to see you as I pass through and to he helped on my
way there by you when Ifirst have enjoyed your company for a

while. But now I am going to Jerusalem to aid Christians there,
for Macedonia and Acaia were pleased to make a contribution

for the poor among the Christians in Jerusalem. They were
pleased to do so, for they also are indebted to them. If the
Gentiles share in their spiritual blessings, they also should serve
them in material ones. When I have completed doing this and

delivered the proceeds for them, I willgo out to Spain by way of
you. I know that when I come to you, I will come with the full

ness of Christ's blessing. But I beg you, brothers and siste?'s, for

the sake ofour Lord Jesus Christ and the Spirit s love, that you
struggle with me in prayers to God on my behalfthat I may be

delivered from the unbelievers in Judea ajid that my contributi07i to Jerusalem may be acceptable to the Christians there, so

that I may come to you in joy by God's will and be refreshed
along with you.(15:23-32)

jJaul now shares his plans in detail, including his upcoming
missions to Jerusalem and Spain. At the beginning of the

letter Paul cautiously announced that he would be visiting
Rome so that he and his readers could encourage one another.
Paul, however, said nothing about going to Jerusalem and
Spain. Now, by contrast, Paul announces that he is taking
money from his Gentile congregations to the church in Jerusa

lem and then,after he has visited Rome,he plans to open a new
missionary field in Spain.
The mission to Jerusalem was dangerous in the extreme.
The conservative Jewish establishment in Jerusalem hated
Paul. By preaching that Gentiles could join the church without
submitting to the Jewish Law,Paul was proclaiming that keep
ing this law was no longer important—a point, of course, that
Paul makes in Romans. From a Jewish perspective, however,
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the Law was God's unchanging will and defined what it was to
be Jewish. A jew was someone who kept the Law. Hence,Paul
was striking at the very basis of Jewish identity. Not surpris
ingly, non-Christian Jews in Jerusalem assumed—albeit it,
incorrectly—that Paul was actually telling Jews outside of Pal
estine to forsake their ancestral customs (Acts 21:21). Hence,

many Jews in Jerusalem wished to kill Paul, and,consequently,
it was very risky for him to go there. When Paul did in fact go,
he barely escaped with his life and ended up in prison.
Even if he survived the dangers of visiting Jerusalem, it
was by no means clear that the church there would accept him,

despite the fact that he was bringing money. The church could
not welcome him and receive his financial support without

acknowledging the validity of his message. Conservative Jew

ish Christians disagreed with that message, and everyone real
ized that accepting Paul would dangerously antagonize public

opinion. Hence, it was by no means clear that even the church
at Jerusalem would acknowledge him.

The church at Rome was probably in a position to press

the church at Jerusalem to accept Paul. To be sure, we have no
way of knowing how much influence the Roman church
Jerusalem, but it is very likely that it had at least some. e
early Christian movement was a relatively small community,
and, as Paul's letters themselves make evident, peop e were in

frequent communication. Hence, at the very least, the oman
church could have sent a letter of recommendation.

Paul's mission to Spain also posed grave difficu ties, an
help from the church at Rome would be most use" ^
there too. Previously Paul had preached in the eastern ^

ranean where there were large Jewish communities an tie
dominant language was Greek. Consequently,even w en au

was founding new Christian communities, he could sti count
on there being people who already understood the Old Testa
ment promises of the coming of a Messiah,and he could speak
to his potential converts in a language in which he was totally
fluent. By contrast, there were few Jews in Spain and few peo
ple who could speak Greek. The church at Rome was probably
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the closest existing Christian communit)'to Spain and was very
large. Only a few years later when Nero began to persecute the
Roman church,there was,even according to a Pagan historian,
an enormous number of Christians in Rome (Tacitus, Annals,

XV. 44). Many members of the Roman congregation must have
been fluent in Latin as well as Greek and, therefore, could act
as translators for Paul when he went to Spain. Hence, that

church's assistance would be especially valuable to his future
work there.

Consequently, Paul asks for support. He begs the readers
to pray for the success of his trip to Jerusalem, both that he

escape from his powerful enemies in the city and that the

Christian community there would receive him. Of course, by
asking for prayer Paul was implicitly asking for whatever other
help the Roman church might be able to give him. Paul also

hints generously that the Roman church could give him logisti
cal support as he departs for Spain. He tells his readers that he
hopes that they will help him on his way there.
The fact that Paul does not share his plans in detail and ask

for support until after he has explained his message reflects the
fact that Paul had to win his readers' sympathy by convincing
them that his gospel was legitimate. As we have seen, many
people felt that Paul was preaching libertine behavior; indeed,

Paul himself states that "some" were accusing him of saying,
Let us do evil that good may result" (3:8). Many people also

felt that Paul's missionary work among the Gentiles was giving
Christian Judaism a bad reputation among Jews and thus hin
dering the efforts of other evangelists who were trying to con
vert them. Hence,Paul carefully had to explain his "gospel" to
skeptical readers at Rome before he could ask for their assis
tance in his upcoming work.
Paul again suggests that his missionary work is for the Jew

first and also for the Greek,just as he has argued throughout the
letter that the gospel is for the Jew first and also for the Greek.
Thus, Paul tells his readers that his first upcoming mission is to
take money to the Jewish Christian church in Jerusalem. After
that he will journey to Spain to convert Gentiles there.
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Paul's trip to Jerusalem especially symbolized that the
Gospel was for the Jews first but, of course, also for everyone.
Paul had originally pledged to get Gentile Christians to send
money to Jerusalem as part of a larger agreement that Peter
would direct ongoing efforts to convert Jews and Paul would
spearhead efforts to convert Gentiles(Gal. 2:1-10).The offer
ing from the Gentiles was a sacramental acknowledgment of
the primacy of Jewish Christianity and an expression of the
unity of the church. Here in Romans Paul stresses that the
Gentiles have an obligation to help the Jews in Jerusalem in
material things since the Gentiles are in their spiritual debt.

Of course, by once again emphasizing that he is concerned
about Jews and Gentiles, Paul is courting both sides in the
divided congregation at Rome.
liecause Paul asks for the Roman Christians to support

him in his mission to Jerusalem, we may suspect that Paul
hoped they would try to convince Christians there that Paul s

message was that the gospel was for the Jews first. By sending
this letter to Rome and asking the recipients to pray for the suc
cess of his mission to Jerusalem, Paul may have been hinting
that the Roman Christians might also try to "explain Paul s
behavior to the Jerusalem community. Naturally, if they actu

ally did so, their explanation would reflect what Paul himself
says in this letter. Hence, it is not surprising that Paul empha
sizes not only the unity ofJews and Gentiles in Christ, but even

that the gospel is for the Jews first. That message would be
most appealing to the Jewish church in Jerusalem, especially if
that church was still angry over Paul's negative statements in
Galatians about such things as circumcision and the Mosaic
Law. Here we may recall that Paul probably wrote Galatians
only shortly before Romans, and that Galatians deals with
many of the same themes as Romans but in a way that is much
less supportive of Jewish Christianity.
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Questions for reflection:
What does Paul mean when he asks the Roman congrega
tion to struggle with him in prayer? Have you ever felt that
through prayer you were sharing in someone's struggle? Is
such prayer especially effective? if we pray for people and
with them, are we more likely to give rhem other kinds of
support? Why?

56. Romans 15:33

May the God of peace be with all of you. Amen.(IS:33)

Paul gives a blessing that reminds the Romans what his mes
sage is. The blessing stresses that God brings peace. So too,
Paul wants the Romans to remember that he himself does not

Wish to be a cause of division and rancor but of unity and tranquil

lity. The blessing also stresses that God's peace is for "all." So too,
Paul wants the Romans to remember that his message is for every
one, whether Jew or Greek. As we have seen, the word "all" has

played a key role in the letter as a whole.

Questiofis for reflection:
Must the final goal of all Christian preaching be peace?
Must all Christian preaching finally be for everyone? How
can we challenge specific groups to repent and reform and

still convey the larger message that the Gospel is a message
of peace for all?

^

^
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57. Romans 16:1-16

I commend to you our sister Phoebe. She is also a deacon in the
church at Cenchreae. Give her the welcome in the Lord that

Christians deserve and give her whatever assistance she needs
from you,for she herself has been a patroness for many includ
ing my own self. (16:1-2)
Greet Prisca and Aquila, my associates in ChristJesus who

risked their necks for my life. Not only I but also all the Gentile
Churches thank them,and greet the church in their house. Greet
my beloved Epaenetus, who was the first convert to Christ in
Asia. Greet Maiy who has toiled hard for you. Greet Andronicus
andJunia my compatriots and my fellow prisoners who are out
standing among the missionaries and who became Christians

even before I did. Greet Ampliatiis who is dear to me in the
Lord. Greet XJrbanus our co-worker in Christ and greet my

beloved Stachys. Greet Apelles who is a tested Christian. Greet

the members of the household ofAristobulus. Greet Herodion
my compatriot. Greet the members ofthe household ofNarcis

sus who are Christians. Greet Tryphaena and Tiyphosa who
have toiled in the Lord. Greet the beloved Persis who has toiled

hard in the Lord. Greet Rufus who is distinguished in the Lord
and his mother who has also been a mother to me. Greet

Asyjtcritus, Phlego7i, Hermes,Patrobas, Hennas,and the broth
ers and sisters who are with them. Greet Philologus afid Julia,

Ne7'eus and his sister, and Olytnpas and all the Christians who
are ivith them. Greet one another with a holy kiss. All the
churches of Christ greet you. (16:3-16)

In all probability,Phoebe was the person who brought Paul s
letter to Rome.The fact that Paul commends her to the con

gregation at Rome suggests that she was previously unknown
to them, and it is hard to see how Paul would have been sure

that this person would arrive about the same time his letter did
unless she was in fact bringing the letter. In the ancient Roman
Empire there was no post office available to private citizens,
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and, hence, the only way to get a personal letter to its intended
recipients would be to commission someone to deliver it.

From what Paul says, it appears that he was in Corinth at
the time. He explicitly states that Phoebe is a member of the
church at Cenchreae,and Cenchreae was one of the harbors of
Corinth {cf. Acts 20:2-3).
Initially, it seems surprising that Paul greets so many people

by name in a congregation that he has never visited. Indeed, in
the past some scholars even argued that this section could, con
sequently, not have been part of the letter Paul sent to Rome.
In fact, however,Paul's greetings promote his goal of win
ning the support of both Jews and Greeks at Rome and else
where. No doubt, Paul knew many of the people he greets by

name. For example, Prisca (or Priscilla) and Aquila had been
his friends for years (Acts. 18:2, 1 Cor. 16: 19). Nevertheless,
we must assume that many of the others he did not know per

sonally but only by reputation. By greeting them and saying
complimentary things about them, he was hoping to establish a
relationship with them. It is noteworthy that Paul apparently
goes out of his way to greet both jews and Gentiles. Thus, at
^o points he identifies people as his "kin" or "compatriots."

Since it is highly unlikely that Paul who had apparently come
from Tarsus (Acts 9:11, 21:39, 22:3) had family members at
Rome,"compatriot" here must simply mean "jew." Hence, by
greeting people in this way Paul is reminding his Jewish readers

that he too is one of them. Nevertheless, the vast majority of

the names in the greetings are Gentile. To be sure, in this
period many jews (especially slaves) had Gentile names. Still,
we must assume that the bulk of the Gentile names in the list in

fact belonged to people who were originally Pagans. Hence,in
his greetings Paul also commends himself to the Gentile faction
in the congregation.
It is striking that in his greetings Paul keeps mentioning
women who were playing important leadership roles. Thus,

Prisca along with her husband Aquila were Paul's missionary
associates, and Paul even mentions her name first, perhaps
betraying the fact that he considered her to be the more
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important of the two. Andronicus and Junia were probably a
husband and wife missionary team, and the word I have trans
lated as "missionaries" is literally "apostles." By using the term
"apostles," Paul clearly indicates that Jesus himself appeared to
this couple at his resurrection and commissioned them to be
missionaries. Paul describes Phoebe as "deacon" and a "pa
troness." We cannot be certain that at this time the term "dea

con" (which literally means "servant") necessarily indicated
that someone was an official church leader, but probably it did.
"Patroness" clearly implies that Phoebe was a woman of means
who generously supported other Christians, and Paul ac
knowledges his own indebtedness to her. Moreover, it says

much for Phoebe's stature and ability that Paul entrusted to her
the task of delivering this important letter. Paul also stresses

that various other women (Mary,Tryphaena,Tryphosa,Persis)
have "toiled," and the fact that he has heard about these exer

tions suggests that these Christians must have been important
for the Roman church as a whole.

Hence, Paul's greetings are a reminder that in the early
church women were often leaders, and it was only subsequently
that males gained a monopoly in holding church offices.
Paul's greetings also strongly suggest that the Roman
church was composed of many small congregations that met m

people's houses. Paul greets various groups of people (e.g.,the
household of Narcissus), and he explicitly sends greetings not

only to his old friends Prisca and Aquila, but also to the church
in their house. Of course, the early church was not a wealthy
organization and did not enjoy government support. Hence,it
is most unlikely that Christian groups could normally meet in
public buildings. The majority of the private residences that
were available undoubtedly belonged to poor people and,
hence, were small. Consequently, there had to be many house
churches in Rome.

It was essential for Paul to greet the various house churches
in order to emphasize that the gospel was both for Jews and
Greeks. It is most likely that different house churches had differ
ent ethnic and theological tendencies. Presumably, the house
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church of his old friends Prisca and Aquila favored Paul's more

liberal approach to the Law and included many Cienriles. Other
house churches were undoubtedly more conservative and more
Jewish. By sending his regards to all the churches, Paul makes it
clear that he recognizes the legitimacy of the various local groups.

Questions for reflection:
As we consider what roles women sh(nild play in the

church today, how significant is it that women were lead
ers in first-century congregations? is the Bible or the later
tradition of the church more important in helping us dis

cern the proper roles of women? In what ways would our
Christian lives be better or worse if we met for worship in
individual homes rather than in large church buildings?

58. Romans 16:17-20a

I urge you, brothers and sisters, to watch out for those tuho
cause dissension and scandals contrary to the teaching that you

learned and to stay away from them. Such people do not serve
our Lord Christ but their own impulses, aitd by slick talk and

flattery they deceive the hearts ofthe unsuspecting. Your obedi
ence is well known to everyone,so I rejoice over you. But I want
you to he experienced in what is good hut not mixed up in ivhat

evil. The God who brings peace will quickly squash Satan
^nder your feet. (16:l7-20a)

\X/
^ not know what people Paul was attacking when he
^ ▼ warns against those who create dissension and scan
dals. The only dissension at Rome that Paul has mentioned was

the dispute between the "strong" and the "weak," and in dis
cussing that dispute Paul was very diplomatic and did not
attack anyone.
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Probably, Paul is speaking generally. He is not so much
warning his readers about specific individuals as reminding his
readers to beware of certain types of people. Of course, he is
also implying that the readers should not themselves be a
source of division or offense.

By warning against people who cause divisions by unortho
dox teaching, Paul implies that he himself is a source of unity.
His own teaching is in accordance with the standard Christian
message and brings unity. He does not cause scandals.
Hence, these remarks invite his readers to have a positive
opinion of him and lend him their support.
Questions for reflection:

Should the church always be on guard against heresy and
schism even in relatively quiet times? Or does the fear of
heresy and schism act to stifle creativity and growth? How

can we distinguish between people who are raising helpful
challenges to accepted ways and people who are merely
being egotistical and divisive? How can we handle differ
ences of opinion in positive ways?

59. Romans 16:20b

The grace of our Lord Jesus be with you.(16:20b)

Paul adds his customary blessing,but it is perhaps especially
appropriate in this letter that his last theological comment

is about "grace." Conventional Greco-Roman letters ended
with "farewell." But Paul always concludes by wishing his
readers the grace of Jesus. This blessing is especially fitting
here. In Romans Paul has insisted that the gospel is for both the
Jews and the Greeks because all have sinned, and God in his
graciousness is being merciful to all. Accordingly, Romans as a
whole is about God's grace.
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Question for reflection:
Do all our reflections about Christianity have to begin and
end with an awareness that God is kinder than we deserve?

What happens to Christianity when we forget about God's
mercy?

60. Romans 16:21—24

Timothy my co-worker greets you, as do Lucius and Jason and
Sosipater, my cotnpatriots. I, Tertius, who transcribed this letter, greet you in the Lord. Gains, who hosts me and the entire
church, greets you. Erastus, the city treasurer, greets you, as
does Brother Quaj'tus. (16:21-23)

(The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ he with you all.
Atnen.j(16:24)

Paul now sends greetings from various people, and once
again he is careful to include both Jews and Gentiles to
commend himself to all in Rome and anyone else who might

have an opportunity to read this letter. The first ft)ur people
mentioned are all Jewish. To be sure Timothy, who was one of

Paul's most important assistants (e.g., 1 Cor. 16:10-1 1), was of
mixed ancestry. Nevertheless, he did at Paul's insistence re
ceive circumcision (Acts 16:1-3) and was, therefore, techni
cally Jewish. Paul explicitly states that Lucius, Jason, and
Sosipater are his "compatriots." The remaining names are etymologically all Pagan and probably belonged to Gentiles.
Today there still exists an inscription from first-century

Corinth that states that a civic official named Erastus paid for a
large stone pavement. This is probably the same person whom
Paul identifies as the "city treasurer" and whose greetings he
sends in this letter.

These greetings also make it clear that, in accordance with
his normal practice, Paul dictated Romans. Thus, Tertius in
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sending his greetings literally states that he was the one who
"wrote" the letter. Here,"wrote" does not mean "composed"

but "wrote down," and, consequently, I have chosen to trans
late the Greek with the word "transcribed." Paul dictated the

letter to Tertius. In dictating this letter Paul was apparently fol
lowing his normal practice since some of this other epistles end
with comments "in my own hand" (1 Cor. 16:21, Gal. 6:11,
etc.) thus suggesting that the rest of the letter was written down
by some{)ne else.

The fact that Paul dictated Romans may help explain why
the letter is not more polished. Perhaps the reason that the letter
contains so many passages that are stylistically awkward or lack
ing clarity is that Paul simply talked to Tertius who wrote down
what he heard. Paul may never have revised the resulting text.
The brief blessing in 16:24 was probably added to Romans

after Paul's death, perhaps to give the letter a more "theological
conclusion. The blessing does not appear in the earliest and best

ancient copies of Romans. Apparently,some scribe felt that such
a holy document should not end with personal greetings from
otherwise unknown Christians. To remedy the problem, he

appended a blessing modeled on the one Paul had written a few
verses earlier in 16:20b.

Questions for reflection:

Was it appropriate for Paul to end such a long and theo

logical" letter by sending greetings from various people?
Are these greetings a mere aside, or do they embody in a

particularly appropriate way Paul's insistence that through
Jesus we are all—whether jews or Gentiles—called to
become one in love?
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61. Romans 16:25-27

[To him who can strengthen you in accordance with my gospel
and the preaching ofJesus Christ, in accoi-dance with the revela
tion ofthe mystery which was concealed for lofig ages hut now
has been disclosed and through the prophetic writi}igs made

known by the command of the eternal Ciod so all the nations
will obey the faith, to the only wise God, he gloty, through Jesus
Christ, forever. Amen.}(16:25-27)

Thedidlastnotverses
of the traditional text of Romans probably
belong to the letter that Paul himself actually dic
tated. These verses occur in different locations in the manu

scripts that include them.Thus, many ancient copies have these
verses at the conclusion of chapter 14, rather than at the con

clusion of chapter 16,and one very old manuscript has them at
the conclusion of 15. Today there still remain a few manu
scripts that do not have this section at all. In ancient times there
were others since the biblical scholar Jerome (c. 342-420)
knew some. If these verses originally belonged to Romans,

there is no reason why subsequent scribes would have omitted
them or changed their location.
Apparently, the verses originated when an ancient editor
chopped off the last two chapters of Romans to make the letter
rriore "universal." We know that in the second century some
copies of Romans lacked chapters fifteen and sixteen. Indeed,

the great third-century Biblical scholar, Origcn,accused the ear
lier heretic Marcion of having amputated them. Whether or not
Marcion was to blame, the motive for the excision is clear. The
last two chapters of Romans dealt with specific issues in Paul's
day and no longer seemed relevant in a later century. Once it
became part of the Bible, Paul's letter was authoritative for all
Christians. Hence, some copyist decided to cut out things that
could no longer easily be applied to contemporary life. The
same concern to make the letter universal also lies behind the

fact that the specific references to "Rome" in 1:7 and 1:15 are
missing from a few manuscripts. Of course, once the editor
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chopped off the original ending of the letter, he had to supply
another. Hence, he produced what we know as 16:25-27.
This new ending suggests that Romans is the final revela

tion of God's eternal plan and clearly indicates that the letter
was now part of the Bible. The concluding doxology tells us that
"the mystery which was concealed for long ages" now has been
disclosed "through the prophetic writings." Accordingly, the
editor views Romans itself as a prophetic writing that discloses
the eternal purposes of God. Such a view would be virtually
unthinkable if Romans was not already part of sacred scripture.
Tiie fact that Romans originally addressed a specific situa
tion but became part of the Bible underlines the greamess of the

letter and the dangers of applying it uncritically. It is astounding
that a letter which Paul wrote simply to gain support for his mis
sionary work and which in part, at least, he tailored to address
specific problems in a first-century congregation could be so
profound and universal that it would challenge the Christian

world down through the centuries. Yet,the fact that Paul is not
addressing the modern world or even the ancient one but only a

single congregation (and any other readers who happened to
hear about the letter from that congregation) should warn us
that we cannot simply take what Paul says and apply it to our
own problems without further ado.

Instead, as we conclude our reflections together, we might

remember Paul's own emphasis that in interpreting scripture,
as in every aspect of the Christian life, we must follow the
ing of the Spirit and resist becoming enslaved to the law. In
my own reflections both on what Paul meant and how what he

wrote remains helpful, I have tried to honor the wisdom of the
original letter and the invitation of the Spirit not to be enslaved
to the "letter of the law."

Questions for reflection:
Are we m<ire likely to become profound when we try to

produce a viewpoint that is valid for all time or when we
respond with love and commitment to a specific situation?
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Have some people uncritically tried to apply to t^ur present
day what Romans says about certain issues (e.g., homose.Kualit)') when our present social awareness and scientific
knowledge are vastly different from what Paul could have
known? What have been the results of such applications?
What in Romans remains especially important and rele
vant as we begin the third millennium of Christian history?

Appendix
An Outline of Romans

Any outline for Romans is to some extent arbitrary. In
many places, Paul's argumentation flows from one idea to
another without an obvious break. In addition, when Paul

wrote, it was not customary to give any visual clues concerning
structure. Thus, in the first century there were no paragraphs,
no punctuation, no small letters, and no space between words.
In all probability the original copy of Romans consisted only of
an endless stream of capital letters! The chapter and verse num
bers, which we now take for granted, were added centuries
after Paul's death and are no more than a series of later conjec
tures as to where the text should be divided.

Any modern attempt to outline the text depends to a large
extent on one's understanding of what Paul's overall purpose
in writing the letter was.

As the reader now knows,I believe tbat Paul was trying to
gain support from the entire Roman church by arguing that the
gospel was for the Jews first and also for the Greeks.
The following outline attempts to respect the basic points
in Paul's argument as I understand it and gives one possible
interpretation of where to split up the text into major and
minor sections.
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An Outline of Romans
I. Introduction to the letter: Paul plans to preach his gospel at
Rome (1:1-15)
A.Paul the writer of the letter introduces himself as someone

who is qualified to preach at Rome (1:1-6).
1. Paul is an apostle of Jesus Christ and called to preach the
gospel (1:1)
2. According to that gospel Jesus Christ is the savior of the
whole world (1:2—4).

a. Jesus fulfills the hopes of the Jews, since he was foretold
by the prophets and is a descendant of David (1:2-3).
b. He is also Lord of the Gentiles since he has risen from

the dead and reigns as Son of God (1:4).
3. Consequently, Paul must preach the gospel to all peoples,
including those at Rome (1:5-6).
B. Paul greets his readers at Rome as people who are ready to
hear the gospel (1:7).
1. The Christians at Rome are beloved to God and are called

to be holy (1:7a).
2. Paul wishes them the grace and peace that come from Jesus
(1:7b).

C.Paul announces that he plans to come to Rome so that he and
the Roman Christians can encourage one another (1:8—15).
1. The faith of the Romans is famous (1:8).

2. For a long time Paul has wanted to come to Rome so he
and the Romans may strengthen one another (1:9-13).

3. Paul has an obligation to preach the gospel to all peoples
and, hence, is eager to do so also at Rome (1: 14-15).

II-The theme of the letter: The gospel is for the Jews first and also
for the Greeks because we can only become righteous and find
life through faith (1:16-17).
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in. Because salvation is through faith, the Gospel is also for the
Greeks, and, consequently, the Jews should not despise them
{1:18-8:39).

A.Apart from faith in Jesus, both the Jews and the Gentiles are
lost (1:18-3:20).

1. Without Jesus, the Gentiles are utterly depraved and have
no excuse for their sins (1:18-1:32).
a. The Gentiles refused to acknowledge the one God
(1:18-23).

1)The Gentiles should have recognized God, since he
can be perceived from his creation (1:18-20).

2) But the Gentiles were unwilling to honor God and
instead indulged in idle religious speculation and
ended up worshipping idols (1:21-23).
b. Consequently, by God's decree the Gentiles fell into
gross sin (1:24-32).

1) False worship led to perverse desires which in turn led
to wicked and degrading practices (1:24-31).
2) Worst of all, the Gentiles actually encourage one
another to follow such evil even though they realize
that it leads to death (1:32).

2. Without Jesus those who condemn are no better than those
they condemn and will fare no better at the final judgment
(2:1-16).

a. Those who judge the Gentiles are in practice committing
the same sins (2:1).

b. Therefore, those who judge will themselves receive con
demnation at the last judgment (2:2-5).

c. At the last judgment God will impartially judge both the
Jews and the Gentiles, and, consequently, there will be
rewards and punishments for both Jews and Greeks in
accordance with what they have done (2:6-16).

1) God will judge the Jews and Greeks impartially on the
basis of their deeds (2:6-11).

2)Specifically, Jews will be judged, not on whether they
know the law, but on whether they have kept it
(2:12-13).

3) Gentiles will be judged on whether they have followed
the leading of their consciences which instinctively
know the law (2:14-16).
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3. Despite the fact that the Jews who do nor follow Christ
have the advantage of knowing the law and being circum
cised, they nevertheless are grievously sinful and are subject
to God's condemnation (2:17-3:8).

a. The Jews boast about the law and use it to instruct oth
ers (2:17-20).

b. But in practice the Jews do not keep the law, and this
sinfulness causes Gentiles to revile God (2:2 1-24).

c. Circumcision is only of value if those who are circum
cised keep the law, because true circumcision is spiritual
(2:25-29).

d. The fact that God entrusted the Jews with both the Law

and circumcision does not mean that he must spare the
Jews in order to accomplish his will (3:1-8).

4. Summary: The Jews as well as the Gentiles are totally
under the control of sin because the law by itself does not
give us the power to live more righteously (3:9-20).
a. Scripture shows that the Jew is no better off than the
Gentile because no one is righteous (3:9-18).
b. The purpose of the law is to make us subject to God's
condemnation (3:19).

c. The law does not by itself give us the power to live
better (3:20).

B. Both Jews and Gentiles will be saved in the same way—by
faith in Jesus rather than through the Jewish law (3:21-8:39).
1. All must be saved by faith apart from deeds performed
through the power of the Jewish Law (3:21-3 1).
a. All have failed to keep the law and must be saved by the
trusting in the gift of Jesus' blood (3:21-26).
b. Only such trust frees us from pride in our own deeds
(3:27-28).
c. There is only one God and, hence, Jews and Gentiles
must be saved in the same way (3:29-30).

d. Faith in Jesus does not undermine the law but actually
upholds it (3:31).
2. The example of Abraham who was the ancestor of both
Jews and Gentiles helps show that all must be saved
through faith (4:1-25).
a. Abraham was the physical ancestor of the Jews (4:1).
b. If Abraham had been justified by his own deeds, he
could have boasted (4:2).
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c. But scripture insists that Abraham received salvation
through faith (4:3).

d. Such faith delivers us from pride, for if we were saved by
our own deeds we could boast (4:4).

e. If we trust in God to save us despite our unrighteous
ness, he will treat us as if we were righteous. David pro
claims this (4:5-8).

f. The example of Abraham proves that all must come to
salvation through faith, because he had faith, and before
Abraham was circumcised God treated him as if he were

righteous. Indeed, circumcision was the attestation of
what Abraham already possessed (4:9-lla).
g. Abraham is the ancestor of all who have faith, whether
circumcised or not (4:llb-12).

h. It was by faith that Abraham received the promise that
he would inherit tiie world and be the father of both
Jews and Gentiles (4:13-17a).

i. Abraham showed his faith by believing that God cou
give life to the dead through giving Abraham a son
despite his advanced years and impotence (4. .7
). Today we too will receive life and righteousness i v
imitate the faith of Abraham by believing m

.

who raised Jesus from the dead so we mig t e
(4:23-25).

•

3. By faith we are saved from the power of sin and re

u

hope of sharing in God's glory (5:1-11)a. By faith in Jesus we have access to Go s gr^
hence, have hope (5:1-2).

b. By the power of the Holy Spirit, this gtace

allow us to grow despite suffering (5.a •

preat

C. Through the death of Jesus, God has shown how great
his love for us is (5:6-8).

. , r

will

d. Consequently, we can be sure that m t ^ "
save us and, therefore, we boast in mm •

4. Because Jesus is the new Adam, both Jews an
saved in the same way (5:12-21).

a. Through Adam,sin and death spread to
though there was no Jewish Law until the time
(5:12-14).

'
,
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b. Through Jesus God's grace has become available to ail
people and more than overcomes the consequences of
Adam's sin (5:15-19).

c. The Jewish Law merely caused sin to abound, but the
grace available in Jesus is more than sufficient to deal
with the problem (5:20-21).
5. We are all saved in the same way because Jesus has freed us
from sin and law (6:1-7:6).
a. As Christians we cannot continue in sin, because when

we were baptized into Christ we died to sin and rose to
new life in him (6:1-11).

b. Consequently, we should live as people who have died
and risen, since we are not subject to the Law but to

God's grace in Jesus (6:12—14).
c. We are slaves to whomever we obey, and we must either
choose to serve sin which leads to death or serve righ
teousness which leads to eternal life in Christ; of course,
we should do the second (6:15-23).

d. As the analogy of marriage shows, when we died with
Jesus, we were freed from the Law (7:1-6).

1) By law, a woman is bound to her husband only as
long as he is alive; once he is dead she is free to marry
someone else (7:1-3).

2)So too, since we died with Jesus, we are no longer
subject to the old Law (7:4).

3)Consequently, we are no longer slaves to the sinful
passions which the Law provoked but can serve God
in the new life of the Spirit (7:5-6).

6. Indeed, even though the Law is itself not sinful, neverthe
less without Jesus it causes us to become more sinful
(7:7-25).
a. Even though the Law is not sinful, it teaches us what sin
is (7:7).

b. Sin then makes use of this knowledge gained through the
Law to produce more sin (7:8-11).
c. By this process, sin is exposed, and, consequently, the
Law itself is good (7:12-13).
d. Although the Law is spiritual, we are slaves to sin (7;14).
e. Even when we choose to do what is right, we are unable
to accomplish it, because, when we are under the Law,
sin controls us (7:15-23).
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f. Hence, only Jesus Christ, not the Law, can free us from
sin (7:24-25)

7. Through the Spirit of Jesus, Christians have been set free
from sin and the Law and look forward to final salvation
(8:1-39).

a. By sending his Son into the realm of sin and law, God
vanquished them (8:1—4).
b. The test of whether we have been freed from sin is

whether we can set our minds on spiritual things
(8:5-8).

c. Christians have God's Spirit which gives us new life
(8:9-11).

d. Hence, Christians are free to serve God,and if we fol

low the leading of the Spirit, we become children and
heirs of God (8:12-17).
e. We along with the whole creation wait in hope for final
salvation (8:18-25).

f. As we wait, the Spirit helps us (8:26-27).
g. We can be certain that we will be saved because God
predestined us to become like his Son (8:28-30).

h. Nothing can separate us from God's love made known
in Jesus (8:31-39).

IV. Because of God's unchanging election, which we know
through faith, the gospel is for the Jews first, and, consequently,
the Gentiles should not despise them (9:1—15:6).

A.God has a continuing plan for the Jews and will in the end
save all Israel. Hence, Gentile Christians should not look
down on them (9:1-11:36).

1. Paul himself has deep personal concern for the Jews, espe
cially since their heritage gives them priority in salvation
(9:1-5).

2. God intends to save all Israel through his own mysterious
plan, and Gentiles have no basis for feeling superior
(9:6-11:32).

a. God's plan for the Jews has not failed (9:6-29).
1)In the past God has fulfilled his plan by choosing
some rather than others to belong to his chosen peo
ple (9:6-9).

2) His choice was based on his own will, not the virtue
of those who were called (9:10-13).
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3)God has the right to make such a choice, and, hence,
everything depends on him (9:14-23).
4)In the prophets God foretold that he would call the
Gentiles and that only a remnant of the Jews would
remain faithful (9:24-29).

b. The Gentiles are in no way superior to the Jews
(9:30-11:24).

1)The reason that the Gentiles are presently achieving
righteousness, whereas most Jews are not, is that the
Gentiles are striving on the basis of faith, whereas the
Jews are still trying to establish their own righteous
ness through keeping the Law (9:30-10:3).

2)Christ is the goal of the Law, and now both Jews and
Gentiles must be saved through calling on him
(10:4-13).

3) Before people can call on Jesus they must first hear
the gospel (10:14-15).
4)Israel has heard the gospel, but it was prophesied that
Israel would have to become jealous before returning
to God (10:16-21).

5)God has not rejected his people, since there is still a
faithful Jewish remnant chosen by God's grace; Paul
himself is an illustration (11:1-6).
6)By God's decree the rest of the Jews were unreceptive
(11:7-10).

7)This hardening is temporary and allows the Gentiles
to receive salvation; the Gentiles will make the Jews
jealous (11:11).

8)The coming inclusion of the Jews will be a blessing for
the world (11:12-16).

9)Gentile Christians should not boast against the Jews,
because Gentile Christians depend on the Jewish heri
tage and stand only by faith (11:17-22).

10) God has the power to bring the Jews into the
church (11:23-24).
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c. Moreover, in the end all Israel will be saved (11:25-32).
1) All Israel will be saved when Christ returns
(1 1:25-27).

2)This salvation must take place because God Is faithful
to his ancient promises to the Jews (11:28-29).
3)just as the Gentiles were disobedient and received

mercy, so the jews needed to become disobedient in

order that they too might be saved by God's mercy
(11:30-32).

3. Although God's ways are beyond understanding, we can
affirm that all things must return to him because he created
them all (1 1:33-36).
B. Christians should he humble and live in harmony, and the
strong should he especially considerate of weak Jewish Chris
tians (12:1-15:6).

1. Christians should exercise a host of general virtues and,
especially get along with one another and outsiders
(12:1-13:14).

a. Christians should not conform to the ways of the world
hut discern and follow God's will (12:1-2).

b. As individuals, we must not have an excessively high

opinion of ourselves but by God's grace use our gifts for
the good of the community (12:3-8).
c. We should exercise the virtues of love and humility.
(12:9-16).

d. We are to leave vengeance against our persecutors up to
God (12: 17-21).

e. We must always obey the government because it derives
its authority from God (13:1-7).

f. We fulfill the entire law by loving one another
(13:8-10).

g. Since the day of salvation is near, we must live virtuously
now (13:1 1-14).

2. Strong Christians and weak Jewish ones should be tolerant
of one another, hut the strong should be especially consid
erate of conservative Jewish members of the church
(14: 1-15:6).

a. The strong and the weak should not judge one another,
because God is the only one who has the right to judge,
and each of us will have to answer to him (14:1-12).
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b. Although the strong are right in claiming that nothing is
inherently unclean, they should, in practice, not do any
thing which would entice the weak to act against their
own consciences (14:13-23).

c. Conclusion: As scripture teaches, we who are strong
should follow the example of Christ and not do as we
please but do what builds up the church (15:1-4).

d. A blessing: May God grant that the church in Rome be
united (15:5-6).

V.Conclusion to 1:1-15:6: Consequently, Jewish and Gentile

Christians should support one another because the gospel is for
the Jews first and also for the Gentiles (15:7-13).
A.We should all welcome one another as Christ welcomed us
(15:7).

B. Christ became a servant of the Jews to fulfill God's promises
to them, and Christ also brought mercy to the Gentiles
(15:8-9a).

C.Scripture attests that the Gentiles will receive salvation along
with the Jews (15:9b-ll).

D.Scripture also reminds us that Jesus was born as a descendant
of David and by the resurrection became ruler of the Gentiles
(15:12).

E. A blessing from Paul: May God fill the entire Roman commu
nity with joy and hope (15:13).

VI. Personal appendix: The Roman Church should support Paul's
missionary work, because it is both to the Gentiles and the Jews,

and Paul is opposed to anything that would divide the church
(15:14-16:23).

A.Paul was rather bold in giving his advice, especially since the
Roman Christians are themselves knowledgeable (15:14-15).
B. He was bold because his gospel is for the Gentiles, and
through him God had accomplished so much. Hence, the
Roman Church should support Paul (15:16-24).
1. God gave Paul grace to convert Gentiles (15:16).

2. By the power of God Paul has preached the gospel to
Gentiles throughout the eastern Mediterranean, always
working in virgin territory (15:17-22).
3. Paul now plans to visit the Roman Christians on his way to
preach to (Gentile) Spain (15:23-24a).
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4. The Romans should consider giving him support for his
work in Spain (15:24b).
C.Nevertheless, he is also working to help the Jews since he is
taking the offering of the Gentile churches to the church at
Jerusalem. The Romans should also support his mission to
Jerusalem (15:25—12).

1. Paul is now taking the offering of the Gentiles to the
church at Jerusalem (15:25).
2. Paul feels that it is important for Gentiles to help the Jews

in material things since the Gentiles are spiritually indebted
to Jewish Christians (15:26-27).

3. Only after taking the offering to Jerusalem, will Paul go to
Rome and Spain (15:28-29).

4. Paul appeals to the Romans to pray for him in order that
he will be safe and successful in his trip to Jerusalem
(15:.10-32).

D.Paul gives a blessing to all his readers (15:33).
E. Paul commends Phoebe to the Romans (16:1-2).

F. He sends greetings to both individual Jewish and Gentile
Christians (16:3-16).

G.Paul urges the Romans to beware of divisive Christians
(16:17-20a).

H. Paul gives a blessing (16:20b).

I. Paul sends greetings from both Jewish and Gentile Christians
(16:21-23).

[VII. Additions to Romans made after Paul's death.
A.A blessing modeled tin the one in 16:20b (16:24).

B. A doxology which praises God for revealing his eternal pur
poses in this letter (16:25-27).]
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